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Abstract: This paper describes international humanitarian efforts for the deployment of technology in healthcare centres
in developing countries. The IEEE Humanitarian Technology Challenge (http://www.ieeehtc.org) develops and implement
technological solutions for the provision of reliable electricity, data connectivity of rural district health offices, and identifying
individuals and linking them to their medical records. The focus is set on the Individual ID tied to Health Records because the
authors are involved in this specific challenge. The paper describes the economics of healthcare in developing countries and how
this affects the implementation of technologies. Furthermore, this study will report the proceedings for providing a comprehensive
system that will define public health in villages, allowing for trauma and emergency as well as disease response, control and studies,
clinical healthcare, disease surveillance and prevention, and health vaccination.
Key words: healthcare economics, healthcare in developing countries, technology for healthcare, humanitarian projects.
JEL classification: I11, I18, O33

1. Introduction
If developed countries deal nowadays with equity in health and healthcare, most developing, less developed or
low-income countries face other types of difficulties regarding health services. In these countries, far too many people
have to deal with inadequate nighttime lighting or inadequate communication due to lack of reliable electricity; too
many healthcare providers are forced to treat patients without having access to databases of past results and new
research trends and a large number of people die from easily treatable diseases because of inadequate health records.
Health has always been a central concern for individuals, groups, communities or the global society and the
importance of health cuts across individual of all ages and across all societies. In the 20th century we witnessed an
extraordinary progress on health, but progress in health is fragile (The Global Agenda, 2009).
Understanding the challenges of health and of the social response to health problems is difficult. Therefore, the
global community tried to set a number of critical goals for development, the Millennium Development Goals. Three of
these are health-related: MDG4 – reducing child mortality, MDG5- reducing maternal mortality and MDG6 – reducing
major diseases (HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria). These MDGs have generated endless policy discussions and focus
in many settings.
Although real progress has been made, the agenda for global health is much broader than the MDGs.
Therefore, worldwide there is a lack of coherence in global health governance, which leads to the impossibility of
effective representation throughout the globe. The institutional efficiency, mandates, activities, authority and even
resources allocated for the global health initiatives show clearly that there is no agreed plan or strategic vision to tackle
the major health problems across the world. And given the diversity of the determinants that make up the healthcare
worldwide, only concerted leadership on health issues within the public health sector would help solving these
problems (Lee et al., 2009).
Global healthcare is indeed missing a list of guidelines and a comprehensive identification of challenges to be
taken into consideration for developing countries. This is why the Humanitarian Technology Challenge (HTC) project
was created. Its main scope is to identify the major challenges brought by lack of adequate healthcare provision in
developing countries. This initiative was developed by technologists as well as humanitarians, non-profit organizations,
students, government employees and others that come together to identify, work and solve some of the worlds most
pressing humanitarian challenges. HTC is a unique concept, developed in such a way that it is open-source and
collaborative at the same time.
2. The economics of healthcare in developing countries
Once the HTC solutions are developed, a viable business model is needed to define and test the solution’s
components, customers, distribution, marketing and operational plans. This model is supposed to lead into the
development of a complete business case. Therefore, it is crucial for the HTC project to define and use the concept of
health economics for developing countries.
5
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Health economics
Health economics can be defined as the application of theory, concepts and techniques of health economics to
the health sector (Mills et al., 1988). As good health became a major determinant of economic growth and a component
of the human development indexes in the last twenty years, health economics developed as a sub-discipline of
economics and is touching many of the main theoretical areas of this discipline. Amongst the standard categories of
economic theory it touches we can find topics like demand, consumer choice, production technology, supply, markets,
industrial organization, economics of information incentive structure and social welfare (Mwabu, 2007).
Although all these theoretical aspects can provide an interesting insight into the field of health economics, none
of them can offer adequate understanding of healthcare on their own (Culyer et al., 2000). Therefore, we present in
figure 3 a basic framework for understanding how the different theoretical aspect of economics interlace in order to
provide a reasonable view of healthcare nowadays:
A: The main question concerning health economics is what exactly influences the health of the people coming
from a certain region, community of grouping. The contribution of education, income levels, consumption patterns,
environment is crucial in this aspect.
B: The value of health for the consumer/patient or end-user is another aspect in analyzing the economics of
healthcare. This value is statistically different in developed and developing countries. The Items we need to include
in our analysis are: externalities, the utility for the end-user, health status indexes. It is very important to quantify
health and its value for the patient (Oliver, 2003).
Figure 1: The framework of health economics

Source: Adapted from Centre for Health Economics, University of York; Mills, 1988.

C: The factors that influence the demand for health services are determined by both A and B, barriers to access
(prices, distance, psychological barriers etc.), agency relationship or the behavior of health providers, the need for health
services and the social welfare of the region.
D: The supply of healthcare is determined by the associated costs, the available production technology, the
industrial organization and the incentives that result from these.
E: The correlation between the supply and the demand for health services in terms of money, time, rationing
systems and consumer choice is included in the markets response.
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F: Micro-economic evaluation is done by the end-user of healthcare services and deals with the costs, benefits
and all the ratios resulting from these.
G: The macroeconomic evaluation is actually an evaluation at the level of the whole system and analyzes the
effects of different ways of financing and organizing the health sector. In this respect, equity and efficiency criteria are
of equal importance as the comparison of performance at a local, regional or international level.
H: Budgeting and planning target the maximization of the achievements and their efficiency. Norms and
regulations as well as the incentives structure are created here.
As we can see, health economics is concerned with the analysis of costs, benefits, management and results of
healthcare. Health economics draws its inspiration from a number of disciplines such as finance, insurance,
econometrics, labor economics, public finance, development studies (Culyer et al., 2000).
The research related to health economics has been surprisingly applied to the healthcare in developed
countries. Considering the distinction between positive and normative economics (‘what is’ vs. ‘what it should be’) we
can conclude that healthcare economics in developing countries is mainly linked to the normative side of research
(Oliver, 2002).
The principles of health economics that apply to developing countries are the same as the core principles of the
main discipline (Mwabu, 2007). Depending on the environment, there might be a need of adapting these principles to
institutional conditions (or their absence) of developing economies. These can be (North, 1990; Williamson, 2000):
• Formal: regulatory and legal structures, property rights, insurance laws, constitutions;
• Informal: customs, traditions, social values, and beliefs;
• Social networks and civil society organizations.
All of these institutions are country- and time- specific. Therefore, any economic interpretation or intervention,
even though based on the same theory, can differ substantially across geographic position and time span (Oliver et al.,
2005). The intervention is based on having the same key factors and institutions and in conclusion the same model
cannot be applied throughout. This is the main reason why healthcare research is not directed towards developing
countries. The best way of dealing with healthcare modeling in these countries is to have a general framework that can
be easily adapted to the internal/regional context. This framework will result in the development of a business model in
three steps:
• Value proposition – this will target the segments of the market, the costumers and will deal with marketing and
operational strategies
• Business model feasibility – technical description of the solutions and the feasibility from a managerial point of
view
• Complete business case
The HTC project proposition is to follow such a framework and try to achieve a business model in emerging
markets.
Figure 2: Business model development process in context
Business Model Development Steps

•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete Business Case
All Business Model Components
Market Characteristics and Opportunity
Competitive and Industry Analysis
Go-to-Market Strategies
Financial Plan
Assumptions, Dependencies and Next
Steps

Source: Business Modelling Workbook, HTC, June 2009

Vital Wave Consulting designed this Business Modeling Workbook (HTC, 2009) to assist in the creation of a
viable business model for Humanitarian Technology Challenge projects focused on emerging markets. The Workbook
focuses on defining the Value Proposition of the proposed solution, which is the first step in the process of building a
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complete business model (Figure 4). After this workbook is completed, the Feasibility of the business model can be
tested according to the steps outlined below. For reference, an outline of the complete business case is provided.
The value proposition is the sum of the total benefits (or utility) of the solution and is a central component of
the business model. The five-step process to building successful value propositions, which is outlined in figure B and
detailed throughout this Workbook, provides a framework for identifying and understanding the customer and purchaser
needs. It also highlights the importance of articulating how the solution can meet those needs.
Figure 3: Five-step process to building successful value propositions

Identify target
segments and
customers

Identify pain
points: Day in the
life of a customer

Define the
compelling value
proposition

Define the
distribution system,
marketing and
operational strategies

Validate the
value proposition
and distribution
system

Source: HTC, 2009

The purpose of the Business Model Feasibility is to determine the validity of all the components of the
proposed business model. This Appendix describes how to identify a solution’s strengths and weaknesses and identify
key drivers of the business model, set pricing goals and determine assumptions.
Table 1: Business model feasibility
Business Model Feasibility
Explain the qualitative description of operational and financial
flows
Explore the following Critical Success Factors:
Distribution channels and retail/channel infrastructure (extant
or need to create?)
Manufacturing/supply chain costs/risks
Transportation costs in country
Initial support and maintenance plan
Initial fulfillment and supplies plan
Production capability and scalability
Access to partners (NGOs, government at local, regional
level)
Pricing plan
Cost considerations
Creative financing (microfinance or communal purchasing)
Legal/import restrictions and tariffs
Length of sales cycle
Promotion
Initial Go-to-Market (GTM) plan
Cannibalization issues?
List all assumptions
Source: HTC, 2009

The business case outline provides an overview of all necessary details and issues to consider when developing
a complete business case. An executive summary should be approximately one paragraph and the remaining detailed
analysis should be 10-15 pages in length. This business model feeds into the development of a complete business case,
which layers on additional plans and market intelligence in a comprehensive document that is required to justify
solution commercialization and secure funding and other commitments.
3. HTC challenges
The Humanitarian Technology Challenge is a joint initiative of the IEEE, the world’s largest trade association
of technical professionals, the IEEE Foundation, the United Nations Foundation and Vodafone Foundation Partnership.
8
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The project enables technologists to work with humanitarian aid professional, contributing time and expertise,
to solve three major challenges:
•
Reliable electricity – Everywhere in the world, reliable electric power is key to economic
development and medical care. In developing countries, electricity is fundamental for many essential services, including
those that increase income and benefit rural areas. Major uses for electrical power include: agriculture, water
purification and distribution, healthcare, education, commercial and industry applications, bidirectional
communications, standard of living. Energy planning policies in developing countries must be effective and sustainable
in order to stimulate investment in power-plant modernization and in rationale energy usage. Developing countries can
count on a variety of potential electrical energy sources, including solar, hydroelectric, people-powered, fossil-fueled,
geothermal and eolian. Cost remains a major factor in obtaining affordable power sources. But power sources are
frequently undersized, battery and charging systems are often misused and therefore prone to failure, and there is a lack
of standard and easy to use interfaces for switching among various power sources based on demand and capacity.
•
Data connectivity of rural district health offices – In many developing countries, healthcare is
provided by rural district health offices, which may not have data connection to other health centers in the area. Being
able to exchange data between central and remote field health facilities/offices is crucial. Some of the reasons for
establishing this connectivity are as follows: interaction among healthcare professional; retrieval of patients’ medical
records; transferring medical records to a central database; providing a link for remote diagnosis/treatment, consultation
with psychiatrists education/training for staff; alerting offices about emergencies and outbreaks.
•
Individual ID tied to health records – Consistent availability of patient medical records. Important
for treatment of migrant patients and for those with long-term diseases.
Not long ago, the use of Electronic Health Records (EHRs) in developing nations was thought to be
unrealistic. What projects existed used either expensive commercial software in large organizations or user-developed
software for specialized purposes, such as to manage a specific disease. Since then, several successful EHR systems
have been implemented in developing countries, due in no small part to the increase in the availability of information
technology in these areas. These factors, along with recognition of the benefits of EHRs in improving quality of care in
developed countries, have created a broad interest in the use of such systems in the management of diseases such as
HIV and drug-resistant Tuberculosis (TB). There are examples of successful implementations of such systems, such as
the AMPATH project in Western Kenya, the PIH (Partners in Health) projects in Peru, Haiti, and Rwanda, the Baobab
Health systems projects in Malawi, and the CIDRZ (Center for Infectious Disease Research in Zambia) project
(eHealth 2008).
Figure 4: Summary of the information requirements

Source: SITHS (1999). Begrepp för IT-säkerhet, Stockholm: Säker IT i Hälso- och Sjukvården, pp.9 apud Åhlfeldt, 2008

In many places, some kind of legacy, paper-based EHR system will already be in place. But throwing it out
and replacing it with an electronic system may not be so simple, or appropriate. It can be difficult to shift the concerned
parties in lockstep from the paper-based system they know to an electronic system you know. More likely, any new
system will have to be a hybrid of electronic and paper-based tools. This adds to the difficulty of designing a system
because the records will have to work in both a paper and an electronic world. Simply scanning paper into electronic
form does not address the real issues, nor does it correct errors that may have been embedded earlier.
An accompanying problem is the lack, in many developing countries, of a system for accurately obtaining
unique identification of every person for whom a health record is created. Identifying each and every individual
accurately is not only a major problem at healthcare facilities in developing countries, but a most difficult task.
Obviously, knowing who is who avoids potentially harmful, even deadly, errors, and allows for continuity of care and
sound management of drug use. It also helps eliminate unnecessary procedures and reduce fraud, thereby lowering
costs and improving a system’s efficiency.
9
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Accurate individual identification is also necessary if a facility is to contribute to the epidemiological statistics
gathered by the national government. If you don’t know who you’ve been treating, the prevalence of illness—such as
malaria, TB, or HIV/AIDS—cannot be counted accurately. Measuring the baseline health of a country, and any
improvements in health, is difficult if not impossible.
Name confusion leading to mistaken identity is a special problem in communities where most people’s names
are not unique, as you may find in a developing country. This is especially so within smaller settings such as tribes and
rural and remote communities. In extreme cases, individuals may have no useful identity to offer at all; their culture or
literacy may prevent them from accurately reciting their identities with consistency. Tying records to individuals
without a stable means of identification (name, address, etc.) can be a great problem
3.1. Subchallenges
Subchallenge 1 – Individual ID. In many developing countries, there is no method for accurately and
uniquely identifying every person who presents at a healthcare facility needing or requesting care. Obviously, knowing
“who is who” helps avoid potentially harmful, even deadly, errors and allows for continuity and sound management of
an individual’s care. It can also help eliminate unnecessary procedures and reduce fraud, as well as contribute to the
epidemiological information for the region.
The Individual ID Challenge is to design a system for healthcare facilities in developing countries that
correctly identifies individuals so that accurate medical records (paper or electronic) can be created, stored, and located
the next time that individual presents at the same or other healthcare facility. Such a system should answer the following
questions:
• Is this person who he/she claims to be?
• Has this person accessed health services previously here or elsewhere in the system?
• What services has this person received?
• Is this person a member of a household or in a relationship that could have some effect on the condition, such
as HIV/AIDS, that brought him/her into the facility for care?
Subchallenge 2 - Health Records . Longitudinal collection of health information generated by visits of an
individual to a medical facility provides the knowledge needed to enhance the quality, safety and efficiency of that
individual’s health care. These records, which can include patient demographics, problems, diagnoses, medications,
vital signs, past medical history, immunizations, laboratory data and radiology reports. There are many significant
issues involved in designing and developing a health records system, but the value of a system depends upon, first,
accurate identification of the individual to whom the information belongs and second, the ability to link records
gathered over time (and perhaps at more than one facility) to that individual in order to show a complete history of that
person’s encounters with the health care system, regardless of where or when those encounters occurred.
The Health Records Challenge is to design mechanisms by which health records of identifiable individuals can
be linked within a facility or group of facilities effectively and efficiently in developing countries with little or no
technological infrastructure. The challenge is not to design a health record system, but rather to determine how
technology can support the sharing of an individual’s information over time and distance. Security and protection of
personal information are critical elements in addressing this challenge.
3.2. Short-term challenges
Designing and implementing a reliable individual ID system could be a worthwhile short-term project. But this
cannot be done in a vacuum: it must be tied into whatever overall health record system the country may already have,
even if it’s only a small pilot project, and the overall health strategy of the country. This last point is particularly critical;
the design of the system must reflect the intended use, whether it be a public health/disease surveillance system or one
for assuring the continuity of care for individuals.
Any individual ID system must answer the following questions:
• Is this person who he/she claims to be?
• Has this person accessed health services previously here or elsewhere in the system?
• What services has this person received?
• Is this person a member of a household or in a relationship that could have some effect on the condition, such
as HIV/AIDS, that brought him/her in for healthcare?
• In preparation for developing an individual ID system, it will be helpful to:
• Make an inventory of ID and health records methods already in use in your target country, including those
implemented by NGOs and other entities not within the country’s healthcare system that could be applicable.
• List the identity needs: short term for individual ID, disease and disaster control and medical statistics, or long
term for keeping healthcare records.
10
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the problems of melding an individual’s ID with perhaps a national or other ID that your country may
already have.
Identify how you might provide ID for people in remote locations or for populations with literacy issues.
Find out if your country has any regional variations in the preference for one means of identity or another.
Find out if there already are ID methods in your country for such things as money transfer or micro-banking,
and if there are any regional preferences for one system over another.
Calculate the cost and resources needed to provide accurate individual identification and the tradeoffs among
different options.
Identify the importance of various disease treatments in your areas, and the need to accurately identify
individuals needing such treatment. Errors in some cases could be fatal; at the least, they represent a waste of
time and resources.
Now you may be ready to develop a plan for identifying individuals using a mix of technologies.

3.3. Longer-term challenge
EHRs allow for the longitudinal collection of health information generated by any number of visits of an
individual to a health facility. They provide the knowledge needed to enhance the quality, safety and efficiency of
health care (Task Force to Study Electronic Health Records, 2007). These records, which can include demographics,
problems, diagnoses, medications, vital signs, past medical history, immunizations, laboratory data and radiology
reports, are legal records that must be accessed securely by authorized parties.
However, implementing an electronic health record system is a long-term project, and can take many years,
even in countries without the infrastructure challenges facing developing countries. You should design an intelligent
data model for multiple sites, and you must also consider what functions will be needed in the future. Otherwise, it will
be difficult to scale up a flat-file data model to a larger relational-model clinical system or one that can be deployed to
other sites.
Again, accurate individual (and provider) identification is the backbone of an effective EHR system, whether
manual or electronic. Problems abound, though, and may include such issues as the lack of standard terminology in the
country, including how clinical data is to be entered (Electronic health records: manual for developing countries,
2006). Another concern is a staff lacking appropriate training. This could affect the quality of data entries and the
information in general. For example, staff members may not know how to classify diseases. The staff could also be
resistant to computer technology, in part because they’re not computer literate. They could also be concerned that
information will not be available when they request it. And everyone – healthcare professionals, individuals and the
general community – is likely to be concerned about individual privacy. It is essential to involve the healthcare
personnel and facility administrators with your project as early as possible.
Figure 5: Levels of feedback in healthcare delivery

Source: Singleton, 2009

In remote areas, the system for storing and retrieving EHRs should be as simple as possible. Even so,
developing such a system is likely to be expensive, considering the cost and complexity of acquiring computers and
computer systems, as well as the need to maintain and upgrade them. Computer installations also have an
11
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environmental impact (Scott, 2009) and involve practical implementation issues such as the quality of the space needed
to house the computers, the supply of electricity and the electrical wiring. (Note that the electricity supply relates
directly to the Reliable Electricity Challenge.)
Once you’ve recognized the potential problems, you can move on to:
• Identify the key benefits of migrating to an EHR system with respect to local and global disease control and
management, and the long- and short-term healthcare benefits.
• Identify best practices, along with the problems (such as data migration from legacy systems (Scott, 2007)), for
implementing data storage and retrieval of EHRs in remote locations. (Note: this relates to the IEEE Data
Connectivity Challenge.)
• Identify regional variations in your country’s approach to EHRs, including cultural, regulatory and political
constraints.
• Identify potential misuses and gaps in handling EHRs.
• Identify examples of systems for storing and retrieving data that could be applied in your area, and how your
community could benefit.
3.4. Applicable technologies
A number of technologies are applicable to an individual ID system, as well as to storing and retrieving EHRs.
Possibilities include a combination of biometrics and human-readable alphanumeric characters such as a name and a
number, barcodes, RFID tags. Biometric techniques can be chosen from among fingerprint systems and facial, voice,
and iris recognition. A generic biometrics system captures, usually in real-time, the characteristics of an individual, then
processes and stores the record in a database. Another possibility is making use of the SIM cards many individuals
have in their cell phones to use a phone as a platform for validating the person’s identity (although shared use of cell
phones may compromise this approach due to confidentiality issues).
One example of an architecture already in place for verifying an individual’s ID is a system in Crete (Lees et
al., 2000). The Lees paper describes a set of middleware services that facilitate access to the island’s
telecommunications infrastructure and integrates electronic records from multiple systems. The middleware provides
three kinds of services. One is a directory that identifies individuals based on commonly used information, and includes
such information as the addresses of facilities in the system. The system also provides security for certification of users
and encryption of the records and a glossary of terms that can be helpful for translating among different standards.
Unfortunately, the approach to correlating individual ID relies on information such as name and address, which is
unsatisfactory for this challenge. But the system’s architecture could be used with other techniques such as biometrics.
Above all else, an EHR system for a remote area should be simple (Task Force to Study Electronic Health
Records, 2007) and have a user interface that adapts to the local culture and language(s). It will be of great help if you
consider systems that have already been successfully deployed in challenging environments, especially if you can find
systems with ample evaluation data. A summary of recent efforts to create EHR systems in developing countries is
found in (Fraser et al., 2005). This paper discusses projects in Kenya, Peru, Haiti, Uganda, Malawi and Brazil. It
describes system and network requirements, as well as organizational, user and security concerns. It includes basic cost
estimates for various kinds of systems, along with an extensive bibliography. Open source systems and initiatives
already under way such as OpenMRS or CHITS (Seebregts et al., 2007; Marcelo, 2009) could lead to reliable
technology at reduced costs.
Any technology platform you deploy must be practical for the intended environment and its end-users. It must
integrate hardware, software, instrumentation and communications efficiently and cost-effectively. Such a platform
must also complement and integrate with existing or future hospital, laboratory, healthcare and clinical systems, making
adherence to recognized standards important. Several technologies may be deployed in a single environment; some
may be available commercially (Alvin Systems, 2005) or from nonprofits (OLPC Health Project, 2010), while others
could be based on proposed new approaches (Zhang et al., 2007).
Availability and cost effectiveness are the two key issues to be considered at this stage, along with standards
and the country’s culture. An example of a low-cost computer-based approach is the One Laptop per Child (OLPC
Health Project, 2010) non-profit project (OLPC, 2009), and its target $100 laptop (this particular project may not be
applicable to our needs). At the same time, wireless technologies such as cellular communications and smart phones
are becoming more widely available, and there is at least one initiative using them for remote diagnoses and data
collection (Vital Wave Consulting, 2009). This technology is power efficient, programmable, and generally reliable in
terms of devices and communication connectivity.

Of course, introducing information systems to remote sites with no communications facilities may
prove of little use. Wireless communications from reliable local service providers can facilitate telemedicine
consultations and lead to fewer patient transfers from a remote to a better-staffed facility. It is vital to set
12
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realistic targets for what technologies can be deployed, and what level of deployment is possible. The low
level of adoption of EHRs in developed countries, for example, indicates that change management, policy,
and strategy issues are the primary problems, rather than technology (Overcoming barriers to electronic
health record adoption, 2006; Jha et al., 2009, Khoja et al., 2009). Training and managing healthcare staffs
to deal with technological systems are significant issues (Working with humanitarian organizations 2009).
Adopting electronic records without significant changes in the way doctors and medical facilities operate will
not result in improved quality of care or lower costs. You must make sure your system will support new
work processes and true interoperability.
4. Discussions
Delivery of quality health care depends in part on providers and facilities knowing beyond doubt just who the
patient is. Failure to do so encumbers the provision of healthcare at the very least; at the worst, it can prove fatal (in the
US alone, it is estimated that preventable medical errors cause nearly 50,000 deaths each year). While patient
identification errors have sparked safety initiatives worldwide, these typically focus on large healthcare institutions and
are not suitable for the delivery of care in the developing world. Fundamental to this challenge, therefore, is accurate
patient identification at the first point in the system - the primary care facility.
The goal of the Individual ID and Health Records Challenge is to develop ways for providing consistent and
reliable access to an individual’s health record. A working group is volunteering their time to develop a solution that
can be used in locations where an individual's name may not be unique, identifying information may not be accurate,
records may be used by third parties for reasons other than healthcare, or illiteracy may prevent individuals from
accurately reporting their identities.
The volunteers propose to provide a comprehensive system that will define public health in villages, allowing
for trauma and emergency as well as disease response, control and studies, clinical healthcare, disease surveillance and
prevention, and health vaccination.
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Abstract: The phenomenon of recurring prolonged swings in the economic growth rate is approached in this
paper by examining two particular episodes of history, i.e. the Electricity and ICT eras. The differences and similarities
found are very instructive and guide our expectations about the economic impact of present GPT. The strong
productivity slowdown, but the ongoing spread of ICT and its continuing precipitous price decline are reasons for
optimism about economic growth in the 21st century. Beside this historical contextualization the data on ICT
Development Index (IDI) and the estimations on sources of output growth point to some still latent potentialities of
contemporary GPT.
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1. Introduction
General Purpose Technology (GPT) is a theme that briefly rose to prominence almost two decades
ago in the literature of the economics of technological change. Primarily the term of GPT has seen extensive
use in recent treatments of the role of technology in economic growth, and is usually reserved for changes
that transform both household life and the ways in which firms conduct business. Steam, electricity, internal
combustion, and information and communication technologies (ICTs) are often classified as GPTs for this
reason. They are radical inventions that had affected the whole economy. However, as David (1991) has
pointed out a GPT does not deliver productivity gains immediately upon arrival.
What criteria can one use to distinguish a GPT from other technologies? Bresnahan and Trajtenberg
(1996) argue that a GPT should have the following three characteristics:
 Pervasiveness: The GPT should spread to most sectors.
 Improvement: The GPT should get better over time and, hence, should keep lowering the costs of its
users.
 Innovation spawning: The GPT should make it easier to invent and produce new products or
processes.
Most technologies possess each of these characteristics to some degree, and thus a GPT cannot differ
qualitatively from these other technologies. So, this list should be expanded to include more subtle features
of GPTs. Yet we find these three basic characteristics to be a useful starting point for evaluating and
comparing the impact of information and communication technologies (ICTs) on economic growth.
2. Similarities and Differences Between Electricity and ICTs as GPTs
According to many observers, Electricity and ICTs are the two most important GPTs to date, or at
least they seem so according to the three criteria that Bresnahan and Trajtenberg proposed.
The Electricity and ICTs eras differ in some important ways. Electrification was more broadly
adopted, whereas ICT seems to be technologically more revolutionary. The productivity slowdown is
stronger in the ICT era but the ongoing spread of ICT and its continuing precipitous price decline are reasons
for optimism about growth in the coming decades relative to what happened in the middle of the 20th
century following the spread of Electricity. Also the similarities between the two epochs are very instructive
and guide our expectations about how the next GPT will affect economic life when it comes along.
Following Aghion and Durlauf (2005) analysis on Electrification and the ICTs eras, we list the
similarities and differences in more detail.
Similarities between the Electrification and ICTs eras
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• In both eras productivity growth rates are below those attained in the decades immediately preceding
the GPTs arrival.
• Measures of reallocation and invention - the entry and exit of firms to the stock market, investment
by new firms relative to incumbents, and grants of patents and trademarks - are all higher during the
GPT-eras.
• Private consumption rises gradually during each GPT-era.
• Real interest rates are about the same during the two GPT-eras, and about three percentage points
higher than from 1930 to 1970 - the period between the rapid adoptions of Electricity and ICTs.
Differences between the Electrification and ICTs eras
• Innovation measures are growing much faster for ICTs than for Electrification - patents and
trademarks surge much more strongly during the ICTs era, and the price of ICTs is falling 100
times faster, at least, than did the price of electricity.
• ICTs is spreading more slowly than did Electrification, and it comprises a smaller part of the capital
stock.
• The productivity slowdown is stronger in the ICTs era.
• No comparable sudden collapse of the stock market occurred early on in the Electrification era.
The differences seem to be quite important. But overall the evidence clearly supports the view that
technological progress is uneven, that it does entail the episodic arrival of GPTs, that these GPTs bring on
turbulence and lower growth early on and higher growth and prosperity later. The bottom line of Aghion and
Durlauf analysis (2005) is that with a wider body of data and fifteen more years of it than David (1991) had
at his disposal, the cited authors confirm the hypothesis that Electrification and ICTs adoption are
manifestations of the same force at work, namely the introduction of a GPT.
3. The Pervasiveness of ICTs in Contemporary Global Economy
The issue of the pervasiveness of ICT’s will be analyzed in this section using one key tool for
benchmarking information society developments: the ICT Development Index (IDI), which includes a total
of 159 countries. The IDI is a composite index made up of three sub-indices that was presented for the first
time in the 2009 edition of Measuring the Information Society (ITU, 2009b). Let us recall the main
objectives and its conceptual framework.
The main objectives of the IDI are to measure:
• The level and evolution over time of ICT developments in countries and relative to other countries.
• Progress in ICT development in both developed and developing countries: the index should be
global and reflect changes taking place in countries at different levels of ICT development.
• The digital divide, i.e. differences between countries with different levels of ICT development.
• The development potential of ICTs or the extent to which countries can make use of ICTs to enhance
growth and development, based on available capabilities and skills.
Conceptual framework. The recognition that ICTs can be a development enabler, if applied and
used appropriately, is critical to countries that are moving towards information or knowledge-based societies
and is central to the IDI’s conceptual framework. The ICT development process, and a country’s
transformation to becoming an information society, can be described using the following three-stage model:
• stage 1: ICT readiness (reflecting the level of networked infrastructure and access to ICTs);
• stage 2: ICT intensity (reflecting the level of use of ICTs in the society);
• stage 3: ICT impact (reflecting the result/outcome of efficient and effective ICT use).
Moving through these three stages depends on the combination of three components: ICT
infrastructure/ access (stage 1), ICT intensity/ use (stage 2), and ICT skills. Accordingly, the first two stages
are reflected in the first two components of the IDI. Reaching the final stage, and maximizing the impact of
ICTs, crucially depends on the third component: skills. A single indicator cannot track progress in these three
components of the ICT development process, thus requiring the construction of a composite index such as
the IDI. Based on this conceptual framework, the IDI is divided into the following three sub-indices:
• Access sub-index: captures ICT readiness and includes five infrastructure and access indicators
(fixed telephony, mobile telephony, international Internet bandwidth, households with computers,
and households with Internet).
• Use sub-index: captures ICT intensity and includes three ICT intensity and usage indicators (Internet
users, fixed broadband, and mobile broadband).
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• Skills sub-index: captures ICT capability or skills as indispensable input indicators and includes three
proxy indicators (adult literacy, gross secondary and tertiary enrolment). The skills sub-index
therefore has less weight in the computation of the IDI compared to the other two sub-indices.
The IDI aims to capture the evolution of the information society as it goes through its different
stages of development, taking into consideration technology convergence and the emergence of new
technologies. The choice of indicators included in each of the three sub-indices reflects that particular stage.
Therefore, the indicators in each sub-index may change over time to reflect technological developments
related to ICTs, and as more and better data become available. For example, what is considered basic
infrastructure today – such as fixed lines – may not be as relevant in the future in light of increasing fixedmobile substitution. Similarly, broadband is currently considered an advanced technology, characterizing
intense Internet use and is, therefore, included in stage 2 (use sub-index). However, in the future it may
become essential and move to stage 1 (access sub-index), while another, new technology may appear in stage
2.
Global IDI analysis; Overall results
The 2007 and 2008 IDI results for top ten countries, ranked by the 2008 IDI values, are shown in
Table 1. All 159 countries included in the index improved their IDI scores, confirming the ongoing diffusion
of ICTs and the overall transition to a global information society. The average values of the IDI and its three
sub-indices increased between 2007 and 2008. An increasing number of countries are moving from stage 1 to
stage 2, with flattening growth in the access sub-index, and increasing growth in the use sub-index, in
particular as a result of the increase in broadband access and use in many countries. The skills sub-index has
changed little between 2007 and 2008 as it is based on proxy indicators related to literacy and education for
which the majority of countries, especially developed countries, have already reached relatively high levels.
Selected top IDI countries As in the previous year, all top ten countries are from Europe, with the
exception of the Republic of Korea and Japan, ranked 3rd and 8th respectively. The European region is a
world leader in ICT infrastructure and services uptake (ITU, 2009b). Internet usage and fixed and mobile
broadband uptake have increased significantly over the past few years. By the end of 2008, the European
market, representing around ten per cent of the global population, accounted for more than 18 per cent of the
world’s mobile cellular subscriptions, 21 per cent of fixed telephone lines, 22 per cent of Internet users, 31
per cent of fixed broadband subscribers, and 34 per cent of mobile broadband subscriptions. Mobile cellular
penetration rates exceed 100 per cent in most European countries, and close to two out of three Europeans
are using the Internet. Among the top ten IDI countries, actual IDI scores vary little (between 7.07 and 7.85),
with only some minor changes in the ranking between 2007 and 2008. The performance of selected top
countries is highlighted below.
Table 1: ICT Development Index (IDI), 2008 and 2007
Economy
Rank 2008
IDI 2008
Rank 2007
IDI 2007
1
7.85
1
7.27
Sweeden
2
7.71
6
6.98
Luxembourg
3
7.68
2
7.23
Korea (Rep.)
4
7.53
3
7.18
Denmark
5
7.37
5
7.06
Netherlands
6
7.23
4
7.06
Iceland
7
7.19
8
6.83
Switzerland
8
7.12
7
6.89
Japan
9
7.11
9
6.78
Norway
10
7.07
12
6.70
United Kingdom
19
6.54
17
6.33
United States
44
4.73
48
4.11
Romania
Source: International Telecommunication Union (ITU), Measuring the Information Society 2010,
http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/publications/idi/2010/index.html

Sweden continues to top the IDI ranking in 2008, as it did in 2007. The country ranks high in each
of the three sub-indices. Its levels of household computer and Internet access are particularly high, and
Internet user penetration is around 88 per cent – surpassed only by Iceland. In addition to achieving the
highest level of the IDI, Sweden is also among the ten countries that experienced the largest value increases
(Chart 1). Sweden is likely to remain a leader in ICT development with, for example, Swedish operator Telia
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Sonera being the first worldwide to launch commercial 4G services in Sweden and Norway in December
2009.
Luxembourg moved up four places in the IDI ranking to second place in 2008 - a significant
improvement given the short time period (one year) and the already high IDI values of countries at the top of
the list. It is also among the ten countries with the largest IDI value increases between 2007 and 2008 (Chart
1). Luxembourg ranks second and first in the ICT access and use sub-indices, respectively, with the highest
levels of international Internet bandwidth per user and mobile broadband subscriptions, as well as very high
levels of households with ICTs.
The Republic of Korea lost one place, moving to third place in 2008, mainly because of a relative
loss in rank in the ICT access sub-index. For example, as most mobile cellular subscriptions in Korea are
post-paid, the double-SIM card effect is relatively small compared to other countries, and its penetration rate
remains below 100 per cent. However, Korea has the highest level of households with Internet access
(including via mobile networks), and tops the skills sub-index.
Iceland moved down two positions, ranked sixth in the 2008 IDI. Iceland has very high ICT access
values, in particular for households with computer and Internet. As a result, the country has one of the
highest numbers of Internet users per inhabitant. However, broadband is still limited, and mobile broadband
services were launched relatively late so that the country ranks low in terms of mobile broadband
subscriptions.
Japan dropped one place, ranked eighth in 2008. Although the country improved on all of its subindices, some other top IDI countries outperformed it in both ICT access and use. This is partly due to the
number of mobile cellular subscriptions. As in the Republic of Korea, most cellular subscriptions in Japan
are post-paid and therefore few users have more than one SIM card. In addition, international bandwidth per
Internet user is still relatively low compared to many other advanced ICT economies. On the ICT use side,
while mobile broadband has increased, fixed broadband penetration has increased only marginally over the
past year to 23.6 per cent in 2008 (compared to 41 per cent in Sweden).
The United Kingdom moved up two places to tenth in the 2008 IDI. This is largely due to relatively
strong improvements in ICT use. For example, mobile broadband penetration increased from around 20 per
cent in 2007 to almost 34 per cent in 2008. While this is not among the top penetration levels, its growth,
combined with the already relatively high values of the other ICT indicators, contributed to the strong
performance of the UK.
The United States moved down two places, to 19th place in 2008, with its IDI value rising by less
than the IDI of any of the other top twenty economies. In particular, the US lost seven places on the access
sub-index, although it maintained its position in the use sub-index. Mobile cellular penetration remains
relatively low in the country (87 per cent, compared to the developed country average of almost 108 per
cent). Furthermore, household computer and Internet access is lower than in several of the top performing
European countries and has not increased much between 2007 and 2008 (from 70 to 72 per cent, and from 62
to 63 per cent, respectively).
Chart 1:

Chart 2:

Source: International Telecommunication Union (ITU), Measuring the Information Society 2010,
http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/publications/idi/2010/index.html
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Romania moved up four places to 44th in the 2008 IDI. Our country is one of the most dynamic
economies from this point of view. While it is important to examine the top performers, additional insights
can be obtained from a closer look at the IDI value and rank changes, to assess the dynamics of the ICT
development process and the potential progress that could be made by countries transitioning to information
societies. Romania is the 6th country both in the top of the countries with the largest IDI value increases
between 2007 and 2008, and in the top of the countries with the highest percentage growth of the IDI (Chart
1 and Chart 2).
4. The impact of ICTs on growth and development
Countries go through different stages in becoming information societies, as reflected in the IDI’s
conceptual framework. Access and use are the first two stages, which combined with the right skills and
competencies should lead to the third and final stage: maximizing the impact of ICTs. Furthermore, one of
the objectives of the IDI is to assess the development potential of ICTs, in particular the extent to which
countries can make use of ICTs to enhance growth and development.
That ICTs have both economic and socio-economic impacts is also recognized in the ICT-related
development goals set out in the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) targets. These targets, to
be achieved by 2015, include connecting villages, schools, health centers, libraries and government agencies,
adding ICTs to school curricula, and ensuring more than half of the world’s inhabitants has access to ICTs
within their reach. Recent data on households with Internet access, also included in the access sub-index of
the IDI, will allow further analysis of different aspects of these targets, in particular the latter. ICTs can also
be considered as enablers for achieving several of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Particular
areas in which the development of ICTs will be important include health (ICT-enabled health applications
such as mobile services and remote monitoring, increased information); education (educational methods,
improving the educational performance of children, enabling remote education); and promoting gender
equality by helping women into economic activity (for example through ICT- enabled telework).
More generally, ICTs also have a wide range of different economic effects which, either directly or
indirectly, can enhance welfare and facilitate social and economic development. In particular, the economic
impact of ICTs will often materialize in the form of productivity gains resulting from the development and
deployment of ICTs, and the development of new, related technologies. However, there are other indirect
channels through which ICTs can have an impact on growth and welfare. These include:
• trade creation and trade facilitation in service sectors via lower trade costs, improved information,
and an increasing range of tradable products;
• employment, with direct effects on employment from investments in ICTs and the ICT sector, and
indirect effects from the employment opportunities created by ICT-enabled reforms and structural
change;
• enhanced flexibility for firms and workers which may improve employment conditions – hours,
location, work practices – and welfare, and possibly reduce congestion and pollution;
• business creation: many services, for example, can be delivered from any location, ICTs have created
new business models and opportunities.
To date, the majority of empirical studies of the impact of ICTs have focused on the potential
economic impacts, such as those on productivity growth, trade levels and employment patterns. The possible
broader socio-economic impacts have been explored less frequently. This is, at least in part, due to the
challenges involved in measuring such effects and, hence, a lack of data.
Productivity impact
Productivity impacts are often singled out as the key economic effect of ICTs. However, analysis of
the impact of ICTs is hampered by measurement and analytical challenges. Significant difficulties still
remain in spite of rapid progress in both statistical and econometric techniques, especially since the use of
ICTs is particularly important in services activities, which are, in turn, difficult to measure. Furthermore,
ICTs enable innovation, and in particular non-technological forms of innovation (e.g. organization change)
which are also difficult to measure. Faced with such measurement challenges, productivity effects can be
hard to capture.
More generally, when regressing productivity increases on the drivers of change, of which ICTs are
one, it remains difficult to disentangle the ICT-specific effects. In many cases, this comes down to an
interpretation of the residual of the equation being estimated (van Welsum, 2008). Nonetheless, the body of
empirical evidence is building up as new data and new techniques become available. To get an accurate
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picture of the links between ICTs and growth it is important to look at the effects and transmission
mechanisms at different levels of analysis. Thus, productivity impacts of ICTs have been examined at the
aggregate, sectorial and firm level. As increasing amounts of firm-level data become available, such studies
will usefully complement existing evidence, providing additional insights into the links between ICTs and
growth.
At the macro level, the links between ICTs and growth can be examined using both growth
accounting techniques and country-level econometric studies. Overall the evidence points to a positive
impact from ICTs on productivity, even though there is no strict consensus over the magnitude of the effect.
Most of the work on the economic impact of ICTs has focused on OECD countries. Some studies have also
looked at the impact of ICTs on growth in Latin America (e.g. de Vries et al., 2007). There is also a related
literature on the economic impact of the narrower concept of telecommunication infrastructure investment on
growth and productivity, including in developing countries. These studies also tend to find evidence of a
positive impact.
In neoclassical growth accounting, productivity impacts from ICT-producing goods show up in
measured total factor productivity (TFP), whereas investments in ICTs lead to capital deepening which
boosts labor productivity. Following the neoclassical demonstration, we made use of data from The
Conference Board Total Economy Database which is a comprehensive database with annual data covering
GDP, population, employment, hours, labor quality, capital services, labor productivity, and total factor
productivity for about 123 countries in the world.
The type used for productivity measure is total factor productivity, which is average output produced
by a combination of multiple inputs, including labor and capital input, and with adjustments for changes in
the quality of labor and changes in the composition of capital assets. To obtain the total factor productivity
measures, a growth accounting framework is applied to compute the contribution of these inputs to aggregate
gross domestic product (GDP) growth. In the general production function below, output (Y) is produced by
an input bundle X, consisting of capital services (K) and labor services (LQ). Capital services can be
decomposed into six types: computer hardware, software, telecommunications equipment, dwellings,
buildings and structures, transport equipment, and machinery. Labor services (LQ) are the product of labour
quantity (L) and labour quality (Q). Input (X) is augmented by a Hicks-neutral total factor productivity (A).
(1) Y = A X (LQ, K)
Under the assumption of perfect competitive factor markets where the marginal product of each input
equals its price and constant returns to scale, the above general production function can be transformed into
the following growth accounting framework:
6

(2) ∆lnY = ∆lnA + vL ∆lnL + vL ∆lnQ +

∑v

ki lnK i

i =1

,

where ∆lnX denotes the growth rate of variable X over two studying time periods, v’s stand for the
6

average input shares in total factor income and because of constant returns to scale, vL +

∑v

ki

= 1.

i =1

Equation (2) can be arranged to per hour/worker terms:
6

(3) ∆lny = ∆lnA + vL

∆lnQ + ∑ v
i =1

ki lnk i

,

where y is labour productivity, defined as y=Y/L, the ratio of total output to labor quantity, k is capital
deepening, defined as k=K/L, the ratio of capital services to labour quantity. Total hours worked is used as a
measure of labor quantity. When this variable is not available in most developing and emerging economies,
total employment is used instead under the assumption that the average hours worked per person do not
change and the change in total hours worked equals the change in total employment. Equation (2) and (3)
illustrate that the output growth is driven by a share weighted input growth and TFP growth, a residual that
captures all sources of growth which are left unexplained by labour and capital services in the production
function.
The accurate measurement of the variables in the productivity and growth accounting equations is
the key to compare and evaluate the sources of output growth. Therefore, we present data for each of the
components below.
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World

Table 2: Sources of Output Growth
Advanced

Emerging

95-05

05-08

2007

2008

95-05

05-08

2007

2008

95-05

05-08

2007

2008

3.6

4.4.

5.1

3.1

2.7

2.0

2.7

0.5

4.9

7.3

8.1

6.1

Labour

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.4

0.4

0.6

0.8

-0.1

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.8

Labour Quality

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.2

Non-ICT Capital

1.6

2.2

2.2

2.3

1.2

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.4

3.9

3.9

4.0

ICT Capital

0.5

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.5

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.5

0.1

0.1

0.1

TFP Growth

0.6

1.2

1.9

0.1

0.4

0.2

0.7

-0.7

1.0

2.4

3.1

1.0

GDP Growth
Contribution of

United States

Japan

Euro Area

95-05

05-08

2007

2008

95-05

05-08

2007

2008

95-05

05-08

2007

2008

3.3

1.7

2.1

0.4

1.1

1.2

2.4

-0.7

2.2

2.1

2.7

0.6

Labour

0.6

0.4

0.5

-0.6

-0.6

0.1

0.3

-0.4

0.5

0.7

1.1

0.3

Labour Quality

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

Non-ICT Capital

1.4

1.0

1.0

0.9

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

1.0

ICT Capital

0.5

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.0

-0.1

0.0

0.3

0.1

0.1

0.1

TFP Growth

0.6

0.1

0.5

0.0

-0.1

0.1

1.2

-1.3

0.3

0.2

0.5

-0.9

GDP Growth
Contribution of

China

India

Brazil

95-05

05-08

2007

2008

95-05

05-08

2007

2008

95-05

05-08

2007

2008

7.8

10.8

12.2

9.2

6.3

8.1

8.6

6.5

2.4

5.1

5.5

5.7

Labour

0.5

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.6

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.7

Labour Quality

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.2

Non-ICT Capital

5.6

7.4

7.4

7.3

4.2

6.1

6.3

6.2

1.3

1.8

1.8

2.2

ICT Capital

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.2

1.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

TFP Growth

1.2

2.9

4.3

1.4

1.1

1.0

1.4

-0.7

-1.2

2.1

2.7

2.6

GDP Growth
Contribution of

Source: The Conference Board Total Economy Database: Summary Statistics, 1995—2010, January 2010,
http://www.conference-board.org/economics/downloads/Summary_Statistics_2010.pdf

5. Conclusions
Even though measurement and international comparability have improved over time, studies of the
impact of ICTs remain difficult. Many of them find that the acceleration in TFP stems from increases in
technology use rather than ICT production. Increased attention is now also being paid to the importance of
intangible capital, with many (macro) studies trying to come up with estimates for this ‘missing factor’.
These studies show significant impacts from taking, or failing to take, intangibles into account. Other
unresolved econometric issues include the interaction of ICTs with other variables, such as workforce skills
or indicators of regulations that constrain either competition or the ability of firms to reorganize after
acquiring ICTs, or more generally, any other factor affecting the overall use made of ICTs. Finally, the
impact of ICTs is also likely to change over time as the technologies evolve very rapidly.
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Coming back to the concept of GPT, we might say that the dynamic effects of these GPTs take a
long period of time to materialize. For instance, David (1991) argues that it may take several decades before
major technological innovations can have significant impact on macroeconomic activity. After such a period
of time the GPTs act as “engines of growth”. As a better GPT becomes available, it gets adopted by an
increasing number of user industries and fosters complementary advances that raise the industry’s
productivity growth. So, the theory of GPTs and the exposed data show a potential for future economic
growth. There is still a promise for countries damaged by financial crisis to redress and even more to
enhance growth and development if they make use of ICTs.
The historical trajectory of ICTs development now appears to be about to undergo a profound and
portentous change of direction. Major organizational reconfigurations, which lend themselves to applications
across a wide array of specific branches of the economy, seem the most promising prospects for the
realization of the potentialities of the information technology revolution in a sustained, ‘yeast-like’ surge of
productivity growth.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Abstract: Management Systems are still creating a buzz on the market, although the implementation of multiple
applications into one integrated system continues to be an issue. This paper expands on the subject of application
integration architectures, as a fragment of the technical research in Development and Implementation of the Integrated
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Introduction
Management Systems are still creating a buzz on the market, although the implementation of multiple
applications into one integrated system continues to be an issue. The matter appears to be mostly a faulty
application design with a disregard for supporting integration (Larsson,2009). Although the IT platforms
complete the designed objectives, data migration proves difficult requiring user input in forms of manually
copying or reinserting information. The absence of an integrated system also affects communication and
synchronization between unalike software platforms, the situation gaining proportions on an enterprise level.
Integration represents a key process in business management as data from different work flows
exploiting different applications should be available in real-time for reporting under a unified analysis in
order to take relevant strategic decisions. Thus, application integration is a necessity in a business
environment.
1. The State of the Integrated Management Systems
In February 2009, in order to determine the prerequisites for unstructured data management in DI-IMS
project, an extensive study was conducted by the authors surveying 76 Romanian companies on issues
regarding Integrated Management Systems.
The survey revealed important information on IT penetration levels, data exchange, network access,
integrated support systems and integrated business solutions. The connectivity options section (fig.1, table 1)
with four alternatives (Internet access, LAN access, VPN access, other networks) showed through the
number of neutral responses that the network’s importance and role were not fully determined within the
companies. Moreover, based on the comparison of the Denial/Approval responses it could be concluded that
all network types were considered necessary for everyday work tasks.
For the integrated support systems the respondents approval was between 48 and 57 percent(fig.2)
displaying the highest interest in Enterprise Application Integration and the lowest in Supply Chain
Management systems. The results could present, on a company level, a certain degree of automation of the
business software applications.
With this data, it can be concluded that information technology is majorly approved in companies and
that new Management Systems should be designed to include integration of data already inputted or to add
only new modules if an Integrated Management System is already implemented. No companies are alike, so
developing integration policies requires a custom design for each firm including standard principles and
procedures.
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Figure 1: Connectivity Options

Source: (DI-SIM Research Report - 2009)

More analysis in characteristics field general dynamics concluded that the quantitative growth is
assessed by 100% quality with 104.22% and the degree of complexity of 122.56%, the prognosis is three
years (DI-SIM Research Report). Consequently most polls and analysis shows an increase in recent years,
with value growth between 5 and 15% of the field of information systems, but also of importance in
supporting business processes at enterprise level. On an economic level, the study highlighted an increased
value in 2007 and 2008, but a 10% decrease of the market because of the financial crisis. Still, the
Information and Communication Technology in GDP and the spending required to obtain a ICT product or
service has grown.
Figure 2: Economic activity support integrated solutions

Source: (DI-SIM Research Report - 2009)

In regard to the skills of the working population, the study revealed that training programs consider
that computer knowledge is a major component and the average expenditure on IT training is about 200
Euros per person.
It is appreciated that the information systems and communications will include certain directions:
• Increased focus on own business and not on technology-through specialization and
delegation, out-sourcing;
• Access to new markets through the Internet;
• Continuous adaptation to changing technology;
• Rapid implementation;
• Low cost of implementation and operation;
• Predictability of costs and low initial investment;
• Ongoing support with ITC.
Table 1:Summary of survey data on Connectivity Options,
Support Integrated Solutions and Business support systems
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Approval
(value/%)
Different types network access, as
information infrastructure
Internet access
LAN access
VPN access
Other networks
Economic activity support integrated
solutions
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)
CRM (Customer Relationship Management)
SCM (Supply Chain Management)
Automated exchange data system between
customer and supplier based on EDI (Electronic
Data Interchange), XML (Extensible Mark-up
Language)
Delocalised business support systems
e-business, e-auction, e-commerce, CMS
(Content Management Systems) sites CMS
Source: (DI-SIM Research Report - 2009)

Denial
(value/%)

Neutral
(value/%)

145/63

27/12

60/26

51/88
40/69
22/38
32/55

1/2
2/3
15/26
9/16

6/10
16/28
21/36
17/29

123/53

30/13

79/34

31/53
31/53
28/48

7/12
6/10
9/16

20/34
21/36
21/36

33/57

8/14

17/29

35/60

7/12

16/28

2. Integration Platform Architectures
There are three forms of architectures, based on the user interaction with the system and the system
interaction with the integrated software:
• Forward Application Integration,
• Back-end Application Integration,
• Mix type application integration.
The structures presented include web services and components, commonly available in present time.
2.1. Forward Application Integration Architecture
This type of integrations highlights user experience and relays on the close positioning between the EAI
server and the interface. In this case, the response is sent in real time, even if the process required several
transactions in multiple applications and takes place locally or through the Internet. (Glazier, 2000) Figure 3
represents an interaction process between the user, the web server and the integrated system in the forward
type architecture. The EAI uses well defined rules for mapping data for every application included and
interacts with the user through the web server. The applications can be legacy or new and the user can be
internal or a business partner. EAI uses rules to identify user’s type of request, identify the right application
and the parameters necessary for it. (Hammer & Timermman, 2007)
This model is optimized for Business2Consumer interaction being able to route the transactions through
a single interface in order to connect them to multiple applications. The transactions take place almost in real
time.
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Figure 3: Forward Application Integration Architecture
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2.2. Back-end Application Integration Architecture
The Back-end type emphasizes automatic inter application data exchange. Using an interface that could
contain all the available services, the user accesses the application through a web server or directly. The
transaction is managed solely the application. In this case, the EAI server manages data from and between
applications only.(Land, 2007)
This architecture is optimized for Business2Business applications that require data exchange between
business partners. Also, it is easier to implement because it contains fewer rules. (Bramer, M. & Terziyan,
V. 2005)
2.3. Mix Application Integration Architecture
The Mix represents a solution of combined elements from the previous architectures. It is preferred that
the EAI server mediates the user’s request with front-end applications and also performs the back-end
functionality. The user has access to both EAI system and directly to the applications. The process is
described in fig. 5.
Figure 4: Back-End Application Integration Architecture
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Figure 5: Mix Application Integration Architecture
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2.4. Middleware
In its connection with the applications, the integration system requires an intelligent component that acts
as a bridge. This can take the form of a communication protocol, an API integration interface, a web server,
an application server between the user and numerous systems with separate functions.
Integration of systems using middleware can be achieved in different ways:
• Message oriented – through messaging;
• Transaction oriented – communication through transactions;
• Through distributed objects - the link between applications is done through distributed objects;
• For databases – uses databases;
• Remote calls.
In order to ensure compatibility between older and newer applications, adaptors had to be introduced.
They consist usually of small applications that automate code writing for converting needed sections from
the legacy technology, like APIs and output procedures, into technology used by the new application (Chang
et al., 2008).
Integration through middleware makes use of messaging. When an application sends data to another
application, it sends a message to an adaptor that forms a queue of messages and processes them
asynchronously. In the case of Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) the adaptor is established in a central
node, mediating messages from all applications in the integrated system.
Another form of communication through middleware consists in application servers and the best
examples are produced by IBM, Sun and Oracle. The environment provided by this type is based on a
component model, the server being a container for applications and development tools. The structure
includes three components:
• Visual Tools
• Application data storage environment
• A framework that can be expanded and reshaped by the beneficiary
Integration Brokers have a different configuration, being developed to include different communication
models ((synchronous, asynchronous, publish/subscribe type, message queue) :
• Adaptors
• Certain MOM forms, for distribution of events and data
• Rules for routing and data transformation.
The brokers offer prebuilt functions in order to reduce the application integration effort and the
possibility of reusing components (Liu et al, 2009). The applications can be modified without affecting the
integrated application, because the broker transforms the application specific schemes using transformation
rules defined with visual components by the developer (Zhao, 2006).
3. Conclusions
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Consistent data with a great potential for creating a competitive advantage already exists in companies.
In order to obtain value from information, it has to be aggregated and processed according to the objectives
of the report. Integrating information leads to higher quality in information, a more precise analysis, accurate
predictions and more correct decisions.
This paper presented a part of the new integration technology architectures, displaying the benefits and
disadvantages client-side and enterprise-side. After a research study that included 76 Romanian firms on the
prerequisites for implementing integrated management systems, the authors presented the results in form of
policies, graphs, data tables in order to better understand the rules for a quality integration process. The
difficulty in approaching integration is that every company uses a variety of different applications, thus each
case requires a custom solution of software integration in order to obtain an optimized result. The study was
part of the DI-IMS project, funded by Romanian Ministry of Education, Research and Innovation.
Future research will cover the integration process for different types of applications to obtain better
results in increasing strength in the client-supplier relation.
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•
•
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Abstract: Environmental protection is an essential problem not only for European Union but for all the
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on the market, Romania could obtain a gain in value of Euro 929,074,924.8 in case of maximum use of energy potential
of the biomass that it dispose of.
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Environmental protection is a sensitive point not only in the agenda of Romania but also of the EU
countries. Atmospheric pollution and other phenomena that contribute to the climatic change of our planet
represent global problems and solutions must be pursued both globally and nationally, through cooperation
between states at regional and international level.
The constant evolution of the energy sector determined the significant growth in the last century of
the greenhouse gases emissions that are responsible for the global warming phenomenon, acidifying gases cause of the acid rains, greenhouse emissions and of other emissions with harmful effects on the environment
and the human health. The energy sector plays a decisive role in implementing the sustainable development
concept. The major problems posed by the production and consumption of energy in the implementation of
this concept, refers to, on one hand, the sustainable use of nonregenerable energy resources (fossil fuels),
and on the other hand the considerable pressures exerted on the environment, namely :
- the contribution to climatic changes
- the deterioration of the natural ecosystems
- the deterioration of the urban environment, constructions, etc.,
- the adverse effects on human health
- acid rains.
The efficient and ecologic conservation and capitalization of the energetic resources and the
sustainable utilization of these resources in last decades represents a worldwide major concern. Finding
viable solutions for the problems with which mankind confronts itself at the present regarding the energy
domain, is imperative action because of:
- the gradual depletion of oil resources,
- the increased pace of growth of the greenhouse gases emissions
- of the nuclear power plants expansion, with the consequent increase of the radioactive wastes’
volume.
The reduction of the energetic sector’s impact on the environment presumes the use of renewable
energies including biomass, solar, aeolian and hydro energy that should play a key role in the future.
Moreover, it is necessary to strive for a more efficient energy use, as a relatively easy to use means in order
to reduce environmental impacts of the energy sector.
In this respect, we mention some of the Romanian government's policy directions in the energy
sector:
- the promotion of private investments in new production capacities based on unpolluting
cogeneration and natural resources (hydro, solar, aeolian), taking into the account social and
environmental impact;
- the promotion of non-restrictive policies meant to restore the municipalities that have dropped
back from the central heating system back to the situation of safe and cheap heating.
The total energy demand in 2030 will be of about 50% higher than it was in 2003, and in which
regards oil this will be of approximately 46% higher. Certain known oil reserves can sustain the current
levels of consumption only until 2040, while natural gases until 2070, while world pit coal reserves ensure a
period of 200 years even with an increase of the exploitation level. The data provided by the World Council
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of Economy shows that between 1980 and 2004, at global level a growth of nearly 50% of extraction of coal
has been registered (Tudora Emanuela, Biomass as Regenerable Resources, The symposium on The
Community Acquis’s Impact on the Environments’ Equipments and Technologies).
The new energy policy of the European Nation elaborated in 2007 sees the energy as an essential
element of development at EU level. Also, it is preoccupied by the energy sector impacts on the climatic
changes, the increasing dependence on imported energy resources, as well as the energy prices’ growth.
Figure 1. Consumption evolution

Source: http://www.enero.ro/doc/STRATEGIA% 20ENERGETICA% 20A% 20PENTRU20ROMANIEI%
%%202007-2020.pdf 20PERIOADA
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Source: National Institute of Statistics.

As we can see from the above table, that Romania has generally registered increases of the imported
energy in spite of renewable energy potential and not only that it owns, in 1992 - 2008, fact that lead to an
expansion of the distribution networks of natural gases and GPL.
In the case in which some drastic measures aren’t taken at EU level in the current rhythm of
development of the energy consumption and of the existing technologies in 2007, greenhouse gases
emissions will rise at EU level with about 5% and globally by about 55 %
until 2030
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(http://www.enero.ro/doc/STRATEGIA%20ENERGETICA%20A%20ROMANIEI%20PENTRU%20PERI
OADA%202007-2020.pdf).
There are international commitments regarding environmental protection in the form of signed
agreements between countries, one with the most impact being the protocol of Kyoto. In Kyoto, in 1995, 185
states have signed an international agreement which stipulates for the reduction compared to 1990, from
2008 to 2012, the level of polluting gases; otherwise they will have abide the payment of some penalties. A
gratifying thing is the fact that Romania does not have difficulties in meeting the commitments to reduce
pollution, signed at Kyoto. In comparison with the reference level from 1990 (100%), the following year
registered the most drastic emissions’ reduction compared to other countries, to 67.9%. In the following
years it continued to decrease to 61.9%, while the target set for Romania was 94%. The main explanation
would be the decline after 1990 as industrial output and hence emissions. In addition to this favourable
situation for Romania the energy sector’s development also contributed, which was largely responsible for
the emissions level in any country, respectively the putting into function of some new feebly pollutant energy
capacities hydro or nuclear type (http://www.greenreport.ro/).
Another way of producing electricity and the heating of the domestic water is the use of biomass.
Biomass is a scientific term for living matter (any organic material that derives from plants as a result of the
process of photosynthesis).The same term is used for products derived from living organisms (wood,
harvested plants, plant parts and other residues), aquatic plants and animal wastes. According to the
Directive RER-electricity, "biomass is the biodegradable fraction of products, wastes and residues from
agriculture (including animal and vegetable substances), forestry and woodworking industry, as well as
biodegradable fraction of the industrial and municipal wastes.
Biomass resources can be divided into the following main categories:
- Woody biomass: forest and forest plantations, residual products from wood processing industry and
wood products that are obsolete.
- Biomass plant: power plants, residual agricultural products, residual agro – industrial products and
finished materials that are obsolete.
- Fruit and seeds biomass: energy plants, waste agricultural products, agro-industrial waste materials
and finished materials that are obsolete.
Forestry wastes include residues that no longer can be used, imperfect trees from commercial point
of view, dry trees and other trees that cannot be sold and must be cut in order to clean the forest. The cutting
of some trees from the forest not only leads not only to healthier forests, but also to the production of
residues that can be used to produce energy. Because of the fact that these residues are scattered over large
areas and in difficult to access places they are generally complicated to recover, and the costs are high.
Some species of energy plants are part of woody biomass, such as trees that grow very quickly.
Harvesting period of such plants varies between 3 and 10 years depending on the tree’s species and the
period between two plantings that can be even greater than 20 years. The willow plant is a good example for
plant with a short rotation plantation (RSP) which can be harvested every 2-5 years for a period of 20-25
years (long-term plant).
Currently, biomass provides 6-13% of the global energy needs, which is equivalent to 8.5 mil barrels
of oil per day. Romania, as can be noticed possess a significant amount of biomass resources.
(Inginerie.uvvg.ro/studia4/duma-p59.pdf).
Biomass is the main rural combustible being used especially for space and water heating and for
cooking. It covers about 7% of the primary energy demand and about 50% of Romania's renewable resource
potential. Also it is principally used for space and water heating and for cooking. All fossil combustibles
derive from biomass and therefore it can be easily converted into solid, liquid or gaseous fuels based on
carbon. Woody biomass also retains atmospheric CO 2. In the future, large quantities of biomass fuels are
going to be converted to more convenient. For example the 60% biogas with methane, produced either from
animal droppings or directly from landfills, can be used in generating electricity, at cooking or lighting. The
fermentors’ residue of biogas is an excellent agricultural fertilizer.
Romania has a high biomass energy potential, which represents almost 19% of the total consumption
of primary resources in 2000. Romania's potential in the green energy production domain is of 65% biomass,
aeolian power 17%, 12% solar energy, micro – hydro power and 4% , 2% voltaic plus geothermal
(http://www.greenreport.ro/stiri/resursele-regenerabile-20-din-energia-romaniei-pana-2020).
Table 2. The Biomass Potential in Romania Classified on Types
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Average
production
Tons / ha 1000
341
338
274
233
203
162
128
117
54
51
Number / 1000 ha
134
3009
283
3
m / 1000 ha
137
15

Total production
Tons

Types of biomass resource
Alfalfa for fodder
Corn
Legumes (fodder mixture)
Wheat
Fodder plant
Potatoes
Bean legumes
Clover to fodder
Vegetables and roots
Grapes
Animals
Cattle
Poultry
Swine
Forest Products
Firewood and charcoal
Wood residues

7.846.000
7.777.600
6.316.667
5.364.014
4.678.167
3.742.300
2.949.367
2.704.367
1.244.867
1.170.786
Number
3.097.000
69.312.000
6.521.000
m3
3.152.600
243.500

Source: www.fao.org.

From the next table we can notice that the energy biomass potential in Romania is about 518,400 TJ
(Tone joule).
Table 3. The Biomass Potential Classified on Categories and Divided by Areas of Romania
N
o.

I
I
I
I
II
I
V
V
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ml. m 3
/year year TJ

Munici
pal Waste
thousand
tons / year
TJ

--54
451
166
1.728
1.873
19.552
835
8.721
347
3.622
1.248
13.034
204
2.133
4.727
49.241

--19
269
58
802
583
8.049
252
3.482
116
1.603
388
5,366
62
861
1.478
20.432

--844
13.422
2.332
37.071
1.101
17.506
815
12.956
1.557
24.761
2.569
40.849
3.419
54.370
12.637
200.935

--71
1.477
118
2.462
59
1.231
141
2.954
212
4.432
177
3.693
400
8.371
1.178
24.620

--182
910
474
2.370
328
1.640
548
2,740
365
1.825
1.314
6.570
1.350
6.750
4.561
22.805

Moldavia
Carpathia
ns
Transylva
nian Plateau

V

SubCarpathians
Southern
Plain

V

Agricul
tural
Biomass
thousa
nd t / TJ

Dobrogea

Western
Plain

II

Waste
wood
thousa
nd t / TJ

Danube
Delta

V
I

III

Region

Forest
biomass
thousa
nd t / TJ

TOTAL

Source: www.fao.org
Figure 2. Reference case electricity system ( Level of reference)
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65.415
43.757
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110.198
126.639
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Source: The data were elaborated by the authors with the help of Retscreen program
Legend:
Table 4.Reference case electricity system ( Level of reference)
Emi
Emi
Emi
Energy
Loss
Combus
ssion
ssion
ssion
production
es
Combu
tible mix
agent
agent
agent
efficiency
T&D
stible debit
CO2
CH4
N2O
%
%
kg/GJ
kg/GJ
kg/GJ
0.01
0.00
Coal
100.0%
95.8
80
50
30
Alterna
tive
119.
0.01
0.00
100.0%
0.0%
production of
8
88
38
energy

GES
emissions
tCO2
MWh
0.437

0.437

Modifications of the level of reference during the project

Combu
stible debit
Electric
ity
Total

Table 5. GES Summary for the proposed case (Heat production project)
Combu
Emissi
Emi
Emi
Emi
stible
on agent
Combu
ssion
ssion
ssion
consumption
GES
stible mix
agent
agent
agent
CO2
CH4
N2O
tCO2/
Mwh
kg/GJ
kg/GJ
kg/GJ
MWh
119.
0.01
0.00
100.0%
174
0.437
8
88
38
119.
0.01
0.00
100.0%
174
0.437
8
88
38
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Combu
stible debit

Table 6. GES Summary for the proposed case (Heat production project)
Combus
Emissi
Emi
Emi
Emi
tible
on agent
Combu
ssion
ssion
ssion
consumption
GES
stible mix
agent
agent
agent
CO2
CH4
N2O
tCO2/
Mwh
kg/GJ
kg/GJ
kg/GJ
MWh

Oak
(white)

100.0%

0.0

Total

100.0%

0.0

Emission
of GES
Reference
case
tCO2
Heat
production
project

76.1

0.03
20
0.03
20

0.00
40
0.00
40

174

0.007

1.2

174

0.007

1.2

Table 7. Summary for reducing emissions of GES
Emission of
Annual
Transactions
GES
gross emissions
’ taxes for GES
Proposed
reduction GES
credits
case
tCO2
%
tCO2
1.2

74.8

GES
emissions
tCO
2

19%

Ann
ual net
emissions
60.6
tCO2
equivalent with
141
reduction
of GES
Source: The data were elaborated by the authors with the help of Retscreen program

Annual net
emissions
reduction GES
tCO2
60.5

Unused oil barrels

To demonstrate the benefits of the economic, social and environmental biomass utilization we have
made a comparative study on the use of coal and biomass for the production of electricity. In above table I
took as example a house, whose surface is of 300m 2, and that has to be heated with the help of a power
plant up to a temperature of 21 ° C. In the first case it is heated by burning coal and in the second example,
by burning oak wood. From the realised calculations we observe that to produce 1MWh of electricity
resulting from coal’s combustion, the carbon dioxide emissions in the atmosphere are of 0.437 TCO 2 while
through the burning of the oak in order to produce the same amount of electricity the emanated quantity of
carbon dioxide is only 0.007 tons. So the annual gross reduction of CO2 emissions, calculated in tons is of
74.8 which is equivalent to the saving of 141 barrels of oil
If we extrapolate this calculation, the full potential of the biomass energy in Romania is about 518
400 TJ (tone/joule) which equals 144 042 624 MWh. According to the above calculation, if the 144 042 624
MWh of electricity would be produced by burning carbon, in the atmosphere would be released around
62,946,626.69 tons of CO 2.
To avoid these phenomena, in time was tried the adoption and implementation of designed measures
in order to prevent the occurrence of this phenomenon. In this category belong the eco-taxes or
environmental taxes that are "extraordinary constraints" introduced by governments to counterbalance the
social costs resulting from the damage caused to the surrounding environment due to externalities generated
by people. This notion was introduced by the economist Alfred Pigou in 1920 which asserted that for an
economy it would be useful to correlate the price of consumption goods by using taxes.
Pigou wanted to find a concept whereby companies would seek for themselves ways to eliminate
externalities. In the Pigou's theory, market prices do not adequately reflect the pollution and depletion of
resources so that there is a danger that resources are going to be consumed in a limited time horizon.
This theory is the base for the ecological tax reform promoted in the last years in developed countries
(EU, USA, Canada, Japan, Australia, New Zealand).
Repetto and Dowers (1992) specialists at the World Resource Institute in Washington show in their
study entitled Green taxes that "the transition from classical tax system to eco-taxes (environmental taxes)
would lead to the possibility of a gain of 0,45 to 0,80 per dollar, without any loss of income" (Repetto, B,
Dowers, R., Green, Fees, 1992, pag.11).
Other specialists such as Weizsacker and Lovins (1995) suggest that "real prices for energy and
resources to increase at the final consumer with approximately 5 percent annually over a period of at least 20
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years, preferably 40 years or more. The accent put on the prices at the final consumer should be take into
account the current very different levels of prices, for example between industry (about 2.5 dollars per
gigajoule, household consumers (about $ 6 per gigajoule),vehicle combustible (about 15 dollars per
gigajoule) and electricity (about 20-50 dollars per gigajoule for different customers). It can be conceived
other percentages as well, except for 5%, even with a generous phase with zero percentage for the industry as
to provide it time for adjustment. As a follow up of the eco-taxes’ application there mustn’t exist a capital
destruction, and the technological progress and the average productivity of the resources can offset the price
increase so that the annual costs for energy and resources remain constant”.
The British economist Ronald Coase, winner of the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1991 brought his
contribution to the development of the Theory of Economic Externalities.
Marketable pollution licenses - LPT (Tradable Permits) are based on the principle of transfer of the
right to emit pollutants within the limits of provisioned by laws and regulations regarding environmental
protection. This system is widely used in the U.S.A. (regulated by the U.S. Clean Air Act). Through the
system of tradable pollution licenses of a company or a country, allows it to sell to a third party the right to
issue the resulted amount of pollutants due to the difference between the level of pollution allowed by law,
and considered as maximum allowable limit and the pollution level achieved by adopting new ecologized
technologies or the ecologisation of the existing ones. (http://www.bibliotecadigitala.ase.ro/
biblioteca/pagina2.asp?id=cap4 )
In Ronald Coase's theory the solution materializes itself in the existence of some rights (e.g.: the
pollution right) that can be negotiated between two parties: the polluter and polluted.
In conclusion, the eco-taxes system (ecological tax) can reduce the profit per unit of production but
at the same time will also oblige the polluter to reduce either the production that uses a pollutant technology
either to find ways to reduce pollution by upgrading, refurbishment or complete change of it. This action will
be considered feasible when the marginal costs with the emissions control will be equal to the level of ecotaxes (Baumol, & Oates, 1988, pag.58).
By the end of 2009 the price of a pollution certificate was 15 Euros (a pollution certificate is equal to
one ton of CO2 emanated in the atmosphere). With the help of some simple math calculations we can
observe the economic benefits that Romania can obtain in the situation in which it would use its full potential
of available biomass energy, namely 929 074 924.8 Euros.
Pollution effects are felt not only economically but also socially. Researches made in medicine have
pointed out that the illness and death rate are higher in the urban than in the rural areas because the pollution
in the urban is higher. In this idea a study was done in which are compared the pollution level in North
America with the one in South – Eastern Asia (where the main heat source is biomass combustion) and also
compared the rate of people who suffer from respiratory diseases. The result of the study is that the degree of
pollution is twice as high in North America and the number of persons with respiratory tract disease is also
twice as high. (Health impacts of biomass air pollution, Michael Brauer, Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z3, Canada)
In the domain of electricity, recent researches have demonstrated the viability and effectiveness of
small-scale generators, including of those with non-conventional energy, which are closer as power and
distance from the consumers. The electronic innovations, those in the information technology, and also the
solving of energy storage allow the formation of dispersed energy systems based on non-conventional
sources, such as in the picture above.
High costs, the random and discontinuous hallmark of some of these energy sources are the reasons
why some of these to be an alternative in the distant future, or, in other words, for when there is no
alternative and the capitalization of the technologies will be more advanced in comparison to the current
ones and of course cheaper. However, the perspective of capitalizing other forms of energy (nonconventional energy) is very close, they also being humanity’s hope for energy (inginerie.uvvg.ro/
studia4/duma-p59.pdf).
In conclusion, we can enumerate the positive effects of using resources in this category:
(http://www.fonduri-structurale-europene.ro/poscce/valorificarea-resurselor-regenerabile-energie.html)
- The dependence’s reduction on imported primary energy resources (primarily fossil combustibles)
- The diversification of the available energy resources
- The production capacities taken into consideration in different parts of the country that will
simultaneously lead to the augmentation of employment and the diversification of the offer on the labour
market
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- The business environment will be diversified by attracting private companies (domestic and
foreign) as well as local, public and central authorities, in the process of exploiting renewable energy
resources.
- The investments in the regenerable energy resources domain will enable the manufacture, transfer
and trade of the products and the modern technologies in this field.
- The capitalization of the renewable energy resources will lead to a greater reduction of the possible
emissions resulting from the burning process of fossil fuel and to the preservation of the environment.
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Abstract: At present, it tries the placement of Industrial Informatics System (IIS) in enterprise context which
suffers a series of important changes. Main external causes which have action over the changing of industrial
informatics system come from the enterprise itself wherein the system is put in and wherewith it joins and, finally, into
the environment (of market, law, social, natural) wherein it operates. In the last years, there was observed an important
tendency of enterprise management in a form very like that of live or social systems.
In this paper, there will be shown some of the aspects appreciated as important for conception and
computerization of new kind of enterprises, with special references to the new paradigms of enterprise.
Viewing the dynamic of this domain wherein absolute accepted solutions for understanding the sense of
evolution of implied actors and results aren’t reached, the presentation will contain many elements of „history”.
Key words: the new enterprise, extended, virtual, holonical enterprise
JEL classification: D8, L0

1. Introduction

New enterprise, characterized of integration, virtualization, globalization, of the need of
whole life cycle consideration and technological sophistication (including what concerning the
informatics system) is a more complex system than that of industrial systems, self-driven of ’80
years, as how Martinson shows (1996). Such complex system is characterized by the followings:






The big number of sub-systems in cooperating relation, having different functions and tasks,
including technologies of various domains, (mechanic, electronic, informatics, economy)
hard enough to cover in a whole and clear approach.
Problems of communication between various experts who belongs to several domains.
The elements of some different technological branches are managed not equal and not
efficient at the beginning of project.
Particular workers implied in operation, management, maintenance etc. have different
degrees of training and need to have the right knowledge for manage both usual situation and
crisis ones.
The configurations of interconnected systems are opaque for operating, management or
maintenance persons who either cannot find needed information or are “over-flown” with
unnecessary data or don’t know to translate them.

Industrial Informatics System (IIS) has traditionally approach pure technical aspects of
technological processes which are developed in equipments, engineering creations. Additionally,
the interesting range of IIS was generally well bordered in time and space and the links to other
kind of works have in the best case considered as “external factors” if they have been ever ignored.
Actually, it tries the placement of IIS in enterprise context which suffers a series of important
changes (Filip, Bărbat, 1991).
Main external causes which have action over the changing of industrial informatics system
come from the enterprise itself wherein the system is put in and wherewith it joins and, finally, into
the environment (of market, law, social, natural) wherein it operates (Druker, 1992).
2. New paradigms of enterprise

In the last years, there was observed an important tendency of enterprise management in a
form very like that of live or social systems. We’ll show as follow, elements concerning the kind of
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organization of enterprise which are the most frequent shown in literature: extended, virtual, and
whole-based (holonic).
2.1. Extended enterprise
Jagdev and Browne (1998) define extended enterprise like a new form of cooperation
characterized by near collaboration in drawing, development, costs setting and coordination of
yielding programs of several particular enterprises which keep their independence using informatics
and telecommunication technologies.
Main causes that brought to the apparition of extended enterprise (EE) are:


New criteria of competition ability: quality demands increased and those concerning the
decrease of delivery and market placement time. These led to the tendency of use of those
yielding capacities that are the best at a moment (in insured quality and productivity) of
different enterprises (for every geographical placement and organization appurtenance). This
approach is accompanied by the resignation at the technologies and processes that not match
in certain enterprise, which will fix on its central capacities and competences especially, and
in consequence, it externalizes the other activities and functions.



Consideration of whole life cycle of a product, from basic material to reuse, to answer
firmly to service demands and environment protection rules.



Understanding of changes appeared in the contribution of several activities that are links of
„value chain” at value addition to final product. Browne (1995) shows that it considers that a
series of activities (for example: making, assembly and delivery) will restraint their
contribution while others (for example: high materials delivery, reuse and recycle) will
increase ponders in final product value.

EE concept needs some embellishments (for right placement in rapport with that of virtual
enterprise) and clarifications:
• EE is usually built around one „main enterprise” (Vernadat, 1996), which „extends
itself” and by its force (technological, economical) dominate/manage the others
without incorporate them and has the initiative of founding the chain of enterprises.
• The challenge is developed more between enterprise chains then between particular
enterprises.
• The contribution of particular enterprises to the conception and making of final
product can change in time.
• At systemic viewing, particular enterprises or parts of them, don’t communicate
only „at summit” and „hierarchic structure” tends to replace a chain of hierarchies
which communicate and take decisions only after a summit message change.
2.2.Virtual enterprise
To limit, when main enterprise of EE realizes no productive activities, making only
projection and management activities and acting like a coordinator of the others partners EE can be
considered as a virtual enterprise - VE. That is viewed by costumers like a unique and solid
enterprise, without be an organization in reality.
Except the sense of VE of „appurtenance” and „potentiality” there are other meanings of
VE:
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 excellent enterprise „of quality”. This meaning of VE is seldom used and comes from Latin
word virtus (power);
 stage of electronic simulation of an enterprise that doesn’t exist yet (Vernadat, 1996). This
sense of VE is linked to that of „virtual product”. Virtual product can be made whenever and
everywhere through simulation – interactive, eventually – to answer customized and quickly
to client’s demands and it potentially exists before to be physically made;
 informational model of a real enterprise (Goodwin, Wright, 2004);
 meta-enterprise which use TIC support - informatics and communication technologies - for
realize the convergence of objectives, engagements, resources and competences belonging
to several particular enterprises, for deliver in synergic conditions (a lot of) high challenge
hood products, projects or services.
Some sorts of VE, first determined mainly by VE ontogeny are found by Descotes Genon
and others. (1997):
 hypo-integrated enterprise which results pursuant of decentralization in functions and
geographic disposal of some existing traditional firms;
 enterprise consort that is a specific form for making project or a homogeny class of goods or
services.
 alliance, wherewith it is realized a larger longer partnership using intensely sub-contraction
and externalization and pointing a specific geographical or typological segment of market.
2.3. Holonic enterprise
A Holonic Manufacturing System – HMS is in principle a leading kind based on the
integration of men, technical equipments and computers in self-driving and co-operative units for
increasing the flexibility, configurability and lustiness of the system to internal and external
perturbations and variations. The term of „holon” (a combination of to Greek words: holos (whole)
and the suffix „on”, that suggests a part or a particle, has been purposed by Koestler (1967) in the
context of opened hierarchic systems. Herewith, Koestler has defined a main organizational
structure which was able to explain evolution and life of biological and social systems.
In his purpose, Koestler started from two viewings. The first is considered to H. Simon and
consists in that complex systems are developed from simply systems faster if some fix intermediate
forms exists, but resulted complex systems are hierarchies (generally). The second Koestler’s
observation in the analysis of hierarchies and appointed intermediate forms is that however the parts
and “sub-integers” can be easily separate, „integers” and „parts” nowhere absolutely exist.
Concept of holon shows that every „sub-integer” operates under Ianus’ principle: it
cooperates with other elements for making a greater integer (or for solving a more complex
problem) and, the same time, it acts for self aim treating its problems without waiting upper
instructions. Thus, the holon appears like an intermediate form characterized by self stability (face
of „integer”) and, the same time through the tendency of combination (attribute of „part”).
Corresponding to the two faces, there are autonomy and cooperation attributes.
The holarchy is a hierarchy of holons, recursive made. Holarchy are characterized of:
 growth tendency - possibility and interaction rules lied to system self-making and
attraction of other holons.
 dynamic character and temporary existence – live organs (biologic and especially
social) can change their structure and they are cut-able. They are characterized by a
permanent change and the links between holons can represent communication
messages, transactions or even aggressions. Interactions are determined by internal or
external events. When dynamic stability between autonomy and integration tendencies
of holons is troubled, the holon can quit the holarchy or that reorganizes itself.
 Multiple appurtenance – a holon can be part of several holarchies with condition to
apply the rules of each. Some holarchies can operate as pure hierarchies and others can
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be heterarchic systems. In the conditions of heterarchies, in the case of appurtenance of
a holon to several pure hierarchies, they can appear confusions, determined by
coordination signals (interventions) from different sources. For these situations, time
multiplexing solutions or solutions relied on prior rules in consideration of interventions
are possible.
Holonic Manufacturing System – HMS keeps the stability of pure hierarchies and exploits
dynamic flexibility of heterarchic systems. HMS is a holarchy which integrates the whole range of
production activities, including command acceptance, projection, production and marketing
activities for realize an enterprise of skilful production (Pidd, 2005).
HMS doesn’t represent a new technology but first, a trial of joint and use of such existing
technologies (computer communications, decentralized adjustment, intelligent agents, model
diagnosis etc.).
2.4. Other paradigms
Other paradigms of advanced manufacturing systems are proposed and experienced in several
continents. Some of these paradigms, namely those considered into the project Next Generation
Manufacturing Systems – NGMS (Spur, Mertins, 1996), (Kurihara and others., 1997), of international
program IMS (Intelligent Manufacturing Systems), will be reviewed as fallow, for complete description of
paradigm range, following the ideas exposed in (Raczynski, 2006).
Agile Manufacturing (AM)
Agile manufacturing is born in USA. Central idea consists of that enterprise must be able to quickly
self reconfigure, as response to deep and non-predictable changes into the feature of demanded production
and at environment evolution. Reconfiguration must be made not only quickly and at the time, but also in
economical conditions of sturdiness at variations. Agility refers both to physical processes and those of
business development and human factor.
Nagel and Dove (1991) shows that agility can be realized with the integration of flexible
manufacturing technology with flexible knowledge bases and management structures which stimulate the
cooperation between companies. Finally, agile manufacturing supposes making virtual companies because
„the shortest way for launching a new product consists of pointing existing resources from different
companies and then their synthesis in a unique business entity using electronic means” (Goodwin, Wright,
2004). It must point that agile manufacturing problem for luxury and prestige products, is off (Michael,
James, 1996).
Fractal Company (FC)
Fractal Company has been proposed in Europe (Warneke, 1993) as response to Japanese approach of
„lean manufacturing”. Central idea consist of that the enterprise is an open system composed of a variety of
„fractals”, autonomous working unities, similar, having self-organization. Fractals must have life, that is,
they are alive and efficient. In the case of fractal company, the accent is on the followings:
a) formulation and propagation of the objectives to independent unities, whose objectives must be fit to
those of the enterprise (with „navigation” process);
b) granting of increased powers to human factors joined in teams with extended competences
(empowerment).
Fractal Company development methodology is relied on:
a) founding of six different levels (cultural, strategic, psycho-social, financial, informational and
technological);
b) a series of stages realized in „small steps” (stuff information and motivation, establishment of
targets and strategies, making of a right firm culture, re-engineering of processes, fractal and team
formation, dynamic management of economic features, implementation of fractal informatics
systems and an active management achievement).
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Biological Manufacturing Systems (BMS)
Biological Manufacturing Systems have also been proposed in Japan and have functions which
copies biologic being behavior like: self-management, self-recovery, and self-development. Through BMS it
follows making manufacturing systems that have big response speed and are well fit in natural environment.
This is manly gained through the systematization of information about products during their whole lifetime.
The new BMS researches approaches problems like: a) product model of biological kind b) projection
system like DNA (de-oxiribonucleic acid) c) function of data conditioning etc.
3. Conclusions

As a conclusion, prompt and efficient industrial informatics system can’t more develop in a
pure technological approach (led by technology) and in a weak link to the rest of informatics system
and to the enterprise itself which changes influenced by its economic, natural, social and lawmarking environment. The solution of modern IIS which is a component of new enterprise, is
determined by its development context.
Between new paradigms of enterprise, that of „extended enterprise” (EE) has the greatest
conceptual and practical interest. Central idea of EE consists of direct and narrow cooperation in
projection and production of some parts of different organizations for making a certain product with
conditions of maximum efficiency and quality. It naturally results that technological processes
developed in industrial plants of different organizations will form production chain for welldetermined time and having no corresponding projection in organization structures. This flexible
and generally ephemeral kind of industrial products interconnection, needs an efficient
coordination, in real time, for insure a competitive advantage.
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Abstract: Measurement, estimation and/or the determination of the size of investigated economic phenomena
represent essential conditions for knowledge and analysis of investigated economic and social phenomena, using
simulation techniques. This is not an easy objective to achieve in terms of an accelerate dynamics of the investigated
phenomena and when the most of the information is qualitative. In this scope, the simulation is preceded by a very
punctilious preparatory action which primarily consist in the modality of quantification the factors (numeric or nonnumeric) which characterize the analyzed system.
Key words: quantification, accurate, correctness, simulation
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4. Introduction
From the point of view of their temporal evolution, the systems analysis has been an ongoing
concern in fundamental and applied research, regardless the peculiarities of environment where the systems economic, technical, social, and biological, etc. are developed.
In the study of systems, a remarkable interest is done to the a priori knowledge regarding their
evolution, both under the influence of time factor and processes and phenomena operating in their structural
elements. In this scope, two methods were used - observation and experimentation - which can be considered
complementary and are the basis for using of more complex techniques - simulation techniques.
Starting from the finding that the simulation is not a theory in itself, but a methodology for solving
complex problems, its use comes from the theoretical and practical support which is involved. Simulation
represents the experimentation conducted process, carried out by electronic computers concerning the system
model. In the last two or three decades, simulation has occupied a leading position, as an absolutely
necessary instrument for socio-productive design, and also for the fundamentation of decisions, especially
those of strategic nature. The most representative and synthetic definition of simulation is contained in
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, where the simulation is "to attempt to arrive to essential without reality".
The knowledge of reality without being necessary the display of the real phenomena allow both the reducing
of the time needed to perform the laborious studies and the avoiding of huge expenditures, Andreica (1998).
The complexity of economic life often determined either mathematical formulations which
incomplete reflects the considered phenomena, either the impossibility of elaboration or even impossibility
of using them. For the social area in general and the economic area in particular, the experiment is
completely excluded both because of the risks, and especially because of the price that would imply such an
exercise. In these circumstances, the only possible solution is the simulation methodology, knowing that, in
relation to large and complex systems, is the only absolutely controlled experimentation method. In addition
to full control of the conditions of any experiment, simulation also allows a complete control over time,
Boldur-LăŃescu (1992).
The simulation technique of the economic processes meet an important extent as a result of the
information technology development. Despite the considerable investment in human, financial and
technology capital, for construction of economic processes simulations - characterized by random, uncertain
and imprecise factors - the practical advantages justify the effort done.
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5. Quantification of economic phenomena
Measurement, estimation and/or the determination of the size of investigated economic phenomena
represent the essential conditions of knowledge and analysis of investigated economic and social phenomena
using simulation techniques. This is not an easy objective to achieve in terms of an accelerate dynamics of
the investigated phenomena and when the most of the information is qualitative.
For measuring data relating to economic phenomena four types of scales are used: nominal, ordinal,
interval and proportionate. The use of a certain type of scale implies a certain relationship between the
measurement system and the properties of the investigated phenomenon, so that, as research objective
information becomes richer, one can move successively from using a type of scale to use another type,
referring at the same time also to the measurement process (Dobre, 2000; Goodwin, 1991).
The nominal scale is considered the most elementary in terms of measurability and in the same time
the least restrictive in terms of mathematical statistic. To develop a nominal scale care must be taken in the
proposed classification to provide all possible groups, groups in terms of features, which they must exclude,
each other. This type of scale is widely used in economic research where the nature of information does not
allow a more sophisticated scale.
The ordinal scale is also a nonparametric one, allowing the ordering of alternatives, studied by a
single criterion, using the ordinal values (type classification). The inconsistency of this scale lies in the fact
that it can not specify anything in relation to "distance" between different classes.
As a metric scale type, range scale is based on using equal measure units, which are making possible
both the setting of the order of the studied alternatives and the distances between them.
Proportional scale is the most refined of all scales. As the range scale, this is divided into equal
intervals, a certain number and small root corresponding each of them. Proportional scale allows all the
operations achievable with other scales and also allows multiplication or division operations of a number
from a scale to another.
Although opposed by some economists, the aritmorfic trend, the combination of the "number" of any
numerical or no numerical factor, still remains the economic basis of the experimental and applied science.
An impact factor for the economic process is essentially no numerical nature if no measurement
procedure (with and without specialized equipment) for a direct or indirect characteristic, causally related to
the phenomena investigated, is known.
An impact factor is considered conjecturally no numerical nature if measurement procedures are
known for at least one characteristic of the factor, but for force majeure reasons no measurements can be
performed. In this category, a series of factors can be named, which can make measurements, but there is no
certainty regarding the causal links with analyzed phenomenon (RaŃiu-Suciu, 2001; Mărăcine, 2003).
The establishing of an order relationship between the results of experiments done, involve a series of
observations on objects (actions, factors, etc.) E1 , E2 ,..., Em after that, in relation to a set of criteria, can be
ordered observations made:

E i > E j ; i, j ∈ 1, m

(1)

In this case, as is known, the object Ei is preferred to object E j while for the relationship of
indifference, the notation allows writing relationship

Ei

Ej

.

After realization of a series of n observations by k specialists ( S1 , S 2 ,..., S k ) and if there are no
indifference relations, it can be written:

E i1p > E ip2 > ... > E inp , p ∈ 1, k

(2)

In the case, there are indifference relations, the result is constituted of equivalence classes. Between
elements of the same class of equivalence there are indifference relations and between the structured classes,
preference relations of the form can be set:
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Ci1p > Cip2 > ... > Cirp , p ∈ 1, k , r < n

(3)

The scoring is a procedure in which each specialist S p give each object Ei a score N ip . The scoring
problem given by several experts appears in this methodology.
The endnote of the object Ei depends on all scores given by specialists or by the scores given by
different criteria:
N i∗ = f N i1 , N i 2 ,..., N ik , N ip
(4)

(

)

where f is a definition law of analytic function or algorithm.
For the criteria, it is obviously to require the condition for independence (a condition that extends to
the experts level).
The simplest form of independence would be a linear expression of the form:
p

N i = ∑ X ik ⋅ N ik

(5)

k =1

where X ik represents the weight of expert or criterion k.
Another form of expression of this dependence would be the one resulted from the application of the
principle of maximum prudence:

~
N i = min N ik

(6)

k

Removing the weights represent the advantage of reducing the degree of subjectivity but also the
disadvantage a large number of positive feedback from specialists. The middle variant occurs using the
geometric mean:

N i∗ = N i1 ⋅ N i 2 ⋅ ...N ip

(7)

Finally, we may proceed to make a decreasing sort of the aggregate scores following the operators

(N , N , N~ ) and grouping the analyzed objects and as other comparisons.
i

∗
i

i

The combination of Neumann - Morgenstern utility is a method used specially in the cases which
include both numerical factors and non numerical factors. For the numerical factors is assessed in a first step
the scores N ij . In this case, the utility uij will then be given by:

uij =

N ij − min N ij
i

max N ij − min N ij

(8)

i

i

Obviously 0 ≤ uij ≤ 1 , what actually represent the major advantage of this method (especially in
terms of comparability of results) (Mărăcine, 2003; Radu, 2005).
The principle of incompatibility formulated by Zadeh (the assessment error of an economic process
or system is at least proportional with the size and complexity of this) requires that both the number of
specialists and the number of used criteria does not increase indefinitely.
Let global utility be:
p

U i = ∑ S j ⋅ uij
j =1
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where S j is the number of specialists ( j ∈ 1, p ).
The critical limit problem for a number of criteria is important, taking account the idea, partially
true, that the greater S j is, the accurate estimates increase. To this purpose, we choose a number of criteria
for assessing objectives Ei , after the criterion c j , by the specialist S k and let uijk (m) be the utility resulted
from the consultation of the specialist S k regarding the object Ei after the criterion c j . Given utility by each
expert will be:
m

USik (m ) = ∑ Lkj ⋅ uijk (m ) , k ∈ 1, p

(10)

j =1

where Lkj represent the importance coefficient of the criterion c j , given by the specialist S k .
The global utility will be:

UGi (m ) =

∑ US

ik

k

p

(11)

where it is assumed that the specialists have comparable level of education and appreciation.
Successively computing the standard deviation, during the number of criteria increase until the
double inequality is done:

σ i (m p −2 ) > σ i (m p−1 )

 σ i (m p −1 ) < σ i (m p )

(12)

The critical number of criteria will be:

 m + mp 
mcr =  p −1

2



(13)

 m p−1 + m p 
 represent integral part from the relation specified in (13).
2



where: 

Thus, an optimal number of criteria result, i.e. a desegregation degree which assure the minimization
of the variations results and the maximization of the confidence level in the results obtained.
The association of certain appartenance degree (in the sense of the theory of fuzzy set) represents the
one of the main answer to the critics about aritmomorfic approach.
We consider that to each phenomenon, object Ei , a certain criterion c j , with a certain appartenance
degree given by:

µ (Eij = µij )

(14)

The couple [ Eij , µij ] form a fuzzy set. The fuzzy set was created in order to quantify the imprecise
phenomena, where the spot expression is not possible.
Obviously the setting of the appartenance degree means the introducing of the subjectivism measure
of the expert who has a fuzzy technique approach for study a certain phenomenon. The appreciation of the
appartenance degree can be realized basis on some computing method, which we mention here:
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The association of a numerical characteristic. To the studied phenomenon A, a numerical
characteristic x (for this, the causal link between the phenomenon and associated characteristic is not
known with accuracy); is obviously that if to one object Ei , the characteristic x is associated, with
the measurement xi is realized, than the appartenance degree will be:

µ ( Ei ) = f ( xi )

(15)

For example, if the setting of the appartenance degree for a client i to the fuzzy set of the
traditional clients of one enterprise, is necessary to associate a measurable characteristic to the property
of being a traditional client (such a characteristic can be the time ti passed from the moment when the
first acquisition was realized by the client B until the present). In the case of using some exponential
characteristic function, we obtain:

µ (B ) = e − kt

i

(16)

where k represent an appartenance parameter. However, it is obviously that a long period ti offers
the fidelity guarantee since other more condition must be satisfied (the minimum quantity annually
achieved, frequency, etc.), Coculescu (2008).


The decomposition in simple criteria and the interrogation of the specialists. The examined
characteristic is decomposed in b element ( 2 ≤ b ≤ 4 ). For every under criterion specialists
formulate a question to which they give the score 0 if the answer is negative and 1 if is sure and

1 2
b −1
, ,...,
if the answer cannot be trenchant. By summarizing the given levels, the searched
b b
b

appartenance degree results.


At the base of the comparation method using are on the one hand, the analogies with other processes,
for which the appartenance degrees are already established and on the other hand, the examples for
which decisions confirmed later by the socio-economic practice was adopted.



The introducing of an observation operator. After the establishing of the fuzzy variable having the
form { x, µ ( x)} , x ∈ S (where S represent the set support), a series of tests are done to the natural or
artificial samples (realized through simulation). Based on the tests done, two type of transformation
on the initial fuzzy variable are realized:
- the modification of support (restraint or extent);
- the modification of the appurtenance degree (concentration or dilatation).

The use of a linear operator is rarely required since the extremal operators of type max/min or
multiplied are more used. The type of operator is selected in direct relation with the nature and
importance of the analyzed economic process or phenomenon. Thus, for an important economic process
where the decision which must be made is major, repeatable, with low frequency and with high penalties
in the case of failure, a more relaxed operator will be used (such as weighted arithmetic mean, max, etc).

6. Conclusions
The simulation technique of the of economic processes meet an important extent as a result of the
information technology development. Despite the considerable investment in human, financial and
technology capital, for construction of economic processes simulations - characterized by random, uncertain
and imprecise factors - the practical advantages justify the effort done.
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The most important feature of simulation techniques is that they allow, through models, the
abstraction and the simplification of the real phenomenon, which can then be analyzed and studied at the
level of the fundamental laws which rule it.
The simulation is preceded by a very thorough preparatory action lies primarily in how to quantify
the factors (numeric or non numeric) which characterize the system analyzed.
The modeling economic realities can be achieved in principle in three ways: deterministic, stochastic
and vague, while the solving strategies can be achieved by applying prudent, consistent with state and
optimistic (risky).
It is obvious that these type of approach of the decision problems, of the economic process, influence
the manner of choosing the parameters used in simulation such as allowable deviations, likelihood
coefficients, confidence levels and levels of significance.
In turn, these parameters affect the amount of selection, respectively the number of simulation cycles
and the subsequently by their duration; if for example, one expert requires an admissible deviation e
another e

2k

k

and

, both using the same likelihood coefficient, then the second will be to realize a number of

simulation cycles four times higher, Raczynski (2006).
Any increase in the exigency in relation to the accuracy results lead to the increased costs.
By default, the precision and the accuracy of decisions follow the same trend and, therefore, more complex
economic processes are designed and simulated and higher risk of erroneous decision, more justified is the
higher standard.
Literature in this regard makes the following conclusions:
1. If the decision is optimistic type, then in relation with the design variant of the experiment, the
following situation will occur:
1.1. if the sample size is small, then:
1.1.1.
1.1.2.

for the deterministic models, the risk will be higher in any situation and the economical
performance instable (the average will be incorrect);
if the models are the fuzzy or stochastic type, than the risk will be medium, and the
economical performance only partially established and in generally incorrect determined;

1.2. if the sample size is large, then for the deterministic models, the situation specified at the point
1.1.2 will occur; for the fuzzy or stochastic models, the risk will be relatively low and the
economical performance stable, under the medium, but correct determined.
2.

If the strategy adopted is a pessimistic type, then:
2.1. if the sample size is small, then:
2.1.1. for the deterministic models, the risk will be average and the simulated performance partially
stable;
2.1.2. if the models are the fuzzy or stochastic type, than the risk will be relatively small, and the
economical performance are stable;
2.2. if the sample size is large, then the deterministic models will supply stable solution and low
risks; the fuzzy or stochastic models will lead to very stable solution and low risks.

It must be mentioned that the problem of the dimension economical sample size is not an easy one,
and in general no table and computing relation can be given. Only the evaluation of a research global cost,
which include the effort for the completing of the measurements and the penalties in the case of decisional
failure, allow the fundamentation of the statistic research size, Despa (2007). Currently, the simulation
techniques have proved their efficiency, being mentioned in a variety of fields, from teaching, to strategic
war games or management organizations.
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We can say that simulation is an extreme working technique, meaning that where no other method or
technique does not give results or can not be applied, the only method of solving the problem remains the
simulation.
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Abstract: Romania is facing major challenges in the public administration field as a member of the European
Union since 2007. Thus, it has become a mandatory requirement to adhere to the European dimension of the public
administration reform process. In this paper, we are going to discuss how the European Union Services Directive has
influenced the reform process, as effectively implementations of a Single Point of Contact in Romania is coming to
reality. The discussion is based on the experience gained as contributors to the implementation of a PSC proof of
concept. We therefore intend to identify several future challenges considering that the service directive implementation
will be finished by the end of 2010.
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7. Introduction
Although public administration has never been an explicit part of the EU legislation basis, however
several EU regulations influence directly or indirectly the administrative actions of the member states. These
regulations mainly refer to the civil service, the decentralisation process, improving financial control in order
to access EU fund, e-government, etc. In Romania, electronic government is still an underdeveloped area, as
there is not a homogenous and interconnected system for public information, capable of reducing
administrative costs induced to citizens and the business environment, which have to run from one office to
another in order to get various certificates and authorisations Mina (2009).
In order to develop the EU common service market and to facilitate the access for both service
providers and recipients to the opportunities determined by the specific member states, there was a need to
adopt a specific directive that should establish the baselines for cross-border scenarios and simplify the
administrative processes. The main objectives are states as:
• Simplification of the administrative procedures and formalities applicable to service
providers;
• Provision of the possibility to complete procedures at a distance and by electronic means and
to make information on national requirements and procedures easily accessible for service
providers and service recipients
• Creating „unique desks”/Points of Single Contact.
8. Problem formulation
As we already mentioned, in order to improve the administrative processes involving both in-country
specific data-flows and pan-European data-flows the European Parliament and the Council adopted the
Service Directive on 12 December 2006. The Directive requires each Member State to simplify procedures
and formalities that service providers need to comply with. Particularly, it requires Member States to remove
unjustified administrative burdens and to facilitate:
• Business establishment - scenarios in which a natural or legal person wants to set up a
permanent establishment in a Member State
• Provision of cross-border services - scenarios in which a business supplies services across
borders in another Member State, without setting up an establishment there.
Pursuant to the Directive Member States are obliged to set up points of single contact – PSC’s
through which service providers can obtain all relevant information and deal with all administrative
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formalities without the need to contact several authorities. The PSC’s have to be accessible at a distance and
by electronic means. The Services Directive also aims to strengthen the rights of services’ beneficiaries, both
consumers and businesses. For example, the Services Directive prohibits discriminatory conditions (tariffs,
obligations) based on the nationality or residence of the service beneficiary. The Services Directive promotes
a high quality of services and enhances information and transparency relating to service providers and their
services. The Services Directive also constrains the Member States to cooperate with each other in order to
ensure efficient supervision of providers and their services Europa.eu (2010).
The Services Directive does not limit itself to clarifying and systematizing the freedom of
establishment and freedom to provide services. The Directive also provides the baselines for a legislation and
administration reform mandatory for each Member State. The most important aspects of this reform are the
following:
• Administrative and legislative simplification and modernization, also by improving
transparency and easing authorization procedures;
• One-stop shops establishment for service providers – PSC’s, aimed to address the first goal
of the Service Directive – the possibility to complete formalities and procedures online at a
distance;
• Review and adapt the existing legal requirements that are applicable to services;
• Elimination of discriminatory, unnecessary or disproportionate national legal requirements;
• Cross-border services may be provided on a temporary basis;
• Total bans on commercial communications by regulated professions are prohibited;
• Limiting the restrictions to the exercise of multidisciplinary activities.
The Services Directive considers also the problem of supervising the business flows in the Single
Market, by setting up a system of administrative cooperation among national authorities with an overview on
service providers across borders in order to avoid misuse. The Services Directive considers the rights of
service recipients by addressing the following issues:
• Non-discrimination against service recipients on the basis of their nationality or place of
residence. The obligation must be complied with by both public administrations and service
providers.
• Comprehensive information rights for service recipients.
The Services Directive had to be fully transposed by Member States into their national systems by
28 December 2009. Romania has delayed this deadline as on the current date the implementation of the
Service Directive is not ready. Meanwhile, several prototypes have been developed as we can mention the
EUSDRO project that involved E-Caesar Association in which the Academy of Economic Studies and the
authors of this paper had a relevant role Constantinescu (2009).
Although the discussion on possible PSCs implementation is a challenging one, the issues that will
be discussed in this paper are not focused on the Service Directive implementation but on the challenges that
will arise considering that all the European countries will fully implement their own PSCs.
9. Existing solutions
In Romania is currently implemented the national electronic system for e-government, named eGuvernare (http://formulare.e-guvernare.ro/). The portal is delivering e-services as: the unique desk for
delivering declarations to public authorities, the online payment desk, the online forms (e-forms) area, the eauction service or the transport authorization system. The National Electronic System (SEN) facilitates the
interoperability in exchanging data among different public administration agencies.
The portal is built on two sections. The first one, E-forms section, allows downloading the standard
forms used by various public institutions, which can be further printed, filled in and submitted by classical
means to the specific authority. The second one deals with on-line services and implies online filling in the
forms, or solving an existing problem with the administration without having to go to the counter or using
other means of remittance of the documents.
From the available service we can mention:
• Declaration submitted to National Agency for Employment, declaration submitted to
National Agency for Health Insurance, declaration regarding the payment obligations
towards social insurance budget, declaration regarding the profit tax or declaration regarding
the profit tax.
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The electronic system for issuing licenses for international carriers
Public procurement electronic system
Online customs' declarations
The virtual payment office.

Some of these electronic services will be included in the new portal aimed for supporting the
national PSC (www.edirect.gov.ro). The most important existing service for the Service Directive
implementation is the licensing service.
As we discuss about possible PSC implementations, the EUSDRO pilot facilitates the business
opening, change and closure, automating the processes currently existing at the Trade Office Register.
As results of the implementation of the PSC pilot we can mention that the solution should ensure:
1. Online submission for all the documents required for registering a company. The applicant
should not submit any documents at the desk (for the moment the current Romanian
legislation states that the dossier submission on paper is mandatory). The documents will be
digitally signed.
2. Online document management for all the papers submitted by an applicant.
3. Online document validation for the entire dossier submitted by an applicant.
4. Openness for foreign applicants, not just Romanian ones.
5. Online payment for all fees. The fees will be paid after the entire administrative process is
over and not in between process tasks.
6. Online free assistance for Romanian and foreign applicants in order to understand the
administrative process, to complete the necessary documents, to submit the dossier and to
follow its course of action.
7. The tasks that judges perform in the back office to be automated. The presence of an
applicant in the court room should not be mandatory even if the applicant’s dossier presents
particularities. For the moment this is not possible due to current Romanian legislation.
8. Integration with other institutions applications in order to diminish the time consumed for
pan-institutional feedback.
10. Future challenges
Even if the Romanian PSC is not currently in place, there are multiple available working
implementations of PSC’s in Europe since 1st of January 2010 Europa.eu (2010). Even this is a major
improvement in the context of eliminating administrative burdens; we can naturally identify future
challenges involving PSC’s. Such a challenge will be to ensure the interoperability between information
systems available in European member states in order to enable cross-verifications and mutual recognition of
documents. This implies to develop tools that will ensure that a certain national administration is able to
interpret and deal with the information received from another member state. This implies the validation of
the reliability and integrity of the received data.
A critical issue is the composition of existing security-sensitive services in SOA-based
infrastructures. This determines a wide range of trust and security issues. This is why a common agreed
specification must be established.
We consider that the following issues should be addressed by the member states in order to have
interoperable PSC’s:
• Syndication of the administrative information, as the information related to e-services should be
available in different languages and the changes should be easily acknowledged in all member
states.
• Creating common specifications for the documents types, formats and interchange containers.
We refer here to creating a unique document model for pan-European document interchanges.
The document model will be used only for the communication between PSC’s and not for the
communication between PSC’s and national authorities. The document model will consist on
both semantic and security metadata.
• Data exchange mechanisms with focus on security, interoperability and receipt
acknowledgement, as considering that the exchange implies different countries with different
communication standards.
• European service directories, as repositories that should be used by end-users in order to access
e-services.
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11. Conclusions
The first conclusion is that the interoperability benefits added by PSCs should be enhanced by using
a system that creates the premises for interoperability between PSCs. As we have already developed and
implemented a PSC pilot and we believe that a national PSC will be available by the end of 2010, taking the
project to a next step will come as a natural opportunity to use the former experience and to take benefit in a
broader European context by the advantages brought by PSC’s as interoperable entities.
The issue of cross-border services is also a challenging one from both technical and regulatory point
of view. We consider that the implementation of the cross-border services in Romania will ease the access to
the low-exploited opportunities brought by Romania to Europe as an emerging market.
In order to achieve a comprehensive acceptance for the future proposed European specification for
data models and processing modules, the future solutions should take in consideration a wider area of
national administrative processes with the specific documents' standards and technologies involved. As in
Romania the e-Government services are just being put in place, the interfaces for the pan-European services
will be able to be established from the early stages of development or implementation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Abstract: The new generations of mobile devices offer advanced capabilities as compared to previous
generations. Although mobile devices are still limited by physical constraints, due to their portable nature, the new
devices obviously dispose of superior capacities such as the possibility to offer computational and stocking capabilities
similar to desktop PCs, high quality displays, multiple interfaces. This added value can be exploited and transformed
into supplementary revenue for mobile service providers, so that the different business models and the adopted policies
suffer substantial changes and adaptations as mobile calculation technologies and applications based on mobility reach
maturity age.
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13. Introduction

Mobile calculation techniques as a generic term represent the application of a wide variety
of portable devices, of small dimensions, with wireless communication capabilities – such as
laptops with WLAN technology, mobile phones, PDA (Personal Digital Assistants) with Bluetooth
or IrDA (Infrared Data Association) interfaces – to offer access to information, communication and
services in any location, at any time, and by any available methods
(http://uddi.org/pubs/uddiv3.htm). Such mobile devices are transients in network, they frequently
connect and disconnect from a network. Consequently, particular requirements of applications
based on mobility are due to the fact that these applications have to be typically capable to work in
dynamic and unsure/unstable environments and, moreover, they cross heterogeneous environments
when operational systems, devices, host environments and services vary in different locations (I.
Altintas, C. Berkley, E. Jaeger, M. Jones, B. Ludascher, and S. Mock, 2004).
The technical solutions needed to reach these objectives are often very difficult to be
implemented because mobile calculation techniques require the creation of communication
infrastructures that allow the change of the topology of traditional networks, operational systems
and applications (D. Brookshier, D. Govoni, N. Krishnan, and J. C. Soto., 2002). As to the objective
of ensuring real mobility there is a series of constraints that must be taken into account, constraints
which limit the moving capacity of resources as compared to this capacity in fixed networks.
On the other hand, wireless devices (laptops, PDA’s), which generally dispose of limited
resources (reduced processing power, limited battery life and constraints of the stocking space) take
major benefit when it is possible to use a considerable number of resources created by other devices
connected to that network (http://www.gridlab.org).
2. The Mobile Grid Concept
In recent years research activities have been conducted by different teams in order to define,
project and develop a Mobile Grid generic technology, in a preliminary basic form, including
different conceptual visions and approaches. The first model was suggested at the end of 2005.
The bases of the Mobile Grid concept were laid on two projects (described below) that
represented the first generation of research projects whose objective was to create a generic
framework for Grid Mobile infrastructures.
• The AKOGRIMO Project (I. Altintas, C. Berkley, E. Jaeger, M. Jones, B. Ludascher, and S.
Mock, 2004 ) is a European IST project that suggested the design and development of a
prototype for a “new generation” of Grid infrastructure based on the OGSA (Open Grid
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Services Architecture) architectural framework meant to exploit and cooperate with the
evolution of Internet mobile infrastructures based on IPv6 basis. The basic concept of the
project was the evaluation of the Mobile Grid derived infrastructure through various
scenarios designed on existent developing applications in the fields of e-Health, e-Learning,
and the management of crisis situations;
• The K*Grid Project (E. Deelman, D. Gannon, M. Shields, and I. J. Taylor, 2008) is an
initiative in the field of Grid research sustained by the Korean Ministry of Information and
Communication. The main objective of the K*Grid project is to offer a strong research
environment with benefits both for the industry as well as for the academic environment. In
this project, a study of the mobile Grid technologies has been made by using the idle
resources of a great number of mobile devices and by developing a mobile Grid platform.
The purpose of this project included the analysis of wireless mobile networks, of mobile
devices and technologies, as well as of specific demands for these to be integrated in the
Mobile Grid network, for the design and implementation of the Mobile Grid platform based
on PDA technologies and wireless LAN.
According to the results obtained by the AKOGRIMO project, following the researches meant
to identify real cases and potential scenarios of using such infrastructures, the idea of “Grid and
Mobility” can be exploited as follows E. Deelman, G. Singh, M.-H. Su, J. Blythe, Y. Gil, C.
Kesselman, G. Mehta, K. Vahi, G. B. Berriman, J. Good, A. Laity, J. C. Jacob, and D. Katz, 2005:
• Integration of the distributed information;
• Immediate and uniform access to services, resources and persons;
• Users are enrolled in Virtual Organizations (VO) and become active participants. The user
profiles can contain information about the context, information that can be used for the
configuration of processes specific to the respective context or specific to the user;
• Access to the Grid infrastructure by nodes of various types (for example PDA, laptop,
telephone) in fast-moving environments in order to get in contact with distributed
infrastructures and multiple applications;
• PDA-type device, as a simple hardware computational resource facilitates access to Grid in
order to get information and transmit parameters to launch simulations (it is part of a service
request) but it is not part of current simulation of the network;
• Likewise, the PDA device and correspondent sensors can become relevant resources to
provide Grid services in a Virtual Organization (VO) actively;
• Multiple resources, even mobile, can access a virtual simulated environment, within the
Virtual Organization, making a Virtual Laboratory. Users can be involved in a common
workflow for collaboration, review of results and realization of simulations;
• Services can be known in a predefined way or can be dynamically selected or configured.
Information specific to the context is necessary in some cases;
• The knowing of the context where activities take place is ensured, which includes the
knowing of the existence of other devices in that environment, to other persons or services.
Another conclusion of the study was the fact that an analysis of each case and suggested
scenario is needed in order to determine whether it is sufficiently justified for the application of the
Mobile Grid technology, either for the access or for the exploitation of resources. The initial
approach was to identify the correct criteria for such a decision, and to justify the application of
such a Mobile Grid infrastructure, respectively.
• The main chosen criterion was the mobility of relevant resources for application proposed to
be executed in Grid environment. The analysis starts from the identification of mobile
resources and their classification as Grid-type resources;
• Then, it is analyzed whether services of superior level such as the management of the
Virtual Organization (VO), the support for resources orchestration or the execution of the
workflow should also be considered to be based on mobility. Some aspect are of particular
interest in this aspect, such as for instance to identify whether a part of these administration
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services should be made on mobile resources and whether it is necessary that information
about the context of mobile resources be available for these administration services.
Some authors (http://uddi.org/pubs/uddiv3.htm) describe the Mobile Grid concept in relation to
the Grid infrastructures and technologies and the mobile calculation techniques, as a complete
heritage of the Grid concept with some additional elements to support mobile users and mobile
resources uniformly, transparently, securely, and efficiently. The Mobile Grid technology is
considered to make possible the implementation of ad-hoc networks and realization of autoconfigurable of mobile resources Grid systems – hosts and users, connected through wireless
connections and forming arbitrary and unpredictable topologies.
As a recent trend, the Grid concept has migrated from the high performance and distributed
traditional computational technologies to pervasive and service-provided computational
technologies, based on the advanced capabilities of wireless networks and on the use of light or
“thin” devices; hence, the new computational paradigm, called Mobile Grid, has appeared.
Then, Mobile Grid concept introduces the changes necessary for the general concept of Grid. It
is necessary to add new functionalities to the classical “Grid” in order to allow the usage of the
newly offered capabilities. These functionalities imply “end-to-end” complete solutions laying
emphasis on the quality of services – QoS (Quality of Service) – and security; advanced, largescale, and highly heterogeneous security policies for thus created environments are needed.
Moreover, the interoperability between various technologies involved must be ensured. The
adaptability of the QoS factor must be considered for volatile, mobile, and weak, unstable
environments, as well as the contextualization according to users and their profiles.
Complex workflow systems for complex scenarios will be likewise necessary, and Virtual
Organizations (VO) will be enriched with capabilities for the automatic federalization of resourcesharing themes. The QoS aspects bring into discussion the necessity to adapt the evaluation
methods of different services, especially concerning the contractual agreement for service providing
and resource sharing.
3. Definitions of the Mobile Grid Concept
The first and one of the most critical aspects in the approach of a new research field – such as
the field of Mobile Grid calculation techniques – is the formulation of a consistent and accurate
definition, or at least the clear determination of what the Mobile Grid concept represents, aspect that
is absolutely necessary to understand and continue the research in this particular field.
The Mobile Grid concept is defined as a platform meant to meet mobility expectations through
the capacity of allowing both static and mobile users to access both static and mobile Grid
resources,
by
using
transparently
and
efficiently
implemented
technologies
(http://uddi.org/pubs/uddiv3.htm ).
Mobility aspects can be transposed so that the Mobile Grid network can allow both the mobility
of users that require access to a static Grid, and the mobility of resources that represent component
parts of the Grid. Both cases – mobility of users and mobility of resources – present specific
limitations and constraints that continue to need solving methods (I. Foster, C. Kesselman, J. Nick,
and S. Tuecke, 2002).
• In the first case that implies mobility of users, the devices of mobile users act as interfaces to
the Grid network, allowing operations such job launching, job monitoring, job management,
“whenever, wherever”, while the Grid system ensures stability, performance and costefficiency. Physical limitations of mobile devices raise the question of the necessity for the
services provided by the Grid to be adapted to users’ mobile devices. In such cases, we
speak about the “gridification” of mobile resources by using Mobile Grid technologies;
• In the second case that implies mobility of Grid resources, it must be taken into account the
fact that the performances of mobile devices from the present generation are highly superior
as compared to those from the first generations. At present, laptops and PDA devices have
the capacity to provide a great aggregated computational capacity when they are cumulated
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in hotspots, forming a “Grid nod”, so that the usage of Grid applications is possible even
when the space is a “virtual” one.
Another type of mobility is mobility of services that represents the capacity of an
infrastructure to maintain the services for a user while the later is mobile. These services have to be
independent from the devices and from the user’s location as to the network the later accesses (G.
Fox, D. Gannon, and M. Thomas, 2003).
From the point of view of resources, according to some authors, a Grid network is
considered to be a Mobile Grid when it contains at least one “essential” Mobile Grid resource, what,
in this context, means that the Mobile Grid resource is an active participant to the Grid and can play
both the role of service consumer and service provider. The Mobile Grid resource is therefore an
active member of at least one Virtual Organization in the Grid infrastructure and is involved in the
execution of workflows.
Under these circumstances:
• The network is not a Mobile Grid network if a mobile user accesses a stationery Grid
network using a web interface, because in this case the Grid service is provided through a
(stationery) web page that can be accessed from a different location;
• The network is, on the other hand, a Mobile Grid network if a mobile user accesses the Grid
network using his/her own laptop (or another mobile device) if the laptop acts as an
interface in the above explained sense.

4. Mobile Grid Resources
The analysis of resources, from the mobility point of view, must be done from at least two
perspectives:
• What resources are mobile and in what manner can mobility be supported by that respective
type of resources?
• What type of services is provided by a mobile resource and what effect does mobility have
on the resulted services? Therefore, relevant effects of mobility on service providing are
examined, particularly the effects concerning the availability of services and the guaranteed
level of providing that service.
Another question was raised concerning the mobilization mechanism of the Grid resource, and
whether this mechanism must also be considered as part of the Grid. At least some of the Grid
resources in a Mobile Grid infrastructure can be dynamically moved from one physical location to
another, but this usually needs a specific mobility method – for instance a bicycle, an automobile, a
long vehicle, a plane, a person, a robot, etc.
The answer that has been given until present days is the following: a simple mobilization
mechanism is part of the Grid only if it exposes a local interface through which it can be accessed
by the Grid, for instance for control.
On the other hand, it is possible for a Grid resource (for example a person or a robot) to have
the capability of offering mobility services, for instance to transport a Mobile Grid resource (for
example a sensor) from one physical location to another. In this case, the resource is capable to play
two different roles: the role of Grid service and the role of mobilization service. It is also considered
in this case the fact that the mobilization service is part of the Grid only if there is an interface
through which the Grid can access that particular service, in other words if the mobilization service
is also virtualized.
According to some opinions, a Grid resource is called a “mobile resource” if the Grid
resource and its respective Grid interface are not tied to a certain location.
5. Challenges of resource management in Mobile Grid infrastructures
A series of challenges have been identified concerning resource management in Mobile Grid
infrastructures [1], challenges presented below:
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Discovery and selection of resources: In a Mobile Grid network, which is a volatile and
dynamic environment, the list of authorized machines and available resources in the Grid
infrastructure is permanently being updated. This raises the question of the necessity of a
highly complex mechanism for the discovery and selection of resources that must be based
not only on deterministic criteria but also on stochastic parameters, providing complex
probabilistic models for the topology of Grid networks and their capabilities. These
mechanisms must be based on parameters such as accessibility of resources, upload level of
the system, network performance, etc. Moreover, considering that Mobile Grid networks are
generally addressed to a wide range of users and are meant to help them solve problems
from their daily life, the financial criterion must also be taken into account in resource
selection;
Job planning: In a Mobile Grid environment, the job planning function (called “Job
Scheduling” in technical literature) is confronted to more constraints than in the case of a
classical Grid environment, where constraints typically come from security requirements,
QoS, error resistance, etc. Consequently, the job planning problem becomes more
complicated with the raise of exigency as to efficient allocation and cost-efficiency of jobs
to resources.
In this case the cost of resources depends on contextual parameters. The optimization
criteria of the mechanism for job planning must therefore take into account not only the cost
and the performance of each resource but also the current availability of resources in the
given context, as well as their stability in providing specific resources for job execution
under conditions of imposed QoS level;
Job replication, migration and monitoring: The Mobile Grid infrastructure is a dynamic
system where environmental conditions are subject to some unpredictable changes, such as
error of the system or of the network, degradation of the system’s performance, add of new
machines in the network, or variations of the resources’ cost, etc – context parameters
considered to be connected to job planning. In this context, job migration and planning, as
well as job replication and co-planning, are efficient methods that can guarantee the
complete realization of jobs according to the user’s restrictions. Job monitoring and the
indication of their level of realization at a certain moment are difficult to be ensured in
dynamic environments, especially for long-term jobs. Job monitoring is the function
responsible for detecting alert situations that can determine the migration decision and the
initiation of job migration and, alternatively, the identification of the status of a job,
respectively the checking whether the job has been done, in order to decide whether to
suspend, stop or cancel the execution of the other replicates of the job;
Job replication management for large sets of data: It is an important function for the
applications that use large sets of data (for example experimental results of scientific
applications, sets of data for simulations and prediction models) (GEO 600, 2005). The
complete set of data within a VO can exist in one or more locations; but in practice, the
common method is to have copies of the most relevant subsets of the set of data stocked at
local level, in order to ensure quick access to data, taking into account that it is possible for
organizations not to have enough stocking space to keep a complete copy of the set. The
replication management function registers information about the locations where parts of the
data sets can be found, providing connection references between the logical names of the
files and one or more copies of the files on the physical stocking systems. In mobile
environments where access to specific physical locations can potentially be impossible, this
connection mention is highly important. Information about the context is also necessary, as
well as the different schemes for accessing data, under the conditions that stocking devices
permanently change their “connected/disconnected” status, and sometimes also their
physical location. Then stability aspects must be taken into account, after the identification
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of the physical location of stocked data, in order to avoid errors if the respective stocking
unit is used to extract a needed file.
6. Conclusions
By combining the classical Grid perspective with mobility requirements, the added value
comes from the capacity of nodes to change their physical location, allowing the dynamic
construction of Virtual Organizations (VO) and the processing of information about the context in
distributed zones; on the other hand, this approach raises the necessity of high performance
calculation power in real time. The mobile user can benefit from the use of discovery and
localization mechanisms that allow the discovery of services during displacement, until the service
is entirely done.
In some situations there can be contradictory aspects concerning policies and rights in
conflict situation. The use in ethical manner of Grid systems must be based on the reconciliation of
public access rights to resources and the private property on infrastructure and resources. The
setting of policies to allow the solving of the conflict between the public rights of users and the
viable operation commercial models is needed.
The Mobile Grid technology offers the capacity to create ad-hoc networks and to provide
auto-configurable Grid networks made up of Mobile Grid resources connected through wireless
connections and forming arbitrary and unpredictable topologies.
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Abstract: The web application, also known as webapp, is software accessed through a browser over the Internet
or Intranet. Webapps are widely used due to the versatility and wide usage of the web browsers, to the easiness of using
a web browser as a client platform, also called a thin client. The optimization of the software is an important
component of the software engineering and an important step in the development of the software products. The
optimization of a program implies the improvement of the software performances, alleging that during the optimization
process the performance of the software is improved with a superior value for the moment.
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14. Introduction
In the field of software engineering, the web application or webapp is software accessed through an
internet browser and available over the Internet or the intranet. This also means that the software is using a
language supported by the browser, Java, JavaScript or HTML and depends by a web browser that executes
the application (the input or output are made by a web browser, the execution being done by the implied
kernel, that resides on the server, gets its input from the browser, and sends the output to the browser).
Webapps are used by a variety of users, becoming an efficient tool to execute actions over the internet,
which otherwise, would take more effort and time. Webapps are widely used in e-commerce, e-banking,
online testing, and open learning sessions. Webapps are popular due to the versatility and large number of
web browsers, to the easiness of using of a web browser as a client platform, also called a thin client.
The possibility to update and maintain the web apps without deploying and installing the software on
many client stations is another reason for the wide usage of the webapp. The components of a webapp are
described in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Components of WEB application

Source: Ivan I., Boja C., Practica optimizării aplicaŃiilor informatice editura ASE, Bucureşti, 2007

2. Types of distributed applications and their components
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In the family of distributed applications we can enumerate:
 Administration systems – defined by Ivan I., Boja C in 2007 as having “the main role to permit
to web site, domain administrators and application developers to maintain the product through
remote through remote actions”. Depending on the application, there are various systems that
can provide efficient resource management. From the widely used CMS (content management
systems), Joomla and Drupal are the most used due to the diversity of the templates that can
be used to create a site, Sharepoint for document workflow, Prestashop for online shops;
 Databases – vital components of the system storing information that exists in the app
especially in the context of their continuous growths and dynamics. Thus, it is a necessary that
the database query will be executed by an adequate server;
 Infrastructure - its role is the transmission of data over the Internet. To permit user access to
resources, web servers need to be implemented that recognize http protocol, communication
standard and that meets the user’s requests;
 Interpreting data and displaying the result - the web browsers have the role of translating the
information from the files where the information is in source code. The programming
languages are different, but, nevertheless, all files with source text are on the server, where
they are accessed when a request is performed on them. The user receives the final outcome
but the code comprises complex interpreting of the input, page components access ways to
external data and instructions for different reading-writing operations on the client;
 User interface components - web interface – are based on various control interfaces that
permit the user to make choices, offer an input interface, display information help the user
during the input operations, validate the input and facilitate the operations and display
information
The web application contains C1, C2, …., Cn components that interact through links. From structural
view, we have the following types of applications:
 linear – with simple or multiple links characterized by a sequential resource access and
interlinked relation between the two component elements;
 tree-like, described by trees with edges directed to children, from leaf to branch relations, with
double edges and unique resources for every component;
 MASH (MIXED) – list in the list structure, list with multiple links , heterogeneous tree-like
structures;
 Graph with shared resources, and multiple interconnections between the components of the
app.
An important key in the development of the distributed applications is the software architecture on
which they rely. The most frequent technology used for deploying the application over the network is the
client server technology. The apps using this deployment method must have the following 2 main
components:
 The server - is a daemon application that is running only on one computer in the entire
network, generally a machine with a lot of hardware resources. This component of the system
is responsible with data management and allocation operations over the data. Once the
machine is started, it waits for the request coming from clients. When a request was received,
the request is analyzed (database queried, operation performed), a response is generated and
sent to the client application that made the request;
 the client - is an application that runs on multiple machines simultaneously and is responsible
with the connection between the end users and the server application (is the application that
offers access due to his interface to the database, sending request to the server that performs
operations on the database).These applications have as input the content of the end user, make
the request to the server application, transmit to this the request, wait for the answer (output)
from the server application and when they receive it, they display the result for the end user.
At a given moment, only one instance is executed on a dedicated machine and zero or multiple
instances that can be launched from any machine capable to access the computer executing the server side.
At the start-up, the server application opens an IPC object, object depending on the operating system type
that helps communication between processes that are executed even on different machines, on a specific port
and waits for the client connections to forward the requests from client software. The clients will establish a
connection with the server using the IP address and port number. The IPC through which the server
communicates with the client is called a socket. Most of the applications are relying on TCP/IP protocol. In
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web applications, the server side is represented by the web servers. These applications are developed by
specialized companies. Tomcat is maintained and developed by Apache, Java web server by Sun and Iplanet.
3. Classification of distributed applications
The classification of web applications can be done based on various parameters. The first parameter is
the role for the application. During history of web applications, communication and mail applications were
outlined as e-mail, chat, meeting rooms.
Another category of web apps are geographical (map apps) apps as Google earth, yahoo earth,
Encarta. In education there are CAT tools, AEL (advanced learning) lessons, tutorial and knowledge
evaluation application are developed. In commerce, e-commerce, e-shop applications are developed as
Amazon, e-bay. For personal evaluation on different fields, special apps exist as IQ test, driver license test
body mass index. In entertainment we find application specialized for on-line shows, gambling portals,
society games and other entertainment activities.
The second criterion is the memory requirements on the client. The two major categories are the
lightweight applications and the heavyweight applications (application with low memory requirement and
memory consuming applications). An application that once installed (launched in execution) on a machine
will open more threads simultaneously is considered a heavy application (multithread application). The first
observation that an end user can remark is that the machine is working slower due to the need of memory.
Also in the heavyweight application we can include applications that make periodical content refresh. An
application that uses persistent http connection, does not contain files with big images and does not execute
frequent refreshes (in case if the content isn’t changing) and it can be included in the light weight application
category.
The third criterion of the web apps is the source code /programming language of the web page. Here
we can differentiate applications that are using HTML or XML and pages that are displayed according to the
application. Most of the applications these days are using HTML. Such a page presents a hypertext user
interface for the user. The HTML tags, the structural and functional building blocks of the language have no
significations. They have the role of guide marks helping the browser to „visually translate” / load the page.
The second option, the XML format, is a new standard for the web browsers, compared to HTML, and
represents a subset of SGML. XML is synonymous with the concept of structure, using interconnected
(interlinked) tags that may be personalized by the end user. The improvements brought by the possibility of
using tags also for structure, not only for formatting, as in case of HTML, increases the versatility of
webapp. The last option is complete flexibility of the interface. This is possible with the Java, applets and
servlets. These are recorded on the web server in binary format and executed on the client machine
The 4th criterion of classification is the location where webapp operations are executed. The four
possibility focus on the lack of operations, or all operations is executed on the server side or on client side, or
operations are executed either on server side and client side too. While a large number of web pages are used
exclusively for displaying information, such an application will contain only one page of interlinked list of
web pages, and no content processing will be necessary in this case. The processing done exclusively by the
server is necessary only by the existence of CGI. This interface allows the browser to download the web
page and can send alphanumerical data to a web server. The server receives the data and sends it to a CGI
script. This operation is performed with the help of system variables on the UNIX machines and temporary
files on windows machines.
The 5th criterion of classification is the support for intercorelated events. There are 3 possible
scenarios. The apps can receive no events, the apps can receive only independent and I&I events, and the
apps can received I&I events which can contain intercorelated events. The first category is common for
applications that do not operate over the input. Such an application can be a succession of static images
permitting hypertext navigation. The events operated on the web server support I&I events due to the
characteristics of the http protocol, that does not allows the application to generate events to be monitored by
the server
From the five criteria presented before, the first two focus the role and the functionality of the apps in
special; the last three refer to technical standards that must be fulfilled by such an application. One may
notice that any web application can be described technically by 3 values, coming from classifications 3, 4
and 5. For a better view of the webapp parameters, we represent the application in an orthogonal system
where each axis represents a criterion of classification, just as in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: WEB application in orthogonal axis system

Source: Baja A., Krishnan R. - CMU-WEB: A Conceptual Model For Designing Usable Web Application-Journal
of Database Management, Idea Group Publishing, Volume 10, Issue 4,
The Heintz School Carnegie Mellon University, 1 October, 1999 Page 33,

One may notice that any option of the classification criteria is conceptually synthesized in values that
support ordered and prioritized concepts from the optimization point of view. Thus, completely flexible
applications are superior and more complex than those that use HTML exclusively. Applications that support
I&I events and intercorelated events are superior to application with zero events. Applications that load
balance client specific tasks and server specific tasks are better than the applications that execute all actions
without prioritization.
4. The development cycle of the distributed applications
The development cycle of the distributed applications uses the same repeating stages as any other type
of application, but the webapp is different from another traditional application by its structure in the
development and execution stages.
In the development stage, a traditional application needs a collection of sources, classes, images;
generally these can be found in the programming language libraries in which the programmer is creating the
application. The execution of the executable doesn’t need the presence of the source code that was used in
the development stage. Figure 3 synthesizes the aspects explained above.
Figure 3: Traditional application schema

Source: Baranga A., – Programare WEB utilizând Java, Editura Albastră, Cluj-Napoca 2007

The typical procedure that needs to be followed when a webapp is developed includes several steps.
Let us say E1, E2, E3 and E4 are the 4 conventional steps.
E1: planning the webapp: it is necessary because some decisions taken at this preliminary stage can
affect the development of the application. Returning for patches is more difficult once a part of the code is
already implemented. Thus, for a successful planning we outline:
- the identification of the users and the browsers that will be used;
- identification of the role of the application;
- defining the content;
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- the analysis on the development resources is focused on the balance between low costs and high
performances
E2: Constructing the solution: is the technical phase when the design and the modeling of the
application take place. To realize them in optimal conditions and to ensure that viable results are obtained,
we should focus on the following:
- choosing the development media;
- creating the web project and adding the database (linking the database);
- creating and organizing the set of pages and developing the prototype;
- Creation of the start page;
- adding scripts and data about the functions with operates on events, scripts that fill in the database
and also data necessary to effectuate the testing phase of the application
E3: testing and implementing web items: sorting the elements in the application. These are static
pages for information, dynamic pages, and multimedia resources. A correct classification of these items leads
to an appropriate choosing of the technologies that must be customized in order to ensure the application’s
success with minimum resources.
E4: launching and maintaining a web application has no time limits but it is a necessary phase for
the success of the application and for improving its performances, by adding functionalities and solving
certain problems.
One may notice that during the development cycle of the distributed applications, several tests are
carried on to detect compilation, logics or architecture errors of the application. Any error test given the
response „YES” needs relaunching the development process to eliminate the encountered error.
5. Conclusions
The purpose aimed by implementing a distributed application is the creation of an on-line environment
where every target user can use and test it. Choosing the application development environment is done based
on the selected programming language. For Java applications, IDE Eclipse is the best option, the most
complex Java development environment. Creating, organizing the pages set and developing the application
prototype should start with the careful examination of the similar applications already existing on the web
and with the observation of the weaknesses and shortages of these apps. A strongly pointed out aspect in
distributed applications is complete validation of input fields. This aspect is very valuable by a complex
validation logic complicates the app since most of the information requested are not relevant for the user.
One may notice that the optimization of distributed applications is a plurality of methods which, acting on
different ways, aim to improve the application’s performances relative to its users’ requests.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Abstract: The distributed and collaborative aspects of the working process of IT and, particularly, non-IT
firms are revealed with emphasis on the role that software and hardware equipments are playing to ensure a well and
secure development process. Security aspects are identified and presented as a must in the fight against all malicious
users and optimization comes as an improvement. Metrics for revealing the security effects on the quality
characteristics are built and a working methodology for creating a safe and efficient distributed environment is
proposed.
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1. Distributed environment aspects
High complexity and dynamism of technical, economic, informatics and managerial developments
are reflected in accelerated renewal and for various levels of the organization's information system.
The computer system must be designed taking into account components of the organization and,
also, technology issues. For example, a small business with 15 employees, it needs only a few PCs, while a
banking company with subsidiaries and diversified activities, requires distributed applications which satisfy
purposive activities. For the design of such applications a number of modern technologies have appeared.
The use of these technologies can determine a new methodology that combines the latest successful
elements of traditional methodology with the requirements of information society because of the possibility
of achieving balance between the requirements of the organization, technological opportunities and risks
associated with substantial changes occurring unavoidable. Therefore, for various organization problems, a
distributed environment is found, in which:
- distributed database, a set of databases in a distributed system that can appear to applications as a
single data source, needs to be available locally most of the time;
- distributed processing, the operations that occurs when an application distributes its tasks among
different computers in a network, reduce the impact of any particular site or hardware failure.
When the data are distributed and the user can see a single logical view of data that means the
database management system supports location transparency, one of the features of a distributed system –
that when the user of the system requests a resource they should not have to provide any information about
the actual physical location of the data into the system. Location transparency thus helps make the
development of the application easier.
In the past decades, there have been advances in architectures, network, tools and distributed
environments, Diosteanu (2009), and programming models, languages, and methods for distributed
computing. Content distribution network (CDN) has gained a lot of attention in distributed environment. In a
CDN, multiple surrogate servers configurations are moved to geographically distributed network locations;
one of the main benefits is its ability to recover from network failures and increase the availability of content,
Smeureanu (2009).
The requirements for distributed applications to achieve a higher performance compared with
traditional applications are the following, Cunhaa (2005):
- higher degrees of user interaction, requiring increased flexibility in observation, control, or
modification of application components;
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intelligent advisory and assistance tools for the development and execution of different phases of an
application lifecycle;
- multidisciplinary applications requiring interactions between distinct sub-models, and distributed
user collaboration;
- the need to undertake complex computations that are therefore difficult to map easily to traditional
computing models;
- dynamic nature of the applications and the environments, as new application components or system
resources are dynamically generated or made unavailable, or due to mobility;
- spatial distribution of application components and system resources, at small, medium or large
scales;
- increasing importance of connecting to distributed data resources (both structured and unstructured).
These requirements should be met by development and execution support distributed environments
so that developers and experts of distributed applications get a higher flexibility when are designing and
implementing these advanced applications.
Nowadays various applications and services are combined into bundles of composite applications
that achieve a business objective or handle a process. These applications can contain numerous applications
and operating systems, and also a variety of hardware, all running as one in a geographically distributed
environment which can be seen in figure 1.
Figure 1: Complexity of distributed computing environments

In this complex distributed environment distributed applications are used that spread their execution
over more than one computer. Generally, the goal of these distributed application architecture is to improve
performance and scalability. The ideal distributed application can scale up to serve thousands of
simultaneous clients just by adding additional computers.
2. Ways of optimizing security when dealing with the uprising threats
In computer science, like in mathematics, optimization refers to choosing the best element from
some set of possible alternatives. The concepts of minimization or maximization are possible ways of
optimizing an objective function.
In computer science, security optimization refers at having a procedure which applied over a set of
security components improves the overall security level with justifiable costs.
Organizations tend to treat IT security area as a need which they would like to have but only if the
budget accepts it. When all other aspects were resolved the security is approached with the remained budget.
But this, often, happens not to be the desired solution and different vulnerabilities become easy gates of
exploiting the resources inside the organization.
Is true that a well prepared and equipped sector of IT&C Security could prevent almost any kind of
losses due to outside and inside existing risks, but is also true that this type of security level is highly
demanding.
In this context a single question arises, which is the most important and much addressed by all
organizations due to the resources finite characteristic: What is the optimal point over which any plus of
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security is not justifiable by its costs? From this question many other related topics could arise. When
thinking resources inside the security area we must take into account the following aspects:
- their finite characteristics;
- the types of vulnerabilities found in the system;
- the types of risks that the system could be affected;
- the security components that the system has – its internal capabilities;
- the security components that the system lacks – external capabilities that could be attracted.
Having these we can compute the optimum level of security for a specific security frame. Studies
have been revealed that security issues are often triggered by non-technical agents like human factors.
In Infinedo (2009) an analysis was conducted on a secondary data source to examine the possible
correlations between the national culture and the IT security concerns in Global Financial Services
Institutions, GFSI. Culture is defined by Hofstede (2001) as the ability to distinguish the members of one
group from another. In (ITIM, 2009) five cultural dimensions are presented and an application for comparing
them between different country cultures:
- PDI – Power Distance Index deals with the inequality between different societies;
- IDV – Individualism is an extremely important issues which is found it in every society and reflects
the power of the ties between different individuals;
- MAS – Masculinity refers to the distribution of roles between the genders of a society;
- UAI – Uncertainty Avoidance Index deals with the society tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity;
- LTO – Long-Term Orientation reflects the values of a society on a long term orientation.
Based on these dimensions, there are several interferences between them and some IT security
aspects presented as findings in the Infinedo (2009) research:
- GFSI possessing a security strategy tend to exists more in countries with relatively high UAI scores
and also are presenting the need to have a concentrated security team to lead the security visions and
strategy;
- GFSI with high PDI believe that government security regulations are improving the overall security
level;
- GFSI employees in IDV high rated cultures have required at least one security training over a one
year period;
- countries with low UAI scores are more likely to have GFSI with programs for managing privacy
compliance;
- more internal security breaches over a one year period were found in countries which have a low
level of MAS index;
- external breaches over a one year period were found in countries that have a relatively high UAI
score.
These results reveal that non-technological aspects also influence the security aspects as well like
technological ones, defined by hardware and software.
As it is presented in Smith (2009) a study upon the financial system revealed that while
approximately 40 percent of more than 10 thousands banks in the US market have a website, only 376 of
them offer transactional internet banking. But along with the development of these types of systems, comes
an invisible threat called complexity. If left untreated this complexity can transform itself from something
that could bring advantage in on the market competition into vulnerabilities, which unmanaged, could result
into a catastrophic failure with losses of all the resources implied in the system and even more.
Complexity is given by the huge number of technologies and frameworks used to build collaborative
systems and also by the different views that developers have, when they actually programming, referring to
the programming culture of different individuals. If the last ones could be strictly managed by means of
security policies and ethic code at the programmer’s level, the technologies and the frameworks used in
production are totally dependent upon their producers and their combination could reveal lots of
vulnerabilities that could be exploited.
For achieving the maximum level of performance and efficiency with the minimization of losses due
to security breaches an organization should have security defined at each of the following layers:
- physical layer – protecting physical assets from unwanted access;
- personal layer – security policy for every individual inside the organization;
- operations layer – protecting operations which runs inside the organization of every nature they may
be;
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information layer – protecting information assets which are the main plus value of an organization;
the primary source of knowledge;
- communication layer – controlling and protecting the content which runs through the communication
channel;
- networking layer – protecting equipment, connections and network resources.
Role of the information security is to prevent accessing, altering or deleting confidential data without
the right to do so. When talking about security at the level of information, we identify several quality
characteristics part of the CIA triangle that defines the concept of safe information:
- confidentiality – access granted only to authorized personnel;
- integrity – preserving the quality of information and avoiding undesirable changes;
- availability – assuring a constant level of resource access for any authorized personnel.
Most of the organizations are not taking into account all the level in which security must be
implemented and often they realize that were mistaken.
As a result of the major scandals from the last decades of US history, like Enron, Tyco International
and WorldCom, Grant (2006), organizations have shifted to another kind of strategy imposed by two
important men, U.S. Senator Paul Sarbanes and U.S. Representative Michael Oxley through the SarbanesOxley or SOX Act. This new law has implications also at the Information Security level as presented in table
1 by Anand (2008):
Section of the
SOX Act
Section 302 –
Corporate
Responsibility for
Financial Reports

Table 1: SOX and Its Effect on Information Security Requirements
Summary
Threat
Information Security Requirement
Requires
executives
to
certify the accuracy of
corporate financial reports

Unauthorized
modification of
data; data fraud

Requires executives and
auditors to confirm the
effectiveness of internal
controls
for
financial
reporting
Requires
any
material
Section 409 –
Real Time Issuers changes in financial state of
issuer be communicated
Disclosures
quickly and with supporting
data to the public
Source: Anand(2008)

Unauthorized
access to data,
data deletion

Section 404 –
Management
Assessment of
Internal Controls

Nonavailability
of data, data
recoverability
issues, backup,
and restore

Authenticate data using strong data
integrity controls – secure hash of data,
row level encryption, provide detailed user
level logging of access and data change
events
Robust access controls, interoperable with
enterprise authentication, access and
auditing

Data mirroring, application resilience
against DoS, unauthorized application
shutdown, data properly recorded and
reported

Having the technological and non-technological security aspects at its disposal, an organization
could implement a first level of security which can be adapted on the run depending on the actual needs and
organization’s resources. This adaption process is meant to optimize iteratively the total level of security by
using specialized built-in metrics for evaluating the improvements. The optimization process presented in
figure 2 can be applied in the following frame under the following conditions:
- a initial security configuration system is a prerequisite;
- a security assessment must be conducted in order to determine the actual efficiency of the security
system;
- built-in metrics should be developed for every security layer in which optimization process would be
applied;
- new security solutions must be generated, comparable with the one implemented and evaluated using
the metrics defined above;
- based on the evaluation the new solution could be kept, but not implemented, and another one is
generated, the process starting all over again;
- all the good solutions should be retained in a solution vector;
- when there are no solutions left to be generated, the final solution is evaluated from the costefficiency perspective to determine whether or not it should be implemented;
- if the last solution doesn’t match the cost-efficiency analysis, the solution vector is taking backwards
for testing.
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In figure 2 the following notations apply and the optimization process by means of simulation is
presented:
- ISL – initial security level of the system;
- ISS – intermediate simulated solution.
Figure 2: General Security Optimization Algorithm

The optimization process by means of generating intermediate simulation solution helps lowering
the total budget for optimizing the security level. Instead of trying each and every security solution, by
means of a simulation process an optimum point can be achieved.
3. Distributed metrics for evaluating the security effects
The metrics helps to make a quantitative analysis of the security effects on the quality characteristics
of a collaborative and distributed environment.
The security effects are represented by the continuous dynamic models: by differential equations or
by systems of differential equations, as outlined by a single main indicator or a set of indicators related with
the model equations, both among themselves and with the factorial variables which makes the process.
Continuous linear dynamic models are frequently encountered in researching the dynamics of security effects
and are represented by linear differential equations.
Evaluating the security effects on the collaborative and distributed environments involve the
prevention of the attacks upon these environments. The attacks upon collaborative systems represent any
action intended to obtain or to deteriorate classified information. By securing the information, it is meant to
ensure the security level imposed in every data processing level and prevent unauthorized access Ciurea
(2009). This will be established through data encryption, during the storage or transmission phase, network
traffic protection and severe access control.
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The main feature of a modern banking information system is the connectivity level between the
factors involved in the banking activity. From this point of view, the banking information systems
development supposes the successive or directly implementation of the following types of information
systems:
- banking information systems without connectivity, which are characterized by the existence of
independent computers that run applications specific to certain departments: accounting, credit, etc.;
the data transfer between computers is provided, usually through external supports; such information
systems are encountered, especially in smaller banking units like branches and subsidiaries;
- banking information systems with local connectivity, which are information systems based on local
computers networks;
- banking information systems with global connectivity, which are information systems based on wide
area networks, which connects local networks of the banking units.
Regarding the metrics for evaluating the security effects, the followings indicators are defined to
help give us a better view on the level of security:
- the attack rate – AR, upon a banking information system:
N
(1)
AR =
*100
TN
where:
TN – the total number of accessed IP addresses;
N – the number of IP addresses from which a different type of attack was launched.
- the total loss – TL, that a bank support for a security vulnerability:
(2)
TL = IF * NAA
where:
IF – impact factor;
NAA – number of applications affected.
- the number of security vulnerabilities – SVCS, per size of collaborative system:

SVCS =

-

SVDS
CSS

(3)

where:
SVDS – security vulnerabilities detected in the system;
CSS – the size of collaborative system, usually expressed in lines of code (LOC or KLOC) of
function points (FP).
the cost for testing – CT, a security vulnerability in a collaborative system, Pocatilu (2009):
NC

CT = ∑ CCTC i
i =1

-

(4)

where:
NC – number of security vulnerabilities in the collaborative system;
CCTCi – cost of testing ith security vulnerability of the collaborative system;
the efficiency of testing method:

ETi =

NEi
×k
NTE

(5)

where:
ETi – the efficiency of testing method i;
NEi – number of security vulnerabilities found using method i;
NTE – number total of security vulnerabilities found;
k – coefficient depending on the collaborative system type; it has values from 0 to 1 and it is
calculated based on empirical data.
It must be reached equilibrium between the model dimension and its capability to give significant
results. The metrics must be not too complicated because it will use lots of resources when implemented and
also it must be not too simple because the measured levels will lose relevance.
4. Working methodology for a safe and an efficient collaborative environment
A collaborative environment creates a space where people can work better together, can have
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distributed information without the constraints of time and space, being characterized by three fundamental
aspects: joint activities, distributed environment and way of interaction.
Collaborative environments are encountered in several areas, such as business, health and education
Carreras (2005). These environments offer elements that allow the development of collaborative tools, so as
to enrich agents’ collaboration.
Networked or wide-area collaborative environments use the network to permit physically disparate
workstations to participate in a distributed environment McGeer (2006).
In the figure 3 is presented a collaborative banking environment and its components:
Figure 3: Example of collaborative banking environment

In the example from figure 2, the external users can access the bank accounts through an internet
banking server, which is connected with the core banking system. The messages from the internet banking
server will be received by the core banking only if they pass two security levels. If a message does not have
the correct credentials and certificates, then it will be considered a fraud tentative and it will not be received
by the core banking.
The internal users can access the core banking without using the internet banking server, but they
must pass also through the security levels. Other components of the collaborative banking environment are
the transaction processing server and the electronic payments server.
If we consider a collaborative environment represented by a service desk application used in a bank
that offers technical support for the electronic payments service, then the followings specifications are taken
into consideration:
- use tags for ensure the correct search in the database with customers;
- build the application as a collaborative tagging system that offer auto-complete options and
suggestions to help the users to quickly find something;
- provide a new means of organizing and sharing resources;
- determine the categories of incidents with the great number of requests;
- involve the simultaneously work of many analysts.
The goal of this application is to store and process the customers’ requests, solved by the helpdesk
analysts within a commercial bank.
The collaborative environment represented by the application offers an auto-complete facility in
order to help the analyst to correctly fill and find the name of customers that called the technical support.
In figure 4 is presented the manner in which an analyst fills the customer name, using the tagging
facility offered by the application:
In this section we present a methodology for working in a safe and efficient collaborative environment.
This methodology is based on a set of procedures and steps that ensure the efficient and safe working
requests.
These collaborative environments in which people can work together sharing information and
knowledge have need a new approach to software development. The approach includes an accent on the
necessary change in business practice that often inhibits user acceptance of collaborative technology. A
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Development Methodology emphasizes the interdependence of business culture, users and technology. The
distinguish factor in this development methodology is the application of multi-disciplinary viewpoints.
Figure 4: Tagging facility for customer name

To describe the methodology it is presented the information architecture and the viewpoints applied
to the methodology for creating collaborative environment.
An architecture, which is a style and method of design and construction, can be applied to any
system, or group of interrelated, interacting, interdependent components that are functionally connected.
These functionally connected components can be analyzed and understood by evaluating the process, and
letting that process drive the development of technical solutions to support the process. It is defined an
information architecture that includes five elements Petersen (2010):
- Activity: The activity(s) or process involved in the accomplishment of a goal;
- Information: The derived knowledge from the application of data that supports the process;
- Distributed Application: The transformation of data into information;
- Data: The detailed facts required providing information to support the activity;
- Infrastructure: The underlying business, social and technical foundations that support the process.
The viewpoints applied to the methodology are culture, modeling, users, use cases, human computer
interaction and computer science.
The culture viewpoint analyzes the activities of the information architecture. It has to uncover the
tacit contextual issues so that any proposed improvements to the work environment are not in conflict with
the real corporate culture.
The modelling viewpoints refer to the process of representing a real-world object or phenomenon,
the information and data of the architecture, like a set of mathematical equations. In this area it is presented a
systems view of the problem: understanding of people, processes, information, applications, and technology.
The users’ viewpoints refer to all of the participants from the community who would have to use the
safe distributed environment and who will be affected by modifications of this collaborative environment.
The Use Case viewpoint defines the application of the information architecture and explain how
each of the target users would use the distributed environment to do their profession and how each user
interacts with other users.
The human computer interaction viewpoint implied user interaction with the application. The
application has to be designed to fit them, their requirements, thought patterns, and aims or they won't use it.
The computer scientists are responsible for the infrastructure of the information architecture. They
design and build the distributed application.
The methodology is taking into considerations the following steps:
- Characterize the environment - this step is essential for the early preparation of every organization
to participate in a collaborative environment; the culture viewpoint characterizes the organizations,
and how entities function within an organization; the modelling viewpoint should decide how the
team shares information, through what activities; the users characterize the organization through a
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SWOT, Strength, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats, SWOT analysis; the initial assessment
conducted by the human computer interaction viewpoint is to develop the User Profiles, while the
Computer Science viewpoint characterizes the computing environment at a relatively high level,
focusing on the main resources and limitations of the environment Petersen (2010);
- Establish Requirements – the requirements of the technology which must support a collaborative
environment are very important for a good collaboration between the components; in order to have a
successful collaborative environment, every requirement must be analyzed in particular;
- Develop Functional Design – the functional design of a collaborative environment must be oriented
to the users’ viewpoint; they must receive an application that is user friendly, having all the
functionalities and being fully developed;
- Develop Conceptual Design – the conceptual design is the most essential task in a collaborative
environment development cycle; conceptual design is a key activity in early product development; it
determines product functions, form, and the basic structure.
The methodology presented above tries to make a systematic approach on the collaborative area for
offering an efficient collaborative environment to end-users.
5. Conclusions
Despite the multiple threats that exist inside and outside of an organization, collaborative
environments tend to increase in number and complexity. Greater are the needs of the society than the tools
and the power of malicious users to motivate and put the engine of developers and the resources of investors
back to work, to create and enrich the colourful pallet of collaborative area with hundreds of applications in
different sectors of the economy.
Facing the quota “What today amaze us, tomorrow may become common”, the collaborative
environment grows with every application brought into the network and as they are absorbed by the market
new requirements began to take shape and along with them new security challenges arise.
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Abstract: The evolution o the internal audit activity in the public domain has known lately a visible upward
tendency outrunning the beginning stage-where the institutional foundations were laid-passing to the consolidation
stage were the internal audit, should y become entirely functional and to offer an important contribution to a good
management of the public budgetary control.

The study of our research has been substantiated through a scientific research carried out in 25
public institutions from Sibiu country. The essential goals consist in the fact that now, we can say that we are
in the consolidation stage of the internal audit function, the evidence being the conclusive results scored
through the achievement of value-added fax and the improvement of the activities carried on in public
entities, but also through the awareness of management, in general of its importance and necessity. On the
basic of the previous information of the present writing, one notices that it is necessary to consolidate the
legislative body specific to the public internal audit in order to lead to the expansion of the degree of
implementation, but especially to the growth of internal audit activity’s contribution to the progress of the
public entity.
Keywords: evolution, internal audit, credits chief, public funds.
JEL classification: M 42, H 40

1. Introduction
A legal framework concerning internal audit in public institutions was accomplished in 1999 by
O.G. no. 1999. In 2002, Law 672, regarding internal audit was promulgated, and in 2003, General.Norms
concerning the practicing of the internal public audit’s activity were issued and approved by O.M.F.P. no.
38/2003.
The organization of internal audit was made as an independent structure of each public institutions as a
specialized comportment/division, made up of one or more people (in most of the institutions it is made up of
only one person) who should not be involved in any way in the achievement of the activities that he/she is
checking, being nomed internal auditor. The internal audit must fairly execute his/her responsabilities,
independently with professionalism and integrity, according to the stipulations of norms and procedures
typical to the audit’s activity.
2. Opinions concerning the evolution of internal audit activity in public domain
The initial aim of Internal Audit Institute (I.A.I.) was that of standardization of internal audit activity,
starting from definition of concepts, goals setting and continuing with its organization and practicing.
Starting from 1950, I.A.I. issued its own norms of internal audit, which are different from those of
external audit.
In time, these (norms) had been generalizing and, beginning with 1970, they became Standards of
Internal Audit, which keep moving owing to the evolution of society that always confronts new challenges.
In 1941, J.S. Thurston, the first president of Internal Auditors International Institute, stated in an amazing
anticipation that the most brilliant prospect will be management assistance. In 1991, Josep I. Mossis,
president of Internal Auditors Institute from Great Britain remarks the same thing, but in more accurate
terms: it is clear for those who work in an internal audit position that this one has an important role, helping
the management to take over the internal checking.
In spite of an evolution towards a more extended implication in management assistance built step by
step, building of the internal audit function undergoes changes due to same contradictious and dysfunctions
inherent to any beginning. We can specify. However. She internal audit practitioners, find out contentedly
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its fast and pertinent evolution, clearly perceived by everyone, in spite of confusions and dysfunctions that
may appear; the goals of audit are achieved and it becomes unavoidable for manager.
In this way, we specify that internal audit is considered to be the last level of entity’s internal control
system. The isolated internal auditors are inefficient and that’s why must work together. Professional
competences of internal audit produce real benefits for an entity, by means of a systematic evaluation on the
basis of audit standards and of the best practices, of politics, procedures and operations carried out by entity.
The internal audit adds value through its activities, both by means of evaluation of internal control
system and analysis of risks associated to the auditated activities and by means of recommendations
included in a drawn up report end conveyed with a view to the guarantee of achieving the goals of
organization. The internal auditors estimate the entity’s internal control system and give a reasonable
assurance to the general management regarding its functionality.
We mention that the internal audit is a profession that has always been redefining, along years, with
desire of complying to the entities ever changing necessities. Based, in the beginning, on accounting status,
the goals of internal audit moved towards the towards the hunting out of the main risks of entities and the
evaluation of their internal control.
We notice that the activity of internal audit comportment is in a complementary relation with Audit
Committee, respectively:
 The Inter Audit offers to the Audit Committee an impartial and professional analysis on the risks of
the organization and contributes to the improvement of its information and of Managing board
regarding its security;
 The Audit Committee guarantees and offers independence to the internal audit.
Thus, the two structures contribute to the efficient management of organizations, but with
different
approaches. The profession of internal audit is based on a pliant frame of reference, recognized in the
whole world, which adapts it self to the legislative and statutory peculiarities of each country, with the
observance of specific rules that govern different sectors of activity and the culture of respective
organization.
The internal audit from of reference includes:
 Notion of internal audit that specifies several indispensable elements:
-the internal audit performs missions of guarantee and counseling;
-its domains of responsibility are risk, internal control and administration of entity;
-the propose of internal audit is that of adding value to the organizations.
 Deontologic code, that provides to the internal auditors principles and values that allow them to
direct the professional practice depending on the specific context;
 Professional Norms (standards) for practicing the internal audit that guide their auditors with a view
to the achievement of missions and to the administration of activities;
 Practical modalities of application that comment and explain the norms (standards) and suggest the
best usages, principle, of papers and articles of doctrine, of documents of colloquiums, conferences
and seminars.
Knowledge and application of this frame of reference offer to the statutory organizations and
organs
a guarantee concerning the internal auditors level of professionalism. Their default does not only mean
to be out of profession, but, especially, to do without a way of being more effective and more believable.
Dilettantism cannot work in internal audit but only a systematical and methodical approach can bring value
to the organizations.
From 1999, the internal audit has been attested by law premise produced many debates of ideas
many reorganizations of control and its separation from audit.
We emphasize that the internal audit function has known successive changes until the settlement of
defining the concept. These gradual approaches emphasized a series of elements that must be detained for the
outline of frerme where internal audit is.
From the analysis of evaluation of internal audit function until now, we can appreciate the following
elements of involvement in the life of auditated entity, namely:
-counseling granted to the manager;
-assistance lent to the employees, without judging them;
-auditors independence and total objectivity.
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From the concise presentation follows that, in domain of independence, there are not enough either
the attaching of audit structure at the brightest hierarchical level or the pursuit of impartiality, realization.
Practice in domain shows us that the real independence of internal audit is made up of its professionalism
because, if he/she is a professional man/woman, he/she will detect important disfunctions, he/she will have
pertinent remarks end will be involved in the life of this organization through the improvement of his/her
performances.
3. Methodology of research
The present study proposes to indicate the way the internal audit is implemented in public entities.
The Methods used for research were the following: analysis of data that supposed the capitalization of the
available facts from different sources following the finding out of some problems, ideas solutions concerning
the internal audit organization, interviews performed among the experts that had as an objective the
obtainment of supplementary information from financial accounting consultans, meetings in group that
allowed the development of some debates on this theme.
Depending on the place f development, the undertaken research was one of ground, the data
collections being realized at the headquarters of the institution included in sample
Following the systematic evaluation of the way the internal audit was implementated, rezultated that
for an important category of public entities that held a budget of finances and expenses up to 3.500.000
especially principal credits chief accountants at the local level, the internal audit function was implementated
in a small number of these (nearly 41%). This situation is due to the following causes:
o Lack of specialized personnel;
o Reduced problems that do not justify the constitution of an interval audit compartment;
o Relatively raised costs that the setting up of internal audit function is supposed.
It also come out that some central public entities whose managers were principal credits chief
accountants and administrated a budget of at most 5.000.000 lei, the internal audit comportment is made
up of only one person or functioned intermittently, which led to the impossibility of respecting the internal
audit standards.
Implementation of internal audit function by a comportment made up of a single internal auditor
means, besides the instant risk of cessation of activity (sick leave, holidays and so on) also the default of
international standards of internal audit, in the following situations:
-impossibility of practicing the activity of supervision of the manner the mission of internal
audit is carried out (Standard no. 2340 – Supervision of mission) having in view that it must be realized by
another experienced internal auditor who is not directly involved into the mission;
-impossibility of achievement of a guarantee programme and improvement of the quality of
interval audit’s activity (Standard no.1310 – Evaluation of quality programme) a complex activity being in
interval public audit comportment of manager’s direct charge and which is based on a process of internal and
external evaluation carried an systematically.
At the same time, in practicing of internal audit in public domain is not totally implementated
Standard 1110 – Independence within the organization, respectively the necessity of constitution of
Committees of Internal Audit, as an interface between the management of institution and internal audit’s
activity. Internal audit standards also recommend a system implementation of attestation of internal auditors,
with a view to the growth of the performances of internal audit’s activity. The realization of this national
system of authentification of internal auditors in public domain has as goal to create a group of interval
auditors interested in investing in their own profession providing for their stability within the entity and the
constitution of a reserve of professional men in domain, that will contribute to the growth of professional
quality of the staff involved in internal audit activity and implicitly of the services offered by them to the
management.
4.Conclusions drawn from research
Information analysis leads us to the need for setting up internal audit committees. Through its
responsibilities, Internal Audit Committee will assist the public internal audit activities by providing
functional independence and objectivity of its professional, will oversee the work of public internal audit
department to focus on risk areas and assess the contribution it should have the smooth running of the
organization. Also mention must be inserted as a new way of organizing internal audit activities through
cooperation between several local entities, in order to ensure shared internal audit function.
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Cooperation system to ensure internal audit function consists in grouping, on adjacent areas and on
main roads, around a mayor, mayor considered organizational, several local mayors. Between the mayor and
other organizing local mayors to be concluded a cooperation agreement on how the joint exercise of internal
audit activity, specifically regulating the internal audit plan development, ongoing system of internal audit,
and reporting methods tracking implementation of recommendations, methods of financing costs, etc..
Internal audit function will be ensured by organizing town hall, which will develop an internal audit structure
large enough to carry at least 2-3 annual internal audits to professional standards, the halls included in the
cooperation agreement.
For the concrete implementation of cooperation activities, proposed to introduce these changes and
additions:
- the concept of cooperation to ensure the internal audit function, which is achieved by grouping two
or more local public entities no. 215/2001, republished, art.11, paragraph. (1);
- expanding powers of the Ministry of Finance, that UCAAPI in order to establish the general
framework of cooperation agreement to ensure the internal audit function for local public entities and for
their guidance in organizing the cooperative to ensure audit function for local public entities, for their
guidance and cooperation in organizing activities to ensure internal audit function. Also note that
clarification be made regarding the organization of internal audit departments in organizing local public
entities, internal audit departments sizing system of expenditure allocation for entities included in the
cooperation agreement, the elaboration of plan local public entity's internal audit and reporting system
specifically organizing the conditions for carrying out internal audit system of cooperation. To implement
cooperation activities for the internal audit function to ensure there will be no additional financial burden.
Conversely, local public entities involved in cooperation will reduce costs for setting up internal audit
structures and at the same time will provide the necessary conditions of internal audit functionality.
Central government entities whose leaders are chief officer, manages a budget of up to 5 millions lei
and have not formed an internal audit department; internal audit work will be undertaken by the Ministry of
Finance through UCAAPI, based on cooperation protocol. If these public entities have established internal
audit department with one auditor, overseeing and improving the quality assurance of internal audit, internal
audit standards set out will be provided by the ministry of Finance by UCAAPI based on cooperation
protocol.
Table 1: Socio-economic impact of changes on the work of auditors
1.1. The implementation of cooperation activities at local
public entities will ensure the internal audit function in a
large number of public bodies and thus improve the
quality of revenue collection and use them effectively.
1.2. Reduced costs for establishing public internal audit
departments with the introduction of cooperation between
several local entities to ensure the sharing of internal audit
function.
1.3. By implementing internal audit committees in public
institutions and by organizing the system of certification
of internal auditors of public entities will increase their
professionalism and internal audit function's default
contribution to substantiation of the decision of
management.
2. Impact on business environment
2.1. Increasing transparency in the use of public money,
especially in procurement, leading to the development of a
better competitive environment.
3. Social impact
3.1. The professionalizing of Internal Auditors
4. Environmental impact
4.1. Not applicable
5. Other information
5.1. Not applicable
1. Macroeconomic impact

In accordance with 1110 Internal Audit Standard "Independence within the organization" in the
public institutions implements internal audit committees help increase business efficiency. Thus we consider
necessary to set up internal audit committees at the main credit, which runs during the financial year a budget
of more than 2 millions lei. Internal audit committee role is to efficiently work through analysis and
certification of auditors and multi-annual plans, the annual report and the detailed rules for its internal audit
work, cooperation agreements in pursuit of internal audit function and the appointment or dismissal driver
audit department. Thus I propose:
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Create internal audit committees of public institutions which carry an annual budget of over 2
millions lei.
 Principles of organization and functioning of the internal audit committee.
 Their main tasks, in line with good international practice.
Also consider that one way to increase the performance of internal audit activity is the certification of
internal auditors, which will help to improve the quality of professional staff and its stability in the system,
which will cause internal auditors to invest in own profession and create a pool of internal audit
professionals, so from 2015 to public entities can only engage internal auditors who were dedicated to this
profession. To implement in practice the work of certification of internal auditors, the following
recommendations were made:
o the concept of certification of internal auditors, which is consistent with accreditation
systems designed for other professions;
o completing tasks UCAAPI, that establish the professional competence and coordination of
national accreditation system of the internal auditors of public entities, and their continuous
training;
o establish the obligation for internal auditors to obtain a certificate of accreditation within 5
years of employment;
o further training of internal auditors, including after obtaining the certification, the
assessment every 5 years.

Information from data processing to the question "What is the socio-economic impact of
legislative changes proposed by us on the work of auditors" is reduced as above:
From this perspective, we sought to detect and is the financial impact on consolidated budget, both
short term for the current year and long-term (5 years). Information obtained is presented above:
Table 2: Public indicators
Current
Year
1. Changes in budgetary revenue plus / minus
Not
applicable
2. Changes in expenditures plus / minus, of which:
Not
-0,18
2.1. Budget, of which:
applicable
a. Staff costs
b. goods and services
2.2. Local government:
-0,18
-0,18
a. Staff costs
b. goods and services
2.3. State social security budget
a. Staff costs
b. goods and services
3. The financial impact plus / minus, which
Not
-0,18
a. budget
applicable
b. local budgets
-0,18
4. Proposals to cover increased expenditures
Not
applicable
5. Proposals to offset the reduction in budget revenues
Not
applicable
6. Detailed calculations of income changes on its merits Not
and / or spending.
applicable
-0,18
Effort is reflected in such financial year:
6.1.date reference
number of local public entities: 24 entities
number of local public entities that have held internal
audit function: 12 entities
estimated average monthly cost of an auditor pay 3,000
lei and 36,000 lei annual
Estimated number of auditors of public: 20 auditors
existing number of internal auditors in the public
system: 14 auditors

Mil. lei

Indicators
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Next 4 years
-

-

-

Total
5 years
-

-0,18

-0,18

-0,18

-0,72

-

-

-

-

-0,18
-0,18

-0,18
-0,18

-0,18
-0,18

-0,72
-0,72

-

-

-

-0,18

-0,18

-0,18

-0,72

-0,18
-

-0,18
-

-0,18
-

-0,72
-

-

-

-

-

-0,18

-0,18

-0,18

-0,72

-
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6.2. for business cooperation in providing internal audit
function:
Estimate formation in the first year of implementing a
number of joint 5 of 5 municipalities, in total about 25
municipalities associated with an average of 4 internal
auditors each association.
Total costs 720,000 lei (5 x 4 auditors association /
association x 36.000 lei / auditor).
Total costs, whether associated municipality assumes an
auditor at least 900,000 lei (36,000 lei x 25 auditors /
auditor.
Economy resulting from the local budget of 180,000 lei.
7. Other information

-0,18

-0,18

-0,18

-0,18

-0,72

Not
applicable

In conclusion, the hypothesis advanced prior research (specifically the need to strengthen the legal framework of public internal audit) is confirmed.

Following the conclusions drawn from the study undertaken, it seems necessary that the Ministry of
Finance, through specialized institutions to carry out:
 General update on the performance of detailed public audit Interns their approval by the Minister of
Economy and Finance;
 Development framework cooperating to ensure the internal audit function and approval by the
Government;
 Develop specific rules on the coordination of national accreditation system of the internal auditors of
public entities to improve their ongoing training and approval by the Government.
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Abstract: With the global financial crisis, it has become a struggle for many of the small and medium
enterprises, especially start-ups, to maintain existence or develop. The European Charter for Small Enterprises, the
Lisbon Strategy Agenda and Europe 2020 Strategy plan recommend supporting SMEs, as these are the backbone of
economy. This paper identifies a solution for supporting SMEs, based on the background experience of the authors in
implementing Business Incubators (e.g. URA-ITA). Furthermore, it proposes a model of a Virtual Business Incubator
will be implemented in later phases of research.
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1. Introduction
In present times, with the ongoing global economical crisis, it has become a real challenge for Small
and Medium sized Enterprises, especially the emerging ones, to maintain existence or evolve. Entering the
market, adding a client support service, selling and advertising the products, obtaining relevant management
information, building a distribution network, communicating with employees and business partners are just
some of the absolutely necessary operations; all require generally heavy costs, hard to cover in an initial
stage of the company’s lifecycle.
The European Charter for Small Enterprises recommends in (EC,2009) adopting a policy for
sustaining the SMEs, this structures being cosidered the backbone of the European economy, a generator of
innovation, business ideas and jobs, apart from other economical benefits it creates: it provides a optimum
environment for personnel improvment, thus preparing the suppliers of labor that are migrating to big
enterprises, it facilitates technological transfer, innovation, it stimulates competition and takes part in the
evolution of big enterprises by accepting outsourced projects (the percent of activities outsourced by big
enterprises can even go as high as 95%, as it is the case of Benetton company)
A similar message is recalled in the Lisbon Strategy Agenda and in the EUROPE 2020 Strategy
whose objectives require responsible actions at a national and european level:
• smart growth - through technological transfer, innovation, education and a strong information
society;
• susteinable growth – resulted from an optimized resource consumption in production and increase of
competitivity;
• inclusive growth by increasing labor market participation, raising skills and fight poverty.
This article examines one of the solutions existent on the market to support SMEs, the business
incubator, focusing on structure and its status as a virtual entity.
Statistics conducted worldwide show that businesses which started its activity in Business Incubators
have a higher chance of survival then those who evolve outside the incubation environment. The United
States Small Business Administration shows since the early 2000s that 50% to 80% of business start-ups fail
within the first 5 years. Instead, 87% of incubated companies survive year 5. At European level, the study
"Critical role and screening practices of European business incubators" (Aerts, 2007), credits the success of
virtual incubators, however, citing errors in their program filtering candidates.
The information disseminated is the starting point for developing a virtual business incubator.
2. Technology and Business Incubation Centers
In the last two decades concepts and new institutions have appeared proper for the New Economy:
business incubators, technology transfer centers, scientific and technological parks, industrial parks. All are
concepts that have moved beyond theory and lately have become instruments, means to support and develop
innovation, entrepreneurship, the idea of producing successful companies. However, studies focusing on
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development, configuration, impact and the relationship incubatee-incubator are still issues to surface,
leaving enough room for further research and innovation (Hansen, 2000).
The Business Incubator, alternatively called "business accelerator", "campus", "econet" or Internet
Keiretsu" is considered a new way to preserve and develop new business economy. In the Helsinky Summit
in 1998, the EU defined business incubator as " the place where start-up enterprises are concentrated in a
restricted space” (Tzafestas, 2008). Other texts lead to similar definitions of this structure
(Peters,2004;Hackett,2004b) as a support institution that assists in the development of emerging companies
(start-ups) by providing resources and services to create a proper environment for development and
innovation during the stage in which firms are vulnerable. The main purpose of business incubators is to
reduce the risk of bankruptcy and build companies that, at the end of the process, can withstand the market
on their own. On process completion, "graduates" can add new jobs to the labor market and receive the
potential to bring new technologies so that the local economy is revitalized.
Two principles characterize the effectiveness of incubation: it must have a positive impact on the
economic community and incubator itself needs to be a dynamic model represented by efficiency and
sustainability.
In an incubation program, the objectives of the candidate company’s managers change, focusing on
product quality, entrepreneurship development, dissemination and commercialization of research results and
identification of opportunities to invest, which may result in new jobs being created.
2.1. Key events in the evolution of the business incubators
The first incubator was created in 1952 in Batavia, New York, (MBD Group, 2010) and the
incubation process has become an industry in the '80s. Business incubators in Europe first appeared in Great
Britain. In 1972, the renovation of buildings and their use for arts and crafts workshops or by subdividing the
old and abandoned buildings have created new work space for new companies. More details are given in the
article (Dinah,2002) which provides a chronological presentation of the most important moments in the
development of incubators.
In Romania, the first Technological and Business Incubator Centre, CITAf was created in March
1992 with the support of the former Ministry of Research and Research and Design Institute for Machine
Technology, ICTCM SA. There were subsequently created incubators in Sibiu, Timisoara, Braila and
Miercurea Ciuc, 4 incubators with support from PHARE program administered by the Romanian Centre for
SMEs. In 1993, the Ministry of Research created its first national network of Technology and Business
Incubation Centers. Of the 16 incubators set up in the '90s there are now only a few, vanishing once the
funds have depleted. In 2004, a new national program started, "Development of infrastructure for innovation
and technology transfer INFRATECH" which aimed at creating and developing national network of
innovation and technology transfer (ReNITT) and also support sustainable economic and social development
by providing access to performance technology, an innovative environment, introducing quality and human
resource management systems. It was considered the most generous program in Romania regarding
innovation.
2.2. Structure of services
A study performed by Forbes Magazine concluded that worldwide there are over 4000 incubators.
Even so, the number of services is reduced. A list of common services among incubators is available in table
1.
In the case of basic services, we believe the most important is the coaching service or professional
assistance, since without this item it would be difficult to distinguish incubation from the maintenance
services provided in an office building. We also believe that office space is a mandatory factor, as long as it
is accepted as being physical or virtual. Also, a global study conducted by Harvard University on for-profit
business incubators, entitled ”The State of the Incubator Marketspace ", with a sample of over 350
organizations, stressed the importance of public relations services and organized networking choosing as the
best performing model the Networked Incubator.(Hansen,2000)
Business incubators are set up in order to achieve technology transfer, promote economic
development through innovation and applied technology, and support development strategies for small
businesses. At the same time, consolidation of new businesses leads to economic growth, being a part of a
strategic-oriented framework or territorial, or on a particular policy priority or a combination of these factors.
Incubator comes to help clients overcome legislative and administrative barriers, develop faster and ease the
transition to a powerful enterprise while offering access to support community network. Enrollment in such
an organization brings some benefits: office or virtual space for the activity to take place or for placing the
headquarters for free or below market price, finance and legal advice, accounting services and recruitment
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and a network of powerful companies which the emerging agent can contact, allowing this members to
outperform the competition - all in exchange for a fixed amount of money or a percentage of shares.

BASIC SERVICES

Table 2: Business Incubator – Structure of common services
INFORMATION
Network Activities
TECHNOLOGY
COACHING
Marketing Assistance
OFFICE SPACE
High-Speed Internet Access
POOLED PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES

Assistance in Financial Management

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Facilitate Bank Loans
LEGAL ADVICE
RECRUITING
FUNDING

DERIVATE
SERVICES

ACCOUNTING
OPTIONAL
SERVICES

ORGANIZED NETWORKING

Aid in Presentation Skills
Provide Links to Strategic Partners
Facilitate Access to Angel Investors or
Venture Capital
Provide Links to Advanced Education
Resources
Offer Business Training Programs
Advisory Board and Mentors
Business
etiquette
development
programs
Assistance in Sales
Intellectual Property Management
Virtual Hosting
Other Services

The incubation process may occur in the first three phases of the development of a company
(Hansen, 2000b; Phan, 2005). The first phase (”Early Stage”) implies the existence of an idea and a business
plan, and it may not require a management team to be . In the second stage (”Middle Stage”), incubated
company have already received a round of funding over the initial capital funding ("seed") and began
operations, but still needs development assistance. In the third phase (”Late Stage”), companies are often
close to the stock exchange listing – on this phase they can receive consultancy and expertise from the
incubator team, usually for geographic expansion or to launch a new product.
2.3. Incubator Classification
The incubators can be classified as follows:
a) source of funding:
• public (ministries, LPA, state universities, research centers);
• private (Chambers of Commerce, private universities, associations, large companies;
• mixed.
b) operational model:
• Bricks and Mortar (BAM) - the most common type of incubators focused on providing
physical infrastructure and related facilities. Incubation process and related services are held
in a specially designed building. Because the concentration of business start-up into one
place, this model has the advantage to boost interaction, development of partnerships and
joint problems;
• Virtual Incubators - this type of incubators do not provide a specially designed space
(buildings) for business incubation. Services are being provided over the Internet, this being
an advantage, because it can incubate similar SMEs located in different regions. Virtual
Incubator has helped the emergence and development of 'dot com' companies ;
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•

Mixed incubator - such incubators provide space for rental for approved firms, while
incubating others via the Internet. This model is called a HUB or a Venture Incubator.
c) by service structure:
• Traditional Incubators - support the development of companies in those industries widely
disseminated technologies, such as the furniture industry;
• Technological Incubators - incubates companies whose products, processes and services are
the result of scientific research (biotechnology, informatics, electronics, etc.). They are
generally located near universities and scientific and technological parks;
• Joint Incubators - offer services both to traditional businesses as well as those whose activity
is linked to scientific research;
• Cultural Incubators - supports cultural events and activities in art domains such as music,
sculpture, photography and cinematography.
• Social Incubators - supports activities from social projects that are related to traditional
sectors of the economy.
• Business Incubators in agriculture - business development support for technological
innovation in agriculture.
• Sector Incubators – incubates emergent economic agents in a certain domain. For example,
an incubator can be sectoral and technological and support only companies that produce har.
d) location of incubators:
• Incubators in urban areas - located in cities. They are, usually, technology incubators,
traditional, mixed or sectoral which do not require an expanded space that have no
production lines with a high degree of noise pollution.
• Incubators in suburban areas - are located outside the cities and contribute to the
revitalization and development of the region.
• Incubators in rural areas - their positioning in rural areas is closely related to agricultural
production centers.
In (Grimaldi, 2005) there are more descriptions highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of
each type of incubator, focusing on the virtual business incubator.
2.4. Processes in Business Incubation
In a series of articles a well outlined form of the main processes has been drawn, specific to
incubation activity(Hackett, 2004b; Hannon,2003).
Selection can be considered one of the most important management activities in an incubator since
the resource allocation model has to be built on it. The objective is to distinguish between viable enterprises
and those that cannot get help with incubation or do not need it. As stressed by (Bergek,2008) the list of
selection criteria vary from one structure to another, the most common criteria being based on the properties
of the product or service produced by the candidate, on the probability to receive a profit, on the success of
the market segment that includes the candidate and on the experience of the company’s management team.
From (Peters,2004) and (Bergek,2008) results four selection approaches:
• based on the idea, involves extensive knowledge from the manager of the incubator in the domain
of the product idea to determine the viability and profitability of the company in the selection process;
• based on the enterprise team - company's management team proposed for incubation should be
evaluated to determine if there are qualities and experience required to succeed.
• natural selection, the screening process is indulgent, candidates are accepted easily provided that
the market itself will filter the candidates in time;
• selecting the best candidate, in which the selection process is very strict,a few candidates are
accepted, only those with high rates of success;
While the first two approaches highlight the skills required from the business incubator manager, the
last two variants stress on the level of flexibility that can be applied in this phase. The mix of these
approaches leads to four screening strategies.
Infrastructure consists of all the ICT equipment and applications, the space available to the
incubated companies and the administrative services provided by the incubator.
Business Support is the range of services provided by the incubation program, including legal and
entrepreneurial advisory services, accounting, recruitment, training personnel, advertising, financial services
etc. The quality of service as determined in (Scillitoe,2010) depends on the completeness of service and
mode of delivery. Support is provided differently according to each incubator, measured by the number of
hours monitoring and assisting the incubated enterprises, the degree of support (support strategic, operational
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and management) and the quality level (relative value of care) (Chen,2010). Types of coaching varies
between two extremes: aggressive intervention, in which the affairs are guided step by step in the process of
incubation by the incubator’s team and minimal intervention, in which companies are allowed to freely
operate, being carried out interventions only if the company being incubated requested.
Organized networking is a crucial component, a bridge between the incubated SME and the business
environment. Incubators often assume this role, creating links between external economic agents and
incubated ones, in order to compensate for the lack of experience and distribution network of the incubated
agent. Networking provides information, know-how and expertise bringing together potential customers,
employees, partners, consultants, experts and members of incubation programs.
Graduation is the stage where the trader leaves the incubator, a moment generally set according to a
certain period or to a certain level of performance achieved. Within this process is created and applied a
policy for leaving the program.
2.5. The Virtual Business Incubator
Virtual Business Incubation is one of the new solutions, in which tenants are incubated in their own
location through IT infrastructure of the incubation center. Services are oriented towards servicing this
program needs related to telecommunications, information and knowledge transmitted in digital mode. The
advantages of this type of incubation are numerous, especially when incubated company develops products
in an advanced industry, as the software industry in which the value-chain activities are carried out in
geographically dispersed locations: linking companies in complementary fields, establishing a proper
structure for information exchange and the possibility to take a knowledge-broker role. Competitive
advantage is gained mostly through access to information. In Information Society, the companies that will
get on top in the market are those who will be able to obtain information in real time, and learn from it.
Also called the "incubator without walls", the virtual business incubator has a service offer that
meets most of services described earlier: it provides hosting online, know-how, audit, networking and other
related services for improving technology, management, optimizing costs, etc..
Compared with other types of incubators, virtual incubators come with a low cost advantage, the
price being in the form of a fixed fee, in the case of for-profit incubators, rather than shares.
To increase the impact of the incubation process, there were also created networks, one of which is
has a great importance in Europe, named European Business and Innovation Centre Network (EBN www.ebn.be) A similar model is in the United States-NBIA (National Business Incubation Association) with
over 1,900 members from 60 countries, one quarter of whom are from abroad. In Romania, ReNITT network
was created to support national actions.
2.6. The Proposed Model
The small number of incubators nationally (RoINNO,2010) and the evident need to support
emerging economic agents represent some of the reasons that determined the launch of a virtual incubation
project.
Beyond the standard objectives of virtual business incubators, this model proposes an increase in the
awareness of the existence and benefits of this structure, a set of best practices in managing a virtual
incubator and in tele-work and also a set of best practices in digital asset management (intangible goods). It
will also focus developing a set of instruments available to tenants, besides networking services and
technology transfer in order to create new opportunities through electronic commerce, e-management,
information portals, recruitment and advertising services.
The structure is designed as a Knowledge Management System (KM System), in which each
member has the option of contributing with its experience, the process being periodically validated by a team
of experts. The type of the architecture is a three-tier client-server, so that the system is updated at every
modification with minimum latency. To protect the system and the data simultaneously and to improve the
relevance of information provided to users, there will be developed a gradual access system, with defined
roles for each organization or subdivision of it.
According to (Botezatu, 2006) and (CăruŃaşu, 2009), the concept of data should be perceived on
three levels: Data Layer, Information Layer and Knowledge Layer, each layer bringing higher level
processing. Data Layer is the entry point to information in the system that is then stored in a data warehouse
and aggregated by aggregation functions according to the subject of the information. Data processing in
Information Layer involves data-mining operations and data analysis using a multidimensional OLAP (OnLine Analytical Processing). In the last level, the Knowledge Layer, the initial data is finally converted to
knowledge, so that it operates with two processes, knowledge discovery and prediction. The first process will
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implement user knowledge in a form that can be understood by the user and the process of prediction makes
use of algorithms to achieve, based on scenarios derived from knowledge, forecasting and predictive models.
The infrastructure of the system is shown in Figure 1, inserting all components presented above.
Figure 3: Virtual Business Incubator - Infrastructure

Another important issue to debate for the proper functioning of the model is the way digital
information can be capitalized and optimal presented as knowledge so that users will get only relevant data.
Technology transfer is the process through which information, knowledge, ideas or technology,
developed in an organization, in an area or for a specific purpose are used or applied in another organization,
another area or for another purpose.(Rosca,2006) Other definitions may be represented by the relationship
between innovators and applicants resulting in the development of new products, technologies and systems;
sale or exchange of intellectual property related to a technology with the agreement of the manufacturer;
transfer of technology, know-how or experience from one unit to another, from one industry to another, from
research to market as part of innovation.
When trading information in order to determine a price according to the value of the distributed data,
it cannot be set by applying classical pricing strategies based on production cost or the price set by
competition. It must be taken into account the importance attached by the user to the information or how
much is he ready to pay to obtain that information. Therefore, to have a large number of customers,
information should be versioned and given a different price for each version. The idea of versioning involves
identifying the characteristics valued by a segment and valued less by others, identifying the correct number
of customer segments and versions so that every version of the product is sold with a maximum possible
price. The content, the price, the number of versions and the estimated value of the product have been
estimated by setting restrictions to a number of characteristics, shown in table 2.
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Restrictions

Convenience

Detail
Manipulation of
Information

Community

Annoying – factor
and speed

Image resolution
Extra options

Table 3: Versioning - Restrictions and Effects
Effects
Restricting the access on time and date will create many versions of the same
product. The incubator may limit access to new information only to premium highpaying users and after a while release the same information at a lower price for
those members that didn’t consider immediate access a necessity. Also, support
services may be available for premium users non-stop while at a lower price, the
same service could only be up a couple of hours a day. The members will set the
value and buy the product according to their needs.
In a virtual business incubator, all tenants should be able to have access to the
same subjects. A variation of the price can be set by providing different levels of
detail and richness of content for each version.
This characteristic refers to adding a different number of options dedicated to
user information management as printing, download, select, copy, etc.
Community restriction highlights the importance of communication between
members with common interests. By imposing an enrollment process in the
community providers can determine the level of consumer interest in the
information available in the community. The virtual incubator could set a price for
access to cooperation directories in order to display contact details of participants.
Shareware version provides limited functionality and windows that slow
down or interrupt activity or create ad pop-ups. For a certain price, the customer
may receive a fully functional application interface, without advertising. Usually,
creating a cheaper version is more expensive, because the application is first
completed and then crippled. This could not be fit to use in a virtual incubator as it
defeats its objectives of optimizing activities.
Information could be priced differently by developing multiple versions with
different image resolution. A lower resolution will result in a poor quality of the
document, thus a lower price.
Difference between versions may consist in a number of different tools
available in the incubation process, e.g. access to videoconference.

3. Conclusions
The EU Agenda contains recommendations to support Small and Medium Enterprises as this are
some of the most important components in the economy. Following the evolution of the new structures in
Information Society we identify the Business Incubator as a viable solution, having as main purpose the
production of successful firms, autonomous and profitable that will continue to sustain the activity after
graduation.
Technology and Business Incubator Centers create jobs, build communities, bring new products and
technologies on the market, facilitate technology transfer and reduces the risk of bankruptcy for the tenants.
Along with entering in the new digital era, incubation services gained territory even in the virtual world,
Virtual Business Incubators offering its services with disregard to the geographical location of the candidate.
A candidate enterprise will distinguish, in a complete programme 5 components: selection by product
viability or by experience level of the team, infrastructure, business support, organized networking and
graduation.
The model proposed represents a starting point for implementing a VBI, this step being left for
future research. Combining Business Incubator and KMS offers a cheap access to valuable and complex
services that otherwise would cost a fortune, like CRM, ERP or Business Intelligence solutions.
This article is a result of the project „Doctoral Program and PhD Students in the education research
and innovation triangle”. This project is co funded by European Social Fund through The Sectorial
Operational Programme for Human Resources Development 2007-2013, coordinated by The Bucharest
Academy of Economic Studies.
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Abstract: This paper aims to highlight the key features of cloud computing (a modern solution in these
moments) and its benefits. Global market for cloud computing totals 15 billion this year and will reach over 26 billion
USD in 2013. In Romania, its value is still very small - only cloud computing is an alternative this year, later than the
United States, even in a dynamic field like IT. The first cloud service integrator in Romania is Appnor. Appnor
integrates best business solutions based on cloud computing model.
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1. Introduction
For a business, not enough a brilliant idea, entrepreneurship and good business plan in place. No
matter what your line of business, there are 10 basic technological cornerstones (entrepreneur.com, 2010) no
modern small business can function without, such as:
- desktop computer (the computer is a business tool, not a gaming system or multimedia hub, so lean
and mean is the way to go. That means keeping the focus squarely on the everyday workplace essentials like
word processing, spreadsheets, Internet access and e-mail. Dual-core processors with at least 2GB of
memory will meet the power and pricing requirements of most business users);
- laptop computer (chances are you're going to take your work home with you - or to a meeting, to the
coffee shop or even on vacation - so you need a laptop that's good to go);
- office suite (applications included in office suite, those from Microsoft, help to editing documents, to
structure
the
data
in
tables,
to
making
presentations.
Additionally included a calendar and mail client to simplify communication with colleagues and clients.);
- accounting software (every penny counts, so it is very important to have up to date financial
statements of income, expenses and customers. Some programs will accounts for all financial data, provide
reports and tools to more effectively manage billing, inventory and payroll.);
- managed IT services (in full crisis, entrepreneurs no longer afford to employ full time IT
administrators, choosing to outsource the services of specialized firms that can handle data security or
network administration, low cost.);
- web site (the site is a virtual card. It not only offers potential clients contacts, hours of operation and
areas of expertise, but forward, first of all, the image organization);
- social media profiles (in addition to your website, it's increasingly important to establish your firm's
presence across social networking services like Facebook and Twitter. Social networks enable businesses to
share information on upcoming deals, specials and events by communicating directly with customers already
interested in what they do);
- memory card, VoIP and Smartphone.
Today's modern small business can't function without the right technological mix. But not all
technologies are a comfortable fit, especially given how many other challenges a fledgling business faces
in its first months. The following are three obstacles to avoid: open-source software, inkjet printers and
unnecessary purchases and upgrades. Keep in mind that shopping for technology is like shopping for
anything else - compare prices and look for sales or discounts.
2. Year 2010 – trends and features of IT technologies
Small and medium companies have started to enjoy the best deals on the latest technology, Microsoft
and IBM are now targeting small businesses with IT solutions, the first virtualization and cloud computing,
on the other hardware and software solutions.
The trend is not new, the software giants, in 2005, have caught that becomes harder to sell to
corporations, where the procurement process is more difficult, budgets are reduced, approval takes years and
finally get projects to fail due to delay implementation.
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But so far, it is offered for small business incomplete versions and limited solutions, the trend in this
year is to provide complete technological solutions and the latest generation.
It is estimated that there are over 150 million small companies in the world, and about 6-7% of them
use IT solutions, but mostly basic tools such as computers, Excel, Internet access. Many companies have
even IT solutions under current needs.
According to an international study conducted by CIO.com (http://www.cio.com/solutions/researchand-analysis), in 2010, managers of companies focuses on business analytics solutions, services and cloud
computing solutions for online collaboration and the first crisis affects ERP and open source technologies,
which are both important for technical executives.
Most of those interviewed, over 57% respectively, said they are considering analytics solutions, to
provide more relevant information about the evolution of business and immediately remove any obvious
malfunctions or problems.
Among the officials participating in the evaluation, about 15% said their companies have already
implemented such IT tools. Almost half of study participants, about 46%, said they want solutions for
Business Process Management (BPM) to increase business efficiency.
26% of companies have already implemented something similar.
Many IT managers, 45% respectively, said they are interested in Web 2.0 technologies and social
networking, allowing employees to work better, be in touch with clients and partners to achieve better sales
and so on.
Regarding virtualization technologies, 45% of respondents said it would be useful such solutions
company which operates now. Virtualization allows the removal of hardware and maintenance costs and
support and increase the stability and accessibility, leading to better performance of the company. About
27% of participants already use such solutions company.
Approximately 26% of companies already using SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) elements in the
organization. In the area of analytics and business intelligence, only 44% of IT managers looking for such
solutions, while 47% already use these applications for the study of business processes.
About 43% of executives said Enterprise Data Management technology could be used in their
company and 44% have storage virtualization.
IT applications and solutions offered as a service, for a subscription, are sought by 40% of managers
and 35% already use the company something and also in online collaborative technologies.
Finally, companies using the full solutions for mobile workforce and in this year, uninteresting IT segments
is Supply Chain Management (SCM), printing management solutions, Open Source and ERP.
Unlike the other areas of the IT industry, business software segment not only declined in 2009 but rose
per-total up to 222,6 billion, up from 221,9 billion in 2008 says a report by the U.S. company Gartner
analysis.
Companies, even if they are pressured to reduce costs and IT investments, they need tools provided by
business applications to get through the problems caused by economic crisis.
Strengthening the past 5 years has been extremely aggressive and IT firms like Oracle, SAP,
Microsoft, IBM and HP have now almost any solution portfolio of applications required a company.
Developing the IT world, Internet penetration and communication solutions, now all these factors help the
business software industry to pass safely over the crisis.
Analysts say that in these moments we need a flexible offer, helped the online services for the
company to not need the hardware and the like.
Business growth on software will be integrated in electronic applications, such as new equipment and
appliances, audio video solutions, but solutions for storing digital files or records storage and management.
Software solutions for online conferencing and collaboration will continue to sell well. Technological
solutions that reduce costs are the most popular.
3. Cloud Computing – main features

Cloud computing is Internet-based computing, whereby shared resources, software and
information are provided to computers and other devices on-demand, like a public utility
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing).
A definition of the cloud computing would be: a solution to use external information resources, you
can configure according to your needs - servers, storage space, applications and services. Using the
application is made in varying amounts, paying only what is consumed. In other words, do not use, do not
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pay. Basically, talk of a major trend in IT, global economy based on large scale resource providers like
Google. Quality of services is accompanied by massive cost decreases, often over 50% (Manac, 2010).
Cloud Architectures are designs of software applications that use Internet-accessible on-demand
services. Applications built on Cloud Architectures are such that the underlying computing infrastructure is
used only when it is needed (for example to process a user request), draw the necessary resources on-demand
(like compute servers or storage), perform a specific job, then relinquish the unneeded resources and often
dispose themselves after the job is done. While in operation the application scales up or down elastically
based on resource needs.
There
are
some
clear
business
benefits
(http://developer.amazonwebservices.com/connect/entry.jspa?externalID=1632&categoryID=100)
to
building applications using Cloud Architectures. A few of these are listed here:
- Almost zero upfront infrastructure investment: If you have to build a large-scale system it may cost a
fortune to invest in real estate, hardware (racks, machines, routers, backup power supplies), hardware
management (power management, cooling), and operations personnel. Because of the upfront costs, it would
typically need several rounds of management approvals before the project could even get started. Now, with
utility-style computing, there is no fixed cost or startup cost.
- Just-in-time Infrastructure: In the past, if you got famous and your systems or your infrastructure did
not scale you became a victim of your own success. Conversely, if you invested heavily and did not get
famous, you became a victim of your failure. By deploying applications in-the-cloud with dynamic capacity
management software architects do not have to worry about pre-procuring capacity for large-scale systems.
The solutions are low risk because you scale only as you grow. Cloud Architectures can relinquish
infrastructure as quickly as you got them in the first place (in minutes).
- More efficient resource utilization: System administrators usually worry about hardware procuring
(when they run out of capacity) and better infrastructure utilization (when they have excess and idle
capacity). With Cloud Architectures they can manage resources more effectively and efficiently by having
the applications request and relinquish resources only what they need (on-demand).
- Usage-based costing: Utility-style pricing allows billing the customer only for the infrastructure that
has been used. The customer is not liable for the entire infrastructure that may be in place. This is a subtle
difference between desktop applications and web applications. A desktop application or a traditional clientserver application runs on customer’s own infrastructure (PC or server), whereas in a Cloud Architectures
application, the customer uses a third party infrastructure and gets billed only for the fraction of it that was
used.
- Potential for shrinking the processing time: Parallelization is the one of the great ways to speed up
processing. If one compute-intensive or data-intensive job that can be run in parallel takes 500 hours to
process on one machine, with Cloud Architectures, it would be possible to spawn and launch 500 instances
and process the same job in 1 hour. Having available an elastic infrastructure provides the application with
the ability to exploit parallelization in a cost-effective manner reducing the total processing time.
The systems architecture of the software systems involved in the delivery of cloud computing,
typically involves multiple cloud components communicating with each other over application programming
interfaces, usually web services (multiple programs each doing one thing well and working together over
universal interfaces). Complexity is controlled and the resulting systems are more manageable than their
monolithic counterparts.
Key features (http://www.appnor.ro/economii) of cloud computing are:
- Agility improves with users' ability to rapidly and inexpensively re-provision technological
infrastructure resources.
- Cost is claimed to be greatly reduced and capital expenditure is converted to operational expenditure.
This ostensibly lowers barriers to entry, as infrastructure is typically provided by a third-party and does not
need to be purchased for one-time or infrequent intensive computing tasks. Pricing on a utility computing
basis is fine-grained with usage-based options and fewer IT skills are required for implementation (in-house).
- Device and location independence enable users to access systems using a web browser regardless of
their location or what device they are using (e.g., PC, mobile). As infrastructure is off-site (typically
provided by a third-party) and accessed via the Internet, users can connect from anywhere.
- Utilization and efficiency improvements for systems that are often only 10–20% utilized.
- Reliability improves through the use of multiple redundant sites, which makes cloud computing
suitable for business continuity and disaster recovery. Nonetheless, many major cloud computing services
have suffered outages, and IT and business managers can at times do little when they are affected.
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- Scalability via dynamic ("on-demand") provisioning of resources on a fine-grained, self-service basis
near real-time, without users having to engineer for peak loads. Performance is monitored, and consistent
and loosely coupled architectures are constructed using web services as the system interface. One of the most
important new methods for overcoming performance bottlenecks for a large class of applications is data
parallel programming on a distributed data grid.
- Security could improve due to centralization of data, increased security-focused resources, etc., but
concerns can persist about loss of control over certain sensitive data, and the lack of security for stored
kernels. Security is often as good as or better than under traditional systems, in part because providers are
able to devote resources to solving security issues that many customers cannot afford. Providers typically log
accesses, but accessing the audit logs themselves can be difficult or impossible. Furthermore, the complexity
of security is greatly increased when data is distributed over a wider area and / or number of devices.
- Maintenance cloud computing applications are easier to maintain, since they don't have to be
installed on each user's computer. They are easier to support and to improve since the changes reach the
clients instantly.
Figure 1: Cloud Computing Architecture

Sursa – http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:CloudComputingSampleArchitecture.svg

Client
A cloud client consists of computer hardware and/or computer software that relies on
cloud computing for application delivery, include some computers, phones and other
devices, operating systems and browsers.
Application
Cloud application services or "Software as a Service (SaaS)" deliver software as a service
over the Internet, eliminating the need to install and run the application on the customer's
own computers and simplifying maintenance and support.
Platform
Cloud platform services or "Platform as a Service (PaaS)" deliver a computing platform
and/or solution stack as a service. It facilitates deployment of applications without the cost
and complexity of buying and managing the underlying hardware and software layers.
Infrastructure
Cloud infrastructure services or "Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)" delivers computer
infrastructure, typically a platform virtualization environment as a service. Rather than
purchasing servers, software, data center space or network equipment, clients instead buy
those resources as a fully outsourced service.
Server
The servers layer consists of computer hardware and/or computer software products that
are specifically designed for the delivery of cloud services, including multi-core
processors, cloud-specific operating systems and combined offerings.
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Conclusions
Cloud solutions have many advantages, primarily cost rather than hardware and software companies
only pay a small monthly fee, which is also flexible workstations can be added or reduced the number of
licenses can be paid, according to fluctuation number of employees. Also, to access services in the cloud
company has no need for computers than it already has, does not require other equipment.
This trend (cloud computing) brings economic refresh in IT industry that it will focus on developing
new applications and technologies for use via the Internet, other types of computers optimized for this
purpose, the upgrading and construction of new powerful servers to handle increasingly higher data moving
online.
The essence of the concept CLOUD COMPUTING legally hardware is: processing power is moved to
the Internet, so that their servers are own computers and powerful, we have not physically but virtually, by
letting their computing capacity, storage data etc. Therefore, we do not need a computer complex and
expensive to reach but a simple device with which to access the WWW.
Cloud Computing model performance may be affected by overloading servers or bandwidth limitation.
Data security: since cloud computing means that customer information is conveyed via the Internet to benefit
from various web services, we are dealing with a serious danger. It's possible the information irretrievable
corrupting some sensitive due to "death" of servers, or worse an entire data center.
Measures to prevent deficiencies in the cloud computing service providers related to data encryption,
server and network interconnection server regular backups of the same files on multiple devices.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Abstract: Six Sigma is a methodology used to optimize both production and business processes having five
stages: Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control. Each stage usually uses statistical techniques to analyze the
data available. Because modern data is complex and stored in large databases, the previous statistical techniques are
not any more appropriate for such an analysis. For this reason data mining techniques become necessary and they can
be used instead, bringing better performances.
This paper focuses on the use of data mining techniques instead of the statistical ones in all the five stages of
the Six Sigma methodology.
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1. Introduction
Six Sigma is a methodology to improve the performance of an organization using specific methods,
calling on statistical concepts.
The Six Sigma methodology aims to eliminate errors (defects in the case of production processes
business management processes) performing a more rigorous control of the processes analyzed to remove the
causes that lead to such errors. This may be considered possible by minimizing the variability of the output
of the processes making them more predictable (Jiju Antony, 2008).
In statistics, the Greek letter σ is used for the standard deviation of statistically obtained values
around an average denoted µ, provided that these values follow a normal distribution (Gaussian). The
distribution curve of such values is bell shaped, centered on the average denoted by µ (Figure 1) (Net MBA).
Figure 1: Graph of the normal distribution with mean µ and dispersion σ.

A process, whether being a production or an economic one, can be modeled from the point of view
of the output using the normal distribution. Thus we can consider the average output µ as the average of the
results obtained after that process is applied. This does not necessarily mean that the average of the results
obtained is the optimal output for the economic unit. In other words the first step would be to make sure that
the results obtained (their average) are the desired ones for the company.
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Within the Six Sigma methodology we want to reduce the standard deviation of the output of an
economic or production process so that its results fit with a margin of ± 6σ within the desired limits (usually
imposed by the client’s expectancies). From the ± 6σ margin comes the name of the methodology.
By requiring a margin of ± 6σ it is ensured that 99.99966% of the economic or production processes
results meet the quality requirements imposed by the client (or by other factors), the rest of only 0.00034%
of them being defects in an almost negligible number.
The main reason for framing the results of the economic and production processes within the limits
imposed by the client with a margin of ± 6σ is that it was found out that on the long term this margin tends
to reduce to ± 4.5σ from different reasons that can not be predicted (Geoff Tennant 2001). This reduction of
the margin was proved by practice.
In terms of Six Sigma it can be considered a defect any deviation from the average which produces
dissatisfaction to a customer of an economic unit. This principle should guide the choice of the limits in
which it is desirable for the outcomes of economic processes to fall. In any process, weather it is economic or
production there must first be set such limits.
2. Stages of the Six Sigma methodology
The Six Sigma methodology aims to optimize the results of a process, whether it is production or
economic, using a well-defined series of stages aimed at significantly reduce the number of defects, which
results in an increased customer satisfaction.
The Six Sigma methodology follows a clear sequence of steps to optimize processes for which it is
applied. This sequence of steps is known by the name of DMAIC (Thomas P.), each of the letters of this
word describing a certain stage as follows:
• D - Define - involves defining the objectives that need to be achieved through the Six Sigma
methodology (Thomas P.). These may be product quality improvement or management process
improvement for a company (The Six Sigma Revolution). Achieving these objectives must be
made with an accuracy of 99.99966%, specific to the methodology
• M - Measure – this phase involves identification of the stage of the systems to be optimized
before applying the Six Sigma methodology. This is important in order to be possible to later
determine a trend of the analyzed systems to "assess the progress and the distance that separates
us from achieving the goals defined in the previous stage” (Thomas P.).
• A - Analyze – this stage has the purpose to evaluate the system to be optimized and find
improvements by "reducing the distance between the current situation and the goals defined in
the first stage” (Thomas P.).
• I - Improve - this step involves the application of the improvement means identified in the
previous stage for the process to be optimized. After this phase there should already be recorded
improvements towards the measurable performance goals set at the beginning of the
methodology.
• C - Control – it is the last stage of the Six Sigma methodology aimed at ensuring that the
performances obtained will remain after the Six Sigma optimization finishes. It is important to
develop a detailed documentation for the ongoing of the processes after they where optimized
(Thomas P.).
Therefore we can see that the Six Sigma methodology is a well-defined sequence of steps leading
eventually to an economic process optimization. The stages are represented in figure 2. This methodology
specifically focuses on reducing the percentage of defects by identifying their causes. Once known the
causes, we can take certain steps to remedy the problems. This requires specialized computer tools, which
use modern advanced data analysis techniques.
Figure 2: The DMAIC steps in the Six Sigma methodology for business and manufacturing processes.
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3. Using advanced data analysis techniques within the Six Sigma methodology
After studying the five phases of the Six Sigma methodology it was found out that it is required an
advanced analysis of the data related to the process which is to be optimized. In most cases for the analysis it
was started from the idea of using statistical methods. So there are gathered some data related to a particular
practical problem, transforming the real problem in a statistical one. These data are then analyzed using
statistical tools and it is found a statistical solution which will then transformed into a practical solution
(Figure 3) (Six Sigma Introduction).
Figure 3: Statistically solving a practical problem.
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An approach which may give better performance is to use advanced data analysis techniques to
obtain the same results. These techniques, known by the name of data mining techniques have the advantage
that they can operate on much larger volumes of data where using classical statistical tools is not so efficient
and convenient.
It is known that in the development of the data mining techniques started mostly from statistical
techniques (well known to those working in data analysis domain), which were adapted to modern data
which is more complex and stored in much larger quantities.
We can thus start from the assumption that in all the stages of the Six Sigma methodology involving
statistical techniques these can successfully be replaced with advanced data analysis techniques (data
mining), by using powerful software tools. Such cases may be identified in each of the five DMAIC phases
where we can assume it is possible to use data mining techniques:
• Define - here we can successfully apply data mining techniques to identify the targets to be
reached (The Six Sigma Revolution). Since a fault is considered any deviation from the norm
which causes dissatisfaction to the client, we should collect and analyze data relative to this issue
so that we can set clear limits regarding the quality of a process. There also can be applied data
mining techniques to identify possible causes of defects and to "identify potential improvement
opportunities" (The Six Sigma Revolution).
• Measure – it is obtained a set of data related to the economic or production process to be
optimized. These data should be well interpreted to better understand the current situation and to
correctly determine the distance between it and the goals to be reached. For this it is used an
"exploratory and descriptive data analysis" (The Six Sigma Revolution). If there are a very large
amount of data or complex data this situation may require data mining techniques.
• Analyze - is carried out usually by statistical methods. In some cases there can be used more
advanced data analysis techniques (data mining) when these are needed. Data mining techniques
have advantages when we deal with large and very large volumes of data. Using data mining
techniques we can obtain important information on the process analyzed. There can even be
identified some patterns and sequences in the data regarding the operation of economic or
production processes. These models can be exploited later to see where the defects usually occur
and which are their main causes in order to be removed. The Pareto principle (Six Sigma
Introduction) states that the vast majority of failures occur due to relatively few factors. Once
identified and eliminated these factors it is possible to achieve a high level of performance.
• Improve – in this case data mining techniques could be used to identify solutions to optimize the
processes analyzed, but also for validation of some models if we have sufficient data to allow a
deeper analysis. In some cases it is possible that after improving a process not to have enough
data relative to it in order to permit data mining techniques.
• Control - in this part, besides ensuring that the economic and production optimization is
implemented properly, there can be done some tests to verify if everything is going on as
desired. In this case a data analysis is also required related to the ongoing of the processes after
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the optimization. This can be done using data mining techniques if the data gathered is in large
quantities.
Further, for the assumptions listed above to be verified, the steps of the Six Sigma methodology are
applied on a specific case of economic process.
4. Data mining techniques applied within the Six Sigma methodology for a book distribution
network
In this part of the paper the possible uses of data mining techniques in the Six Sigma methodology
stages are verified for the particular case of optimization of a book distribution network to a number of
bookstores. Distribution of books is made from a central warehouse to multiple bookstores in the territory,
covering different locations in almost all the country. We must mention that we deal primarily with
educational books which are sold throughout an academic year with certain regularity. We are attempting to
draw attention to cases where the use of data mining techniques would be appropriate, leading to a better
optimization of the business processes analyzed.
For this analysis we had access to data gathered over a period of one year (January - December
2009) on the inputs and outputs for each bookstore, and also month end balances for each of these
bookstores. Inputs are based on delivery notes from the central warehouse to each bookstore while outputs
(sales) are recorded based on invoices.
Figure 4: Books distribution from the central warehouse to bookstores.
Bookstore 1

Central
warehouse

Bookstore 2

Bookstore N

At request books are sent from the central warehouse to distribution points, depending on their
customer demand. Books sold and those transferred to a bookstore in the territory are recorded in the
database of that point in order to later have their records. After processing all the databases from the
bookstores it was obtained a summarizer with the value of the stocks for each center, with all its inputs and
outputs.
The relation between stocks ( S I , S F ), Inputs (I) and outputs (O) is:

SF = SI + I − O

(1)
The final stock for a given month can be calculated based on inputs (delivery notes from the central
warehouse to the bookstores), outputs (invoices) and the initial stock for that month (equal to the final stock
at the end of the previous month).
The DMAIC steps are executed in the order specific to the Six Sigma methodology in order to
optimize the distribution processes and to identify opportunities for applying data mining techniques.
The optimization in this case means maximizing profits by minimizing the resources blocked in
stocks, thus achieving a better distribution of books from central warehouse to each bookstore. Obviously the
stocks can not be reduced so much that it affects sales. It is desired to reduce the stocks of each bookstore,
since the resources blocked in form of higher than necessary stocks can be used more efficiently in another
way.
Define
During this stage there are defined the objectives to be reached by the process of distributing books
from the central warehouse in the bookstores. It is also attempted to limit the stocks at each bookstore to the
minimum necessary to make sure the sales don’t decline.
It is obvious that in this case we need a good understanding of the domain and of the processes
undertaken. It can be noted that in this case we are not concerned by the volume of the stocks in number of
books, but by their total value, this being the indicator of the resources being blocked.
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In this phase it must be set a maximum limit for each stock, which should not be exceeded. Also we
will have to ensure that while these limits are not exceeded the sales do not decrease, with an accuracy of
plus or minus six sigma.
After the analysis of the domain we find out that in the case of the supply chain with books to a
number of bookstores we can not see an obvious limit to the amount of money blocked in stocks by
identifying the defects that cause damage to the client as in production processes. To establish such a limit,
however, it is necessary to decrease the stocks to the minimum necessary so that the sales will not fall so, a
better match between the inputs and the outputs. To accomplish this, an analysis is required to take account
of the books that were sold every month at each bookstore in order to achieve a forecast of books that will be
sold in the future. Later we will try to bring in stocks more books that are expected to be sold and less of
those that aren’t sold well.
In order to establish minimum stock limits it is necessary to make a database analysis for each
bookstore to see which books are sold well and in what number. Being a relatively large volume of data (the
analysis should be done for data from a longer period of time) we need specialized data mining techniques.
The analysis helps us estimate the optimum stocks for each point of sale.
Measure
At this stage it must be measured the distance between the imposed limits identified in the previous
step and the current stage. For the book distribution network we can fairly easy determine the value of the
current stocks for each point of sale. For this purpose it was created a summarizer with the stocks for each
month separately.
It can be concluded that during the measurement phase it is required to make a centralization of the
existing data to obtain the stock values. This operation in this case can be made with simple statistical
techniques without requiring data mining techniques.
Analyze
In the analysis phase solutions will be found to decrease the stocks so that they fall within the limits
specified in the define stage. For the book distribution case the supply with books that do not sell well will be
dropped while the books that are sold will be distributed so that the demand will be covered, with a margin
of error of plus minus 6σ.
In the present case we do not have access to data for several years to calculate the standard deviation
σ for the sales. Instead we can centralize the sales volumes (invoices), inputs (delivery notes) and stocks for
each month, for each bookstore separately. If we want a greater level of detail at this stage we can further use
data mining techniques.
The chart below gives an overview of sales, inputs and stocks for each month of 2009. In the
columns are cumulative values of these indicators for all the bookstores.
Figure 5: Book inputs, outputs and stocks for every month of the year.

It can be inferred from the previous chart that there are certain periods in which sales volumes are
higher than in other periods. So there are sales in January up to ten times higher than in August. Also it is
obvious that there are stock volumes well above the book sales and that while sales decrease, stocks are
increasing.
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This model can be expected to recur regularly because of the structure of the academic year. We can
conclude that not all students buy books at the beginning of the academic year. Many of them buy books in
January, as approaching the winter exams. It follows a period during which sales fall during the second
semester, not to rise again before the summer exams, possibly because it is already late and most students
have already bought their books. We could also identify a slight increase of sales in July, possibly due to
final exams and another slight increase in September because of another period with exams. August recorded
the lowest sales, because it was holiday.
Improve
At this stage the previous findings must be applied to the economic process analyzed. This way the
bookstores will be supplied with the necessary minimum number of books. From the chart presented above it
can be inferred that the stocks should become proportional to the sales. If January is somehow justified to
have a higher volume of stocks due to higher sales, the growth stocks can not be justified in the next months
when sales actually declined.
Control
During the control step in terms of data analysis we have to make sure that the improvements from
the previous stage are beneficial to the optimized process. For this reason a new analysis is performed on the
new data obtained after the optimization. Data mining techniques are again needed to determine what books
are sold most. At the same time we have to make sure that sales do not decrease.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion it can be argued that data mining techniques can be applied successfully during the
steps of the Six Sigma methodology, which together form a very powerful set of tools available to managers
who wish to optimize processes carried out within their enterprise in order to improve the quality of both the
products and the business processes. When reducing the number of defects in both products and economic
processes it is usually recorded a decrease of the expenditures.
For the case presented above data mining techniques can be applied to the define, analyze and
control stages of the Six Sigma methodology. For the measure and improve phases the classical statistical
techniques are enough, although there may be situations where large volumes of complex data could require
the use of more complex data mining techniques in all the stages.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Abstract: This paper reconsiders the localized nature of knowledge spillovers, arguing that geographic
proximity per se is not a sufficient condition for innovation to occur. Using patent citations as a proxy for technological
spillovers, we analyze knowledge diffusion patterns between the United States, Japan, Germany, Netherlands and
Taiwan across six technological areas and we estimate a model of knowledge transmission that evaluates the impact of
spatial distance, cognitive and linguistic proximity. The results provide considerable support that remoteness does not
constrain knowledge spillovers when the cognitive distance between agents is small and when they share a similar
language.
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1. Introduction
Knowledge spillovers are often perceived, in the economic literature, as a phenomenon bounded in
space, which provide valuable innovation inputs to companies operating nearby. A fast-growing stream of
studies has focused its analysis on the impact of external R&D on the localization of firms’ innovative
activities, frequently explaining their findings through the occurrence of knowledge spillovers. The new
growth theory, therefore, expands the research to processes unfolding not only in time, but also in space.
The importance of proximity in the transmission of externalities is, generally, attributed to the tacit
nature of knowledge. From these considerations precisely, the distinction between information and
knowledge is crucial. Information is knowledge explicit in conscious cognitive processes. It can be easily
codified and transferred; it has only one meaning and a single interpretation. By contrast, knowledge particularly in its tacit form - is contextual, embedded in people and often barely recognizable.
Cowan et al. (2000) reprobate economists’ tendency to disregard the original epistemological and
philosophical moorings of the concept of tacitness. The dichotomy emerged from the contrast between the
“algorithmic” and the “enculturation model” of knowledge production. The former refers to explicitly
recognized and articulated knowledge, conscious cognitive processes, while the latter defines aspects of
human intelligence that cannot be mimicked by algorithms. A semantic and taxonomic confusion was
created, resulting in analytical errors and amorphous terminology.
Nelson and Winter (1982) argue that tacitness is not inherent to knowledge. Depending on the
absorptive capacity of the receiver (i.e. the prior acquisition of specialized knowledge) the same piece of
knowledge may be codified for one person, tacit for another and an utterly impenetrable mystery for a third
(Cowan et al., 2000). This fact emphasizes the importance of the temporal, spatial, cultural and social context
in defining knowledge. Moreover, “whether a particular bit of knowledge is in principle articulable or
necessarily tacit is not the relevant question in most behavioral situations. Rather, the question is whether the
costs are sufficiently high so that the knowledge in fact remains tacit” (Nelson and Winter, 1982, p. 80).
Thus, the demand for codified vs. uncodified knowledge is not pre-determined by non-economic conditions
(as it was mistakenly stated), but by the costs and benefits of the storage, retrieval and transmission processes
(Cowan et al., 2000 define this as the endogeneity of the tacit-codified boundary or the Merton-Kuhn
frontier.). The costs and benefits depend, above all, on the existence of prior languages, models and
techniques that would reduce the fixed costs of codification.
Furthermore, economists observe a paradox that emanates from the tacit-codified dichotomy: tacit
knowledge is deprived from the private good properties that result in informational spillovers and market
failures (see, also, Cornes and Sandler, 1996 who argue that confining knowledge property regimes to the
duality “pure private versus pure public goods” may lead to analytical and empirical errors; price-excludable
public goods, common property and club goods are only some of the intermediate cases between the two
extremes). Thereupon, intellectual property protection is unjustified (since there are no externalities of new
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knowledge) and, implicitly, the information contained in the patents is useless, on account of the fact that the
patentee retains the tacit knowledge.
In conclusion, when silence is no longer considered an intrinsic property of knowledge, but of the
messages exchanged in the epistemic community, physical proximity may play a more complex than a
simple condition necessary to benefit from knowledge externalities (Breschi and Lissoni, 2001).
Other studies examine labor mobility as one of the mechanism through which technological
spillovers occur, starting from the assumption that highly skilled workers embody knowledge which is
transferred within firms as they change jobs. However, since these studies do not attest a shift in the
productive and innovative performances of the firms employing the scientists and engineers, one is inclined
to assume that no “pure knowledge spillover” is generated, but a rent spillover ensued form the contractual
agreement between the parties. As Breschi and Lissoni (2001) point out, labor mobility may simply
contribute to shifting knowledge from one place to another, but not to its actual dissemination (only by
creating a common pool of knowledge would knowledge spillovers be generated). Furthermore, the
knowledge-diffusion function of labor mobility contravenes the tacit nature of knowledge seeing that
disclosure entails a codification processes and sharing-inducing incentive structures.
Innovation networks are also of great importance to the dissemination of tacit knowledge. Since
networks are defined and demarcated in a non-territorial way, it seems unfair to assume that knowledge
externalities are spatially bounded (Bunnell and Coe, 2001). Corroborating this assertion, Breschi and
Lissoni (2003) argue that social networks based on knowledge originating from common work experiences
represent not only a major channel of knowledge distribution, but also a significant source of knowledge
creation. In addition, the authors suggest that tacit knowledge can be shared within the epistemic community
(as a common property or a club good), regardless of the physical location of its members (Breschi and
Lissoni, 2001; Gertler, 2003).
Institutions may also affect the degree to which technological knowledge is efficiently diffused and
absorbed by local actors. Receiving, handling and transforming incoming knowledge spillovers into actual
production technologies differs across regions not only due to the installment of proficient technologies, but
also to the institutional framework which affect the structure of relative rewards for codification activities.
Given the arguments stated above, we agree with Boschma (2005) who asserts that proximity per se
is neither a necessary, nor a sufficient condition for interactive learning and innovation, but it can stimulate
the other dimensions of proximity, as shown by Hausmann (1996) and Howells (2002). Hausmann (1996)
and Boschma (2005) highlight the complementary role of spatial closeness in building and strengthening
social, organizational, institutional and cognitive proximity, while Howells (2002) emphasizes the “indirect
and subtle impact” of geographical proximity. It is within this rationale that the paper intends to assess the
impact of the geographic and technological proximity on knowledge externalities.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and presents some
stylized patterns of knowledge diffusion between the five economies. Section 3 describes the knowledge
diffusion model and assays the main empirical results. Section 4 concludes the paper with a few remarks and
introduces future research agenda.
2. Descriptive data
Often used as a proxy for knowledge links among inventions, patent citations contain valuable
information on the innovator, as well as a detailed description of the patented innovation. However, the
usefulness of patent data in assessing innovation and technological change can be efficiently exploited by
controlling truncation biases, self-citations and changes in citation patterns (Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 1999).
Furthermore, Jaffe, Trajtenberg and Fogarty (1999) present evidence that citations are a noisy indicator of
the presence of technological spillovers. The results of their research suggest that a large fraction of citations
do not correspond to actual spillovers. Nonetheless, aggregate citation flows can be used as proxies for
knowledge spillover intensity between geographic regions. For a thorough description of the advantages and
limitations of using citations as a potential fruitful indicator of knowledge spillovers, see also Hall, Jaffe and
Trajtenberg (2001).
Our analysis is based on citations to patents granted in the United States between 1965 and 1999 to
inventors residing in US, Japan, Germany, Netherlands and Taiwan. The patent information is extracted form
the NBER Patent Citation Data File (Hall, Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 2001), as it represents a rich source of data.
The total amount of such patents is almost 2.4 million, 71% of which are originated from the United
States (i.e. the primary inventor resides in the US), 18% from Japan, 9% from Germany, 1% from
Netherlands and again 1% from Taiwan. We subsequently examine the citations made to these patents from
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patents granted to these countries between 1975 and 1999. There are about 9.5 million citations made over
the 25 years. The patents are classified into six broad technological fields (Chemical, Computers and
Communications, Drugs and Medical, Electrical and Electronic, Mechanical and Other), based on the main
class assigned to the patent by the patent examiner.
As there are twenty groups of countries, analyzed over a period of 25 years and across six categories,
the database will finally contain 3,000 observations. Simple statistics of the dataset are presented in Table 1.
The average number of citations is approximately 1,000; the minimum is zero and the maximum reaches
almost 32,000 (Japanese computers and communications patents cited by the US in 1999). The mean of the
citation frequency is 1.1 × 10 −6 . As far as cognitive proximity is concerned, its minimum value is registered in
1984 between the Taiwanese and German computers and communications patents, while the largest
proximity corresponds to the Taiwanese and American patents from the technological category Other in
1999. We omit the zero values since they indicate that to (at least) one of the two countries no patent was
granted in that particular year and field.
Variable
Patent citations
Geographic distance
Technological proximity
Citation frequency ( × 106)

Table 1: Statistics for Regression Variables
Obs
Mean
Std. Dev.
3,000
962.84
2,450.85
3,000
7,574.94
3,587.54
3,000
0. 0318
0. 0259
3,000
1.1062
1.0008

Min
0
576.49
0
0

Max
31,922
12,645.92
0. 1566
22.8719

As illustrated in the introduction of the paper, the tacit and idiosyncratic nature of knowledge implies
that access to relevant knowledge is not a sufficient condition for spillovers to occur (Boschma, 2005).
Hence, technological proximity plays a key role in the efficient dissemination of knowledge spillovers.
Recognizing, assimilating and applying new knowledge depends on the absorptive capacity of the receiver.
Cohen and Levinthal (1990) show that the competencies needed to incorporate spillovers are generally the
same as the ones required to actively create knowledge, while Perez and Soete (1988) stress the negative
relation between a firm’s current knowledge base and the costs of closing the knowledge gap when acquiring
new technologies.
Since the cognitive base of the five economies affects the absorptive capacity and the potential for
citing, we will proceed by measuring the degree of closeness between countries in technological space
through the technological proximity variable. Following Jaffe and Hu (2001), we assess the distance between
the vectors of patent distribution in a given year through the variable:

Tijt = ∑ f nit f njt

(1)

n

where f nit is the fraction of potentially cited patents allocated to field n in year t and f njt is the share
of potentially citing patents. Technological proximity between two countries increases when the degree to
which the two patent distribution vectors overlap also augments.
The value of the variable for each group of countries is illustrated in Figure 1. The most blatant
discrepancy is between the Taiwan – US and Taiwan – Japan technological proximities. Japan and Taiwan
are the most distant in the technology class distribution of patents, but only until mid 1990s. In the second
half of the decade the two countries moved closer to each other, marking the highest values of the indicator.
Germany resembles US and Japan to a large extent and Taiwan to an even greater degree (despite its abrupt
variations from one year to another), while Netherland seems to be equally close to all the countries in the
patent class distribution.
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Figure 1: Technological proximity (by grant year)
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The highest values of technological proximity by domain are observed between the Taiwanese and
American patents from the patent class Other (as evidenced by Figure 2). The fields in which all the
economies diverge are drugs and medical and computers and communications.
Figure 2: Technological proximity (by domain)
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Another method of assessing the concentration of patenting in each of the five countries is by
calculating the Herfindahl index of patent concentration across the technological fields. Due to the integer
nature of the observed data, the citation measures of patents from individual classes may suffer from bias.
Hall, Jaffe and Trajtenberg (2001) observe that many of the classes with zero citations have, in fact, non-zero
expected rate of citation. The cells with a small number of expected citations are removed from the analysis
and the concentration measure is biased upward. We will, therefore, use the bias-adjusted index defined by
Hall. Under the assumptions that the observed distribution of citations across patent classes is drawn from an
underlying multinomial distribution and that the draws are independent, the unbiased measure of
concentration is given by the following expression:
ηˆ =

N ⋅ HHI − 1
N −1

(2)
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where η̂ is the unbiased estimate of the Herfindahl, N is the number of patents and HHI is the
traditional Herfindahl-Hirschman index, calculated as the sum of squared shares across patent classes.
Figure 3 presents the bias-adjusted estimator across technological fields for the five economies. The
technological concentration of US and Japan are congruent until 1985, when the values for Japan become
slightly superior. Germany and Netherland seem to follow the same trend over the observed period, while
Taiwan, albeit its recurrent fluctuations, exhibits the highest technological concentration (during the 1980s, it
was twice the value obtained for the other countries).
Figure 3: Herfindahl index of patent concentration across patent classes
(bias-adjusted)
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Omitted by the overall technological concentration, significant shifts have occurred in the number of
patents granted across the fields. The fraction of American and Japanese computers and communication
patents tripled in the observed period (see Table 2). At the same time, the share of electrical and electronic
patents became ten times larger in the total number of the Taiwanese patents.
Table 2: Basic patent statistics
Patents
1975 1999 Overall average
United States
Chemical
Computers & Communications
Drugs & Medical
Electrical & Electronic
Mechanical
Other

24%
6%
5%
15%
25%
25%

14%
20%
15%
16%
15%
20%

19%
11%
10%
16%
20%
24%

Japan
Chemical
Computers & Communications
Drugs & Medical
Electrical & Electronic
Mechanical
Other

29%
8%
4%
18%
27%
14%

15%
25%
5%
24%
21%
10%

19%
18%
4%
22%
25%
12%
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Germany
Chemical
Computers & Communications
Drugs & Medical
Electrical & Electronic

31%
4%
3%
14%

23%
7%
10%
17%

28%
5%
7%
15%

Mechanical
Other

30%
18%

26%
17%

27%
18%

Netherlands
Chemical
Computers & Communications
Drugs & Medical
Electrical & Electronic
Mechanical
Other

26%
7%
3%
27%
17%
20%

19%
16%
16%
20%
13%
16%

23%
13%
7%
24%
15%
18%

Taiwan
Chemical
Computers & Communications
Drugs & Medical
Electrical & Electronic
Mechanical
Other

18%
9%
0%
4%
17%
52%

8%
9%
2%
38%
17%
26%

8%
8%
2%
27%
22%
33%

In order to capture the intensity of the spillover flows across these economies, we apply a slightly
adapted version of the citation frequency measure developed by Jaffe and Trajtenberg (1999), measure which
controls for differences in the rate of patenting of the source country. In other words, “this intensity measure
does not necessarily capture the overall magnitude of knowledge flow; it is better interpreted as the strength
of the communication pathway from the cited country to the citing country” (Jaffe and Hu, 2001, p. 13). The
expected frequency of citation, CFijtn , is measured as the ratio of the number of citations (made by i’s
patents in year t to j’s patents taken out up to t in each of the six technological categories) to the product of
the number of potentially citing ( N it ) and potentially cited patents ( N jn ):
CFijtn = ∑

C ijtn

(3)

N it N jn
The results (see the plots in Figure 4) reveal strong citation patterns between Netherland, US and
Japan, but also between Germany on one hand and US and Japan on the other. The citation to the Taiwanese
patents, feeble until the end of the 1980s, underwent the most dramatic increase, notably from the American
and Japanese patents. These patterns concur to a certain degree with the patterns of technological proximity.
We further outline the econometric model of the citation process, assaying the effects of different
forms of proximity on knowledge spillovers.
n

4.a) USA’s citation frequency

Figure 4: Citation frequencies
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4.c) Germany’s citation frequency
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4.e) Taiwan’s citation frequency
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3. Model and estimation results
The general specification of the model is given by the following expression:

C ij = f (Gij , Tijtn , Lij , c )

(4)

where patent citations, C ij , are a function of technology proximity, T ijtn , geographic distance, Gij , and
linguistic proximity, Lij . The technology proximity variable is measured for each field. Consequently,

Tijtn = f nit f njt . Geographic distance is calculated according to the spherical law of cosines:
d ij = a cos(sin (Lat1) ⋅ sin (Lat 2 ) + cos(Lat1) ⋅ cos(Lat 2 ) ⋅ cos(Long 2 − Long1)) ⋅ 6371

(5)

based on the coordinates of the capitals of the five countries. The model also includes a dummy
variable. The index for linguistic proximity takes the value 1 when the languages of the two countries belong
to the same linguistic family. We consider this to be the case of the English-German-Dutch group and the
Mandarin-Japanese dyad, due to their West Germanic origins and their common Chinese characters and
words, respectively (the official national language of the Republic of China - commonly known as Taiwan is Mandarin Chinese and is spoken by the vast majority of residents).
Due to the fact that patent citations are not normally distributed and they occur in integers, we apply
count outcome regressions (the Poisson and the negative binomial estimations) and a censored regression.
Extensively used in the literature to model a firm’s knowledge production function (i.e. the impact of
external R&D on the private firm’s innovation capabilities), the Poisson regression was applied by Hausman,
Hall and Griliches (1984), Crepon and Duguet (1997) and Cincera (1997). Assuming the equality between
the mean and the variance of the distribution, the Poisson model estimates the number of citations as a
loglinear function of the independent variables. In other words, the arrival rate of patent citation between two
countries is modeled as ln λ = f lin , where λ is the arrival rate and f lin is a linear variant of f from
equation (3).
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Since the assumption of equality between the mean and variance of the dependent variable is often
refuted by the data (due to over-dispersion), the negative binomial regression seems more appropriate. The
negative binomial model adds an estimate of the natural log of the over dispersion coefficient, α , which
enters into the estimated variance of the dependent variable. The results support the hypothesis of overdispersion, as indicated by the value of the α - parameter in the last two rows of Table 3. Also, alpha is
significantly different from zero, reinforcing the assumption that the Poisson distribution is not appropriate.
Finally, we implement a Tobit regression in which the dependent variable is censored at zero. This
results in removing 122 observations from the estimation.
Table 3 summarizes the main estimation results from the Tobit, Poisson and the negative binomial
regressions. Although the value of the coefficients differs due to the various model specifications, the overall
signs and significance levels are similar.

Nr. obs.
LR chi2(3)
Pseudo R2
Log likelihood

Table 3: Estimation results of patent citations
Poisson
Negative binomial
3000
3000
1656718.55
1076.61
0.1935
0.0271
-3451987.6
-19325.942

Dependent variable
Independent variables
Gij
Tijtn
Lij
c
lnα
α

Tobit
2623
623.90
0.0515
-5746.2908

Cij

Cij

ln(Cij)

0.0004 (3.77e-07)
5.69 (0.0191)
1.89 (0.0023)
2.44 (0.0042)

0.0007 (0.00002)
22.17 (1.9312)
3.03 (0.1384)
-0.91 (0.1989)
1.24 (0.0224)
3.45 (0.0775)

0.0005 (0.00002)
13.31 (1.7571)
3.59 (0.1594)
-1.28 (0.2341)

Note: Standard errors in parentheses indicate significance at 1%.

Generally, the results confirm our hypothesis that geographic distance does not impede knowledge
spillovers between countries with similar technological patterns.
Despite its barely perceptible impact on patent citations (approximately 0.0005), we find a positive
sign for the distance variable in all regressions. The strongest influence seems to be exerted by technology
proximity, as it is clearly indicated by the significant value of its coefficient (ranging for 6 to approximately
22). This suggests that having comparable technological trajectories augments the amount of knowledge
flows by almost 20. Furthermore, belonging to the same linguistic family may triple the citation intensity, as
indicated by the positive and significant parameter of the linguistic proximity variable.
4. Conclusion
Technological spillovers have been frequently acknowledged as a key agglomeration factor, exerting
a strong influence on the processes of innovative capabilities enhancement. However, the evidence on the
localized nature of spillovers has been of an indirect kind and cannot be considered as irrefutable.
Against this background, our key research question was to examine the extent of the impact that
geographic proximity exerts on the production of knowledge externalities. The results provide considerable
support that epistemic proximity can act as a substitute for spatial proximity. Remoteness does not constrain
knowledge spillovers when the cognitive distance between agents is rather small. Additionally, our findings
support the hypothesis that belonging to different linguistic groups may inhibit spillover flows across
countries.
Our empirical approach is, however, over simplified and not without limits. Patent citations are a
noisy indicator of knowledge flows (they contain spurious implied connections) and the limited number of
regressors and patent classes observed may have distorted the results of the test. Bearing these impediments
in mind and in the attempt to correct them, we find challenge for further research in broadening our analysis
to less aggregated technological fields and, also, testing our hypotheses through other empirical tests.
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Abstract: Businesses will need to audit their data handling and security practices and get the right processes
in place. Expect to see some major class actions by consumers against businesses that have had their data breached,
stolen or lost. Search engines have spiders that are programmed to go through the Internet indexing key words into a
database. Usually the algorithms are designed to focus on high quality links. Pay per – methods offer the possibility of
complete control over clicks and revenues or costs, furthermore being very easy to analyze and changed on-the-fly in
order to optimize.
By storing historical purchase data of individual customers, online food retailers remove this chore and allow
consumers to spend more time on the more interesting aspects of shopping.
The Internet has brought a greater transparency especially in terms of price, promotions, PR and new product
development and release.

Key words: data handling and security practices, methods of promotion, search engines algorithms, strategic
planning, viral marketing
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1. Introduction
The telephone took four decades to reach 50 million users. The Internet has managed this within four
years from its release as digital technologies provide such efficient channels for business and consumer
interactions transactions.
The excitement and anticipation of what a brochure or product-catalogue would achieve for many
companies five or six years ago seems nothing but a distant memory when we take into consideration the
transactional and multi-dimensional capabilities of most current web sites. The Internet has come a long way
in a very short time as a mainstream business tool.
How significant is Internet marketing to businesses? Today, the answer to this question varies
dramatically for different products and markets. For companies such as electronics equipment manufacturer
Cisco, the answer is ‘very significant’ – Cisco now gains over 90% of its multi-billion dollar global revenue
online. It also conducts many of its other business processes such as new product development and customer
service online.
Similarly, the low-cost airlines gain 90% of tickets’ sales online and aims to fulfil the majority of its
customer service requests via the Internet. However, the picture is quite different for the manufacturers of
high-involvement purchases such as cars or fast-moving consumer goods brands (łarcă N, 2009, p 10761079).
Here the impact is less significant – the majority of their consumer sales still occur through
traditional retail channels. However, the influence cannot be described as insignificant any longer since the
Internet is becoming increasingly important in influencing purchase decisions – many new car purchasers
will research their purchase online, so manufacturers need to invest in Internet marketing to persuade
customers of the features and benefits of their brands (Smith, P.R., Chaffey, D. 2001).
Therefore lots of concepts have emerged in the last decade: e-marketing; c-marketing; e-business; ecommerce; m-marketing (mobile); m-commerce, and so on and so forth.
There are more and more concepts and we have to learn to swim through them. “The Internet is a
tidal wave. It will wash over nearly all industries drowning those who don’t learn to swim in its waves.” (Bill
Gates, Microsoft CEO).
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2. How big is the Internet?
Assessing the size of the Internet is a somewhat difficult proposition, since it is a distributed body,
and no complete index of it exists. What we mean by asking how large the Internet is also plays into how we
answer the question (Mareş V., Mareş, M. D. 2009).
Perhaps the simplest metric is simply how many people use the Internet. This can be viewed as the
population of the Internet, and so would seem to be a decent gauge of its size, which continues to grow since
forever. Many different companies try to measure Internet usage, but the general answer seems to be that just
over a billion people used the Internet in 2008. Of these, about 500 million use the Internet at least once a
week, making them more-or-less permanent citizens of the Internet population (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Internet Users (2009 Est.)

Source: (Internet Usage and World Population Statistics are for December 31, 2009. Demographic Population based on
data from the US Census Bureau)

It may be that what most people mean when they ask the size of the Internet - is how many bytes it
takes up. Estimating that is a fairly difficult task, but one person made an estimate not so long ago who can
probably be trusted to have a good idea. Eric Schmidt, the CEO of Google, the world’s largest index of the
Internet, estimated the size at roughly 5 million terabytes of data. That’s over 5 billion gigabytes of data, or 5
trillion megabytes. Schmidt further noted that in its first seven years of operations, Google has indexed
roughly 200 terabytes of that, or 0.004% of the total size. There are thought to be some 155 million websites
on the Internet, but this number fluctuates wildly from month to month, and one runs into a problem of what
exactly constitutes a website. Is a person’s individual Facebook page its own website? How about their
LiveJournal or blog? What if the blog is hosted by a blog service?
Who could possibly tell us how many web pages there are? There are two obvious candidates:
Google and Yahoo, the major search engine companies. Visiting, analyzing and indexing the billions of web
pages in the world is their business. Unfortunately, neither company currently publicizes the exact size of its
index. And they have not done so since August 2005. We can add this to the dimension of all wireless
communication or Wi-Fi, which nowadays play also a very important role to transactions and commerce,
through smart phones, PDAs etc (Figure 2).
Whereas m-marketing and m-commerce are to be regarded as smaller parts, but not less important
than their counterparts on the big World Wide Web, as same principles apply with small differences, in
direct relation with particular cases. For instance, m-marketing was painted an interesting scenario occurring
as the next phase of e-business. A driver on the interstate with his car which just passed the 20.000km carservice mileage, receiving a text message notifying him that his car-service is due and the technology could
recognise that he will be approaching the city and suggest that he may wish to exit and visit the dealership
where a car will be ready to take him on to his office. His car will be returned to him at his office after
service and all what he has to do is just to click and confirm.
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Figure 2: World Communications

Source: (ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators Database)

In 2008, mobile phone penetration in developing countries had reached that of Sweden ten years
earlier. Even the country furthest behind (Myanmar) in terms of mobile cellular penetration is where Sweden
was just 24 years earlier. By comparison, The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita lag for most of the
Least Developed Countries, compared to Sweden, is over 160 years. Therefore technology can overcome
GDP statistics and problems as people tend to adopt new technology as a way to progress (Figure3).
Figure 3: Internet Users Growth (since 2000)

Source: (Internet usage information comes from data published by Nielsen Online or International Telecommunications
Union on a free of charge basis)

3. Search Engines and Data Confidentiality
It is considered that 85% of the visitors on a website get there through a search engine. These spiders
get only a limited number of pages and search engines leave a large portion of the Internet not-indexed. This
can happen because of passwords, subscription logins, or protected databases, which a spider normally
cannot enter. This leaves a “dark” part of the Internet, not covered, but sometimes more relevant than the
indexed part. These databases or sites that have links which search engines did not cover, may not be
indexed with a dynamic algorithm and it will remain “invisible” until human effort will be taken into
calculation. This was tried by Yahoo! Where instead of relying only on automation technology to look
through the web, teams of surfers were used to follow demands and visualizations, to classify them
accordingly to predefined categories and finally add them to the general index (Figure 4).
Since the beginning, the description of the “Internet Database” was a marketing dream, because the
access to the client’s behavior over the Internet is much more complete than in the physical world. Using
cookies and behavior patterns, as well as any form of data collection, especially on well-known search
engines (e.g.: Google and Yahoo!), can contribute to a very rich database for marketing techniques, which
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can be used to determine what a client previously buy, his general preferences or the pattern of searches and
clicks can suggest favorite domains or subjects.
Figure 4: Search Engines Shares (Est 2009)

Source: (Nielsen/Net Ratings MegaView Search)

Confidentiality elements have become an ethics problem as well as a law-enforcement one, because
most cookies policies must be declared, especially third-party cookies, which are often not so trust-worthy.
The launch of Microsoft’s browser Internet Explorer 8 (IE8) is massively important, since it is the default
browser on Windows boxes. And while it may not be as sleek as Google’s Chrome or Mozilla Firefox, most
consumers will happily muddle along with IE8 oblivious to alternatives. The privacy browsing capabilities of
IE8 will have an impact for online advertising if there is widespread usage, since it blocks the tracking
cookies at the heart of online advertising and traffic analytics. What Microsoft gives in standards compliance
it also takes away in privacy mode? The IE8 privacy mode, which avoids third-party cookies, might cause
some initial headaches where ad-serving and tracking is concerned.
Cookies are basic recordings of user data which is stored on the user hard-drive and which will offer
information about the user at his next visit. A simple example is a wine-producer site, which can store
information about the preferences of a certain user, recommending types of wine based on previous choices.
Data security and privacy issues are likely to continue to hit the headlines. Data protection is going
to be more than just a security issue; it will have huge PR and brand consequences for anyone getting it
wrong (Mareş, M. D., and Mareş V. 2008). The privacy browsing capabilities of Chrome and IE8 will have
an impact for online advertising if there is widespread usage as mentioned above.
With Google supplying mobile hardware (G1) and software (Android), and bidding on the wireless
spectrum, it is clear that the people at Mountain View wish to develop this market to its full potential. 3G
smart phones with large-is screens, such as the iPhone, BlackBerry Storm and G1 all allow mobile users a
close-to-normal web-browsing experience. Thus, as mobile usability improves so will mobile Internet use.
Google is moving fast to develop, exploit and control mobile advertising by dictating the platforms and
mechanisms we use to browse the web on our smart phones, while also leveraging the mobile wireless
spectrum – so the local search or localized services will grow.
This is because results are likely to be more relevant and advertising can be more accurately
targeted, but this will mean disclosing the location implicitly at every query. Really Simple Syndication
(RSS) is an ideal platform for online marketing and communications as it provides marketers with 100%
deliverability and a qualified audience and it will move into majority usage thanks largely to built-in support
in the new IE 8 browser.
Speculation that Google will shift its algorithm to favor more user behavior metrics is growing. In
fact, Google has openly discussed these algorithmic approaches in a patent application called “Information
retrieval based on historical data” (Popescu C.R. 2009, p 109-112).
There are of course methods to act against these intrusions, such as anti-spyware software, local
firewalls or manually deleting cookies, but these are only temporary methods in respect with creating giant
databases with user preferences and historical data series.
4. From Banner to Viral
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At the beginning of the 90’s, an American company called Free-PC was offering its clients free
desktops given the condition they had to bare a publicity banner on the side of their monitor at all times. The
business was buried as a result of lack of user clicks on that banner. Who would’ve guessed the people will
be so cheap regarding the appealing marketing messages. The annoying banner, too loud or colourful, was
quickly replaced with more efficient methods of promotion.
• Pay per click – is a promotion system which allows running promotional ads, but the charge only
comes when a user clicks the message. The most popular PPC online system today is Google Awards.
• Pay per action – is a similar system, only it uses a specific action, like completing a form or
subscribing to a newsletter.
• Pay per lead – is a system where visitors are given away something for free and the company will be
charged only when a good prospect is delivered. An example is Call Wave's free software download
that allows monitoring users calls when they are online. Pay-per-lead also lends itself to a wide variety
of marketing strategies. Since you are offering your visitors or subscribers something they can receive
for free, you can easily position ads as a valuable service to them.
Pay per – methods offer the possibility of complete control over clicks and revenues or costs,
furthermore being very easy to analyze and changed on-the-fly in order to optimize. A secondary benefit is
that of free display of the brand while the click or the action from the user doesn’t take place.
5. C-Marketing
Communication marketing, as a multifunctional concept in nowadays world, defines itself through
its main role players:
• Client:
The client must be in the very centre of every organisation which has marketing as a basis for its
activities. The activities of marketing must be designed to satisfy the client thoroughly, because satisfaction
gives birth to loyalty and from loyalty are generated huge revenues. The client is the king and the Internet
gives him even more power through search engines instruments, price comparison sites and all these are
coming packed in a user-friendly technology. This is not a client who will likely respond to pop-ups like in
earlier days, but a client whom a company has to build his trust and come with personalised offers, thus
building his confidence and loyalty.
• Corporate Culture:
Every business which establishes success as an immediate objective mustn’t risk a negative attitude
towards adopting new technologies. Technological progress requires constant, repetitive and nevertheless
expensive investments, as a mean to respond to the client’s requirements. This can also be regarded as a
mean for cost control and enhancing efficiency throughout the corporation. The organisation has to have a
culture for optimisation through technology and this vision goes beyond the simple building of a website and
thus considering promoting the brand. The offer has to come with client-oriented innovations. Online vision
means actively seeking partnerships and strategic alliances in order to increase traffic, brand awareness and
finally, sales.
• Convenience:
Changing social and economic reasons such as long working hours, increasing divorcing rates and
greater geographical mobility all impact modern living. Usually they impact in a negative way, particularly
with regard to stress and time, therefore individuals seek out organisations, products and services to help
alleviate this and thus leaving them more leisure time. One example may be that grocery shopping for many
is a mundane chore. Moreover, it is now expected to be flexible with a range of convenient delivery options
including evenings and weekends.
• Competition:
Competition has no physical boundaries. The Internet has brought a greater transparency especially
in terms of price, promotions, PR and new product development and release. Price comparison sites give
consumers more knowledge and power, but don’t forget that such information is also available to online
competitors. Organisations make investments in acquiring “competitive intelligence” for strategic planning,
which should take into consideration any (or all) of the following: traditional competitors moving online,
new online entrants from overseas or domestic, alliances and partnerships or revitalised traditional
businesses.
• Communications:
The death of mass-media, the paperless office and growth into one-to-one interactions were
forecasted years ago. Now the media is fragmented even more than before, we use our e-mails more, but still
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print and also suffer from SPAM! However, news, PR and online sales promotions come more quickly and
more frequently via newsletters and e-mail marketing campaigns, even viral marketing campaigns which can
be utilised effectively to improve loyalty. It is wiser to encourage chat-rooms within a corporate web site, so
quick responses can be made to adverse comments, rather than leave it to unofficial external sites.
• Consistency:
Consistency is needed across all communications and all channels to ensure that the brand
experience is unswerving, especially if the organisation is operating in both the virtual and the physical
world. A firm’s reputation established over many years in the high street could be tarnished by a poorly
performing web-operation.
• Creative Content:
If you want to motivate people to return time and time again, then the site content has to be
informative, topical, stimulating and of course relevant to the needs of the target markets. Content should be
up to date and for larger organisations with extensive product catalogues, rapidly changing prices, massive
information and newsletters, this should be done on a daily basis. Well designed responses to Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQs) can resolve many customer enquiries.
• Customisation:
Relevant customisation should help achieve the aims of the spiral of prosperity, because the more we
know about the client, the more we can tailor to their needs. Customisation can also be viewed in respect
with processor speeds, style of monitor and resolution or browser. It is wise to adapt systems to cope.
• Coordination:
For the effective operation of an e-business, the real-time dissemination of information from the
customer finalising the shopping cart and order is crucial. A scalable IT infrastructure is needed throughout
the organisation.
• Control:
The technologists have provided marketers with the tools to measure just about any online activity.
However, many organisations are just collectors of data, but they do not know what to do with it. They either
have not clearly defined their objectives or do not know what to measure exactly.
6. Conclusions
Communication Marketing is given by the new instruments of the digital media, which change the
consumer’s way of life, as well as by the integration of technology and multiple channels of communication
which enhance the complexity of the business scene. We have e-mail questionnaires, web-based
questionnaires, chat rooms and groups as well as theme-related public groups. We could go on, but suffice to
say that social media has well and truly arrived.
Although the use of IT has been proven to promote economic openness, the advent of cheap
information access may yet to carry unlimited capabilities in terms of social openness. Beyond economics:
attribution, cultural perception and social ethics cannot be ignored. We become aware of m-marketing, we
long know e-marketing, but in the end – how much of these new techniques will come back to manipulate or
choices without us even realizing.
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Abstract: In the mortgage lending industry, customers are using the Internet to shop for information and
compare rates, although only a tiny fraction of mortgages now originate on-line, where it is cheaper to process them.
The Internet has enormous potential, now only beginning to be realized, for dispensing information to citizens less
expensively and more accurately than telephone inquiries. Filing tax returns or applications for permits and licenses
on-line, for example, cuts costs both to the government and to taxpayers.
One of the major features of the Internet revolution is its potential to make the whole economic system, more
competitive by bringing many markets closer to the economists’ textbook model of perfect competition, characterized by
large numbers of buyers and sellers bidding in a market with perfect information. The results should be lower profit
margins, more efficient production, and greater consumer satisfaction.
Key words: management efficiency, cost-savings strategies, dispensing information, consumer satisfaction,
customized products and services.
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1. Introduction
The Information Technology and Communications (IT&C) industries have come together as a
dynamic ecosystem. Networks, devices, content, and applications increasingly rely on each other to innovate
and generate new value, providing multiple benefits to the economy.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the impact of investment in Information Technology and
Communications equipment and software on the recent resurgence in world economic growth. The crucial
role of IT investment in the growth of the economy has been thoroughly documented and widely discussed.
In just a few years, the Internet has had a visible impact on the daily lives of many – at work, at
home and how they communicate with one another. But a key policy question for the future is: How will the
Internet affect the performance of the economy and the standard of living of average people? In particular, is
the Internet just a different way to communicate or will it be a significant factor in sustaining the remarkable
increase in productivity recorded since the mid-1990’s, as many executives and venture capitalists in the
industry, and some economists, seem to believe.
Jorgenson has shown that the remarkable behaviour of IT prices is the key to understanding the
resurgence of American economic growth. This behaviour can be traced to developments in semiconductor
technology that are widely understood by technologists and economists (Mareş, V. 2009).
The growth of IT investment jumped to double-digit levels after 1995 in all the G7 economies –
Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and the United Kingdom, as well as the United States. These
economies account for nearly half of world output and a much larger share of world IT investment. The
surge of IT investment after 1995 resulted from a sharp acceleration in the rate of decline of prices of IT
equipment and software.
This was traced to a drastic shortening of the product cycle for semiconductors from three years to
two years, beginning in 1995.
After 1995, IT&C grew constantly, this being in close relationship with the growth of the Internet
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Internet Users and PCs

Source: (ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators Database)

2. Sources of Potential Cost Savings
Whether, and at what pace, the potential cost savings and thus productivity improvements will be
fully realized depend on a series of factors. In principle, the Internet has the potential to increase productivity
growth in a variety of distinct, but mutually reinforcing ways:
• by significantly reducing the cost of many transactions necessary to produce and distribute goods and
services;
• by increasing management efficiency, especially by enabling firms to manage their supply chains
more effectively and to communicate more easily both within the firm and with customers and
partners;
• by increasing competition, making prices more transparent, and broadening markets for buyers and
sellers, which puts pressure on suppliers to adopt techniques that translate into cost savings.
The cost savings are largely projected to be one-time savings for each firm that achieves them,
although in practice, such savings may be spread over time in individual firms, while at the sector level a
process of diffusion from first-adopters to followers should generate the pattern of annual productivity
savings we estimate (Popescu, Gh. 2008).
However, the limited available evidence suggests that successful implementation of Internet-based
cost-savings strategies requires far more in the way of organizational commitment, than actual investment
spending of capital.
3. Transactions - Cost Savings
The potential for transactions-cost savings from transition to the Internet is especially high in the
health-care sector, because it is so large (for example, in the U.S. in 2007, health care and insurances
represented almost 14% of GDP, Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis, US Telecom
Analysis).
The health care system is so information-intensive, and so dependent on paper records. Moving
health-insurance claims processing to the Internet would require aggressive efforts to standardize claims
formats, but savings could be large.
Web-based processors may be able to deliver the same quality of service. The Internet also offers
great potential in the area of managing medical records, not only for cutting costs, but also for improving the
quality and effectiveness of care. Assuming that privacy concerns can be adequately addressed, patients and
providers would benefit enormously from conversion of current, mostly paper, medical records into
electronic medical records in a standard format. Providers would then be able to access the patient’s full
medical history quickly and enter their own observations and treatments.
Transactions are the bread and butter of the financial-services industry, and so it is not surprising that
the Internet already is leading to lower transactions in this sector in the developed countries. This should
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change over the next few years as consumers grow more comfortable using “digital signatures,” now legal
under laws (Mareş, M. D. 2008).
The Internet can reduce transactions costs at all levels of government. In particular, the Internet has
enormous potential, now only beginning to be realized, for dispensing information to citizens less
expensively and more accurately than telephone inquiries.
In Romania, the Ministry of Communications wants that in five years all the taxes to be paid online,
calling this 500 million Euro project “eRomania”. All the employees now hired will be replaced by online
portal access sites and this will reduce the costs with up to 35% out of the total GDP of Romania estimated
for 2010. The eRomania portal, aimed at simplifying the interaction of the business world and of citizens
with state institutions by creating up to 600 online public services by 2013, is a controversial one, with the
amount allocated for it, almost half a billion Euros, considered to be too high. The amount may not be
efficiently spent, because the amount allocated seemed to be rather high, considering that a website does not
cost more than 1 million Euros.
But if we regard the figures from the United States two years ago, we can see that almost the same
amount was invested only by the Private Sector Invests $455 Billion Annually in IT&C and Infrastructure
(Figure 2), (Figure 3).
Figure 2: Private Fixed Investment in Software and Equipment 1990-1999 ($ billions)

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis
Figure 3: Private Fixed Investment in Software and Equipment 2000-2008 ($ billions)

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis

In 2008 IT&C accounted for:
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• 22% of U.S. capital investment;
• 43% of U.S. non-structure capital investment.
4. The Internet and Efficient Management
The use of the Internet as a management tool may have considerable potential for improving
efficiency in many sectors of the economy and may cause significant restructuring of those sectors in the
process, especially in the manufacturing sector. Many of the potential efficiency gains come from use of
Web-based technology to manage supply chains more effectively, reduce inventory, and cut customerservice costs.
These savings should show up within the firm and arise from better scheduling for information
sharing across the company, more efficient interaction with other firms in the supply chain, and elimination
of some intermediaries’ altogether.
Cisco Systems, for example, has been a leader in dealing with suppliers on the Web to enhance
efficiency of its procurement and in monitoring the company’s extensive outsourcing of its manufacturing
operations. The Internet is also being used effectively in a number of industries to link partners in joint
enterprises across large distances, enabling them to share production schedules and integrate their operations
(łarcă, N., łarcă, I. 2008).
The Internet is also being used effectively in a number of industries to link partners in joint
enterprises across large distances, enabling them to share production schedules and integrate their operations.
There are numerous potential opportunities also in the auto industry for Internet-aided increases in
efficiency, product development, procurement, and supply, and in various aspects of the manufacturing
process itself. They suggest the applicability to automobiles of the “Dell model,” under which customers
specify exactly what features they want and buy a product that is built to suit their tastes. The Internet driven
automobile sector of the future could thus involve far fewer dealers and salesmen than it does now. And
considering the auto industry crisis, this may come as a solution for large corporations like GM.
Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) for Communications Services, between 1990 and 2008,
shows that the mix is shifting to broadband, mobile, and entertainment, however broadband access remains a
small portion of overall spending.
5. Non-measured Benefits
It is vital not to overlook the variety of benefits to end-users of the Internet, including added
convenience, wider choice, and customization, that are not and probably will never show up in the
productivity statistics.
Internet will continue to provide customers with wider choices among customized products and
services (ordering Dell computers on-line is a perfect demonstration).
Distance learning, while perhaps not adding much in the way to productivity, is being used by firms
and an increasing number of colleges to deliver education at times convenient to students, without having
them physically attend the courses. An increasingly Internet-based medical system will save lives by, among
other things, cutting down on errors in transmitting prescriptions to pharmacies (Jones, Benjamin F. 2006).
6. Leading Roles
Directly or indirectly, IT&C contributes up to half of U.S. Productivity Growth. As a key driver of
productivity, IT&C is a critical source for:
• GDP growth;
• Rising living standards;
• Government fiscal resources;
• Global competitiveness.
World economic growth, led by the industrialized economies and Developing Asia, experienced a
strong resurgence after 1995. Developing Asia accounted for an astonishing 60 percent of world economic
growth before 1995 and 40 percent afterward, with China alone responsible for half of this, but output per
capita remained well below the world average. Sub-Saharan Africa and North Africa and the Middle East
languished far below the world average.
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union lost enormous ground during the transition from
socialism and have yet to recover completely.
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The growth trends most apparent in the U.S. have counterparts throughout the world. Investment in
tangible assets, including IT equipment and software, was the most important source of growth. However,
Non-IT investment predominated.
The leading role of IT investment in the acceleration of growth in the G7 economies is especially
pronounced in the U.S., where IT is coming to dominate the contribution of capital input. The contribution of
labour input predominated in the Non-G7 industrialized economies, as well as Latin America, Eastern
Europe, Sub-Saharan Africa, and North Africa and the Middle East.
All seven regions of the world economy experienced a surge in investment in IT equipment and
software after 1995. The impact of IT investment on economic growth has been most striking in the G7
economies.
The rush in IT investment had especially taken part in the U.S., but jumps in the contribution of IT
capital input in Canada, Japan, while the U.K. were only slightly lower. France, Germany, and Italy also
experienced a surge in IT investment, but lagged considerably behind the leaders.
The greatest impact may not be felt in e-commerce, but rather in a wide range of “old economy”
arenas, including health care and government, because of changes to the way information flows.
As a result of the Internet, there is considerable scope for management efficiencies in product
development, supply-chain management, and a variety of other aspects of business performance, encouraged
by enhanced competition.
The penetration rate of Internet access, especially broadband, will affect the extent to which firms
face intense competitive pressure to change existing management methods, among other practices. In
addition, policy will play an important role (Mareş, M. D. 2009).
7. The Burden of Knowledge
Another aspect, somehow hidden behind all the benefits, is that if knowledge accumulates as
technology progresses, then successive generations of innovators may face an increasing educational burden.
Innovators can compensate in their education by seeking narrower expertise, but narrowing expertise will
reduce individual capacities, with implications for the organization of innovative activity - a greater reliance
on teamwork - and negative implications for growth. The knowledge burden mechanism suggests that while
the nature of innovation is changing, negative implications are recorded for the long-run economic growth.
Physical stocks can be transferred easily, as property rights, from one agent to another. Human
capital, by contrast, is not transferred easily. While one generation may rather effortlessly bequeath its
physical assets to the next, with human capital stocks, this is fundamentally not the case. Technology tends
to reinvent itself time and time and again during history.
The vessel of human capital – the individual – absorbs information at a limited rate, has limited
capacity, and has limited time on earth. The difficulty of transferring human capital and full comprehension
of previously technology gained knowledge has broad implications in economics. The total stock of
knowledge and the sentiment that knowledge begets new knowledge, with implications discussed extensively
in the growth literature and in the micro-innovation literature, suggests a different, indirect implication of
Newton’s observation: if one is to stand on the shoulders of giants, one must first climb up their backs and
the greater the body of knowledge, the harder this climb becomes. If technological progress leads to an
accumulation of knowledge, then the educational burden on successive cohorts of innovators will increase.
Innovators might confront this difficulty by choosing to learn more. Alternatively, they might compensate by
choosing narrower expertise.
Choosing to learn more will leave less time in the life-cycle for innovation. Narrowing expertise,
meanwhile, can reduce individual capabilities and force innovators to work in teams.
Related to this point, the efficiency of education — the rate at which we transfer knowledge from
one generation to the next — becomes a policy parameter with first-order implications for the ultimate
organization of innovative activity and for growth. Future improvements in the knowledge transfer rate could
potentially overcome growth in the knowledge stock. While this transfer rate probably faces physiological
limits, policy choices in education take on further importance.
8. Conclusion
Added competition in supplier and product markets should place increased pressure on firms to use
the Internet to introduce the cost-savings techniques.
Much of the benefit from the Internet is likely to show up in improved consumer convenience and
expanded choices, rather than in higher productivity and lower prices.
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In particular, measures to improve privacy protection for Internet users generally would increase the
volume of e-commerce and thus reinforce competitive pressures on firms to adopt cost-saving technologies,
while delivering non-measured gains in convenience and customization at a faster pace.
A rising burden of knowledge is an inevitable by-product of technological progress. Even if the
stock of knowledge is accumulating over long periods of time, a possible may be that some future revolution
in science can reset and simplify the knowledge space, causing a fall in the burden of knowledge.
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Abstract: The economic crisis has had and still has a strong impact on the economy and economic
development. The effect is strongly felt by states in developing countries. A possible solution that could come and meet
climate change effects related to business is considered the digital economy. This step of economic development and
new business models make a positive impact on SMEs growth by increasing labour productivity, turnover, the
competition, cooperation and enlarging markets. A first step in the development and progress towards a digital
economy is the adoption of information and communication technology in business, industry target is the SMEs sector
which is the main supporter of GDP.
Key words: digital economy, ICT, e-commerce, e-business
JEL classification: M21, D83

Already a circulated topic which puts thoughts investors and businessmen, the economic crisis seems
to be invincible. The solving and minimizing the effects exerted at the microeconomic and macroeconomic
level are still a challenge for economists, both globally and nationally. In fact, today we are at the confluence
of two crises: the first (short term) but there is a second economic crisis in the long term, which is about the
changing business climate.
Following studies carried out internationally, it was concluded that these two crises have in common
that one possible solution is to develop the digital economy. Digital economy seen as a new economy is the
effect of coexistence of computer systems, Internet, telecommunications, electronics and their sustainable
development. The trend toward digital systems integrated values pose a new life cycle of e-business. This
new model of economy is characterized by several features quite different from traditional economy.
First, new economy presents new market and business models (e-business, E-commerce, e-banking,
etc.) achieved through the intranet and the Internet, bringing a radical change in their efficiency, to reduce
the cost. In recent years, electronic commerce (e-commerce) has emerged as the concrete form of realization
of business, also involving the definition of sui generis markets scientific knowledge, driven by an
increasingly developing research and development sector.
Second highlight the application needs of consumers and their ever more active involvement in
design, implementation and use of goods and services from early stage research and development. In the
light of these realities, the new economy is non-interactive, participatory, thus achieving a more rigorous
interaction between supply and demand, in time and space. Thus the consumer is without the knowledge, the
main innovation pawn. It is he who offers ideas for innovational producer, who must maintain and expand
markets, increase comfort and provide sustainable economic development.
Third, we talk about competition and cooperation, two inseparable sides of the digital economy
(taking account of the interaction between supply and demand, above). Forms of manifestation of
competition between producers suffer due to temper consumer transformations, how it perceives and chooses
a product or service name of the manufacturer at the expense, making vital cooperation between producers.
All these lead to the creation of virtual organizations as being achieved exploitation of business opportunities
by sharing resources (skills, cost and market access).
Lastly, the most delicate of the economy, that is on a power greater than design work. But as in
anything less pleasant there a good side, we see that the advantage of creating new jobs that require highly
skilled.
Digital economy is regarded as superior to the wider economy. This is given its economic effects,
namely reducing resource consumption, increased innovation and entrepreneurial spirit, increase
productivity, speed change production and economic phenomena and processes, increasing value added, etc.
The term digital economy refers to the transformation produced in the economic activities resulting from the
use of information and communication technology (ICT), which provides access, information processing and
storage in a low-cost time low.
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Antithetical on the old economy growth was driven by mechanization of production, particularly
manufacturing and agriculture, and the new economy, a promoter of development is generally digitization
(using information technology to produce and distribute goods and services) and in particular , using the
Internet and other information technologies (smart cards, voice-based computing, wireless, databases,
telecommunications and expert systems) in the service sector, which encompasses 80% of jobs. Information
technology revolution has transformed virtually all industries and is the main developer of economic
efficiency and productivity growth, living standards, the customization of products and services to meet
individual needs and desires. So on this evolving digital economy is developing an increasingly see
knowledge as raw material of economic activity currently living in a knowledge revolution. This revolution
means a fundamental change and transformation processes based economy almost exclusively on natural
resources in the economy based mainly on knowledge. On the basis of this revolution is the decisive role that
the knowledge they have acquired in recent decades, increased economic importance of information
technology, business processes, human capital, capabilities and organization skills - knowledge related to
organic factors.
The exponential growth of mobile communications and the number of Internet users, the
contribution of the ICT sector (ICT) to economic growth and job creation, restructuring of companies and
business in general to better benefit from new technologies, accelerated development of electronic commerce
and the essence of the digital economy - supporting the transition to a knowledge-based society. It offers the
most promising prospects for overcoming the crisis and stop efecto social exclusion, but require social
protection systems to become more active, provide incentives for work, ensuring sustainable retirement
system for elderly people and a stable environment the transition to knowledge-based economy can be run.
SMEs - the mainly pawn
In order to achieve the digital economy should focus on using technology within firms, both in terms
of Exeter and the environment when it comes to the firm's external environment. It is understandable that the
field could have the biggest Benefits after investing in technology - the SME sector. Importance of SMEs
can be seen in their effect on the most important aspects of life inhabitants of a region and the level of
economic development. Thus, the importance of SMEs lies in reality following:
- offers the largest supply of goods and services for a nation in a modern society;
- is the main supplier of value added in economic sectors that have purpose,
- offers most jobs;
- firm level performance influence the state and the performance of national economy and standard
of living of the population.
SMEs are the mainstay of the European economy. They are the main provider of jobs, 67.1% of jobs
in the private sector and over 80% of the workforce in certain industries such as metal products industry,
construction sector and furniture sector. At EU level is over 23 million SMEs accounting for 99.8% of total
business. Because of their geographic extent, are considered the guarantor of stability and social cohesion.
Figure 1: Share of SMEs in the economy

Source: Consiliul NaŃional al Întreprinderilor Private Mici şi Mijlocii din România

SMEs play an important role in the growth of the European Union in terms of contribution to gross
domestic product, so that 60% of GDP is supported by the SME sector
In the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, seeking to become states with mature economies, the
SME sector is considered the pillar supporting the economy. "On average, 99.7% of companies present in the
27 EU countries, generating more than two thirds of total employment and 60% of added value," said Helge
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Boschenbroker, director of the Zeb/rolfes.schierenbek.associates and author of Serving SMEs by banks in
CEE. "
Information and communications technology, with electronic trading systems offer benefits in
increased turnover after business processes. Transfer documents via existing network and computer network
within the enterprise increases the efficiency of the economic process in terms of documentation, data
processing and other administrative functions. Also in the SMEs, ICT and communications applications in
this area may be the company much faster and can bring value and management company offering its
effectiveness.
Using advanced ICT systems, such as being ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) and KMS
(Knowledge Management System) enables enterprises to store, distribute and use their knowledge and knowhow.
For example, databases with a history of clients increase the flexibility and support given by
managers and employees to customers.
Regarding the internal environment of enterprises, the Internet and electronic commerce, offers
significant potential in reducing transaction costs and time. If the type of B2B commerce, digital technology
reduces the information asymmetry between buyers and suppliers provided. In fact, adoption of electronic
commerce will reduce costs of transfer; increase transaction speed and superior build business relationships.
Prerequisites for participation in a digital economy are the availability of accessible ICT with
reasonable price and ability to use them. Currently, there are still many people who can not benefit fully
from the opportunities offered by ICT because these prerequisites are not met.
Using ICT in SMEs is important economically. E-business idea is crucial when talking about ICT,
but refers to accessing, providing and sharing information in the networks business, ie making business into
advanced digital economy.
Although companies today continue to use cost savings by using ICT, ICT is increasingly recognized
as an important tool for innovation and revenue growth. New services and new ways of working in networks
of value occurred. Competition between enterprises is conducted in new ways and cooperation lies in their
work. Knowledge-intensive activities have become more important. Companies are increasingly focused on
their core competencies and outsource processes such "non-core business."
Currently, the vast majority of world countries have adopted proactive policies priority to create an
environment conducive to sustainable development information and communication technologies (ICT)
especially that between developed and developing or poor countries has created a digital gap (Digital
Divide). Romania, like other emerging countries, is faced with the phenomenon known as the digital gap,
that gap that exists in use of ICT in organizations, between different layers of society in the country to other
countries. Digital divide concept is closely related to information society theory. Using these indicator
researchers measured the extent to which certain segments of the population can participate in the
information society.
The gap is caused by social and economic inequalities between groups that influence access to
digital information. These differences or inequalities arising from operating knowledge of computers and
technology use by those present on the labor market and the marginalized, rich and poor, young and old.
No wonder that the current economic crisis digital divide, in terms of Romania, to provide a surge.
As the economy continues to be in crisis compared with other EU countries, differences in adoption and
development of ICT will continue to increase. Finally it is possible for Romania to face a new crisis, a crisis
of e-accessibility, but only if no measures are taken to support the adoption of sustainable ICT
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Abstract: It is a prerequisite for the economic situation of any country to evince a strong connection
with sustainable development. Profit can only be obtained under decent circumstances, given the connection
among the three components of sustainable development, i.e. economic, social and environmental. The
strategies aimed at environmental protection and resource management are considered as a major objective
for any manager. The aim of this paper is to set forth a theoretical approach to environmental protection
strategies by means of promoting investment in photovoltaic panels, as well as provinding a case study to
justify this selection.
Key words: sustainable development, renewable resources, solar energy
JEL classification: O13, P28, Q01

7. Introduction. Rationale for the connection with sustainable development
In spite of the fact that scientists have warned well in advance of the serious consequences brought
about on the planet by pollution, any decision meant to prevent this has been either postponed or dismissed.
Lately, though, people have become aware that the environment has been in a state of continuous
degradation. People have noticed the complexity of the concept of sustainable development thus no longer an
environmental issue, but also a matter related to technology, economy, international trade, human rights,
health, etc.
Sustainability should be more than a mere project undertaken by various specialists in the intelligent
administration of resources and more than a mere term, frequently used in certain contexts. It is a paradigm
where the future is envisaged as a balance of its three components (economic, social and environmental) in
view for developing and improving the quality of life. Sustainable development is a hard-to-define concept,
since it continuously evolves and adds new meanings which makes it even more difficult to define. Any
reference to sustainable development will take into account three components:
8. A Theoretical Approach to the Strategy of Optimal Use of the Photovoltaics
There are a number of available methods for energy preservation and effective technologies for using
feedstock [1]. The key for an efficient functioning of all activities in any organization relies on the
availability of alternate solutions to energetic resources. An organization will potentially obtain long-term,
sustainable results and accomplish its objectives by any means of any action undertaken by the organization
in this respect.
Solar energy might ensure the entire amount of energy required globally by the modern society for an
indefinite future. Solar energy is available in huge amounts, as it is unending and ecological. Tapping into
solar energy does not case pollution or negative consequences on the atmosphere, considering that the
Earth`s pollution has reached alarming rates, and consequently this issue has been taken into account by an
increasing number of industrial organizations.
Research in the field of photovoltaic cells have recorded outstanding progress lately. Given the crisis of
feedstock and the high relevance of sustainable development, an increasing number of organizations have
chosen to target their activity undertaken by the research-development and innovation departments towards
the development of new technologies for the conversion of renewable, non-conventional energy into
electrical energy. Photovoltaic cells represent an alternative, since they are systems able to transform solar
energy into electrical energy.
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The solution of curtain walls represents an innovation in this field [2,4]. Curtain walls structures
represent a method of building envelope by means of a protective outer shell. These elements are sometimes
called special coating structures considering their twofold functioning, i.e. both aesthetically and for
enhanced performance of indoor
climate control.
Buildings subject to such
technology are situated at the
borderline of standard and unique
constructions. Glass curtain walls
systems are used both for new
buildings as well as for reshaping
the facade of existing buildings,
thus contributing to a radical
change of the building facade,
aacompanied
by
related
construction consolidation works,
in view of a new architectural
image in the area.
Figure 2: Photovoltaic
cells embedded in curtain wall
structures
Alternative
energy
produced over a year depends on the placement of photovoltaic elements, however the influence of
shadowing other building in close proximity represents a significant element.
The modules incorporated in the curtain wall structures of buildings enable designers to combine
functionality with aesthetics in view of obtaining optimal effects: glass surfaces integrated in the facade may
create special architectural effects. Thus, solar panels become a multifunctional construction material.
As a result of the effective combination of economic and environmental protection effects, the energy
obtained by means of photovoltaic cells integrated in the solar panels may be regarded as a technology of the
future.
2.1. Case Study
In order to demonstrate the selection of integrated photovoltaic cells as the optimal solution, let us
consider the following:
The X – Sustainable Organization has an annual average consumption of 20.160.000 kwh, therefore the
power expenses will cost the organization approx.
An ETSS-1750 photovoltaic cell curtain wall shall be mounted on a 1.0
surface, in order to
replace a part of the used power with solar energy. Thus alternative energies are used in view of contributing
to sustainable development.
Let us consider problem [3]: How many thousand square meters (a=?) are made of photovoltaic cells,
how many cells are included into a photovoltaic panel and what should their efficiency be (number
kwh/year) in order to pay off the investment as soon as possible?
Photovoltaic panels
are made of:

The surface covered by

is:
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A

panel produces annually approx.

energy. Whereas a photovoltaic cell produces

The organization shall purchase:

Thus the amount of saved energy / year is:
-

in case of using of

:

-

in case of using of

:

-

in case of using of

:

-

in case of using of

:

-

in case of using of

:

-

in case of using of

:

- in case of using of :
It follows that, in keeping with the curtain wall construction, of
be paid off in:

Therefore the optimal use would be

panels, of all available types of panels.
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The life span and functioning duration of a panel is about 25 years, a
would make a good
investment, whereas a
would make the investment even better. The expenses would be reimbursed
in:
years, if
years, if
years, if
years, if

We notice that the number of square meters does not have any influence on the final result
2.2 Conclusions regarding the case study on the optimal use of photovoltaic panels.
Interpretation of numerical calculus
The investment, therefore, turns out to be profitable only for emerging organization rather than for the
existing ones. The use of alternative energy for this purpose would be a profitable investment and
consequently lead to the sustainable development of the organization. The costs entailed by an energetic
capitalization of solar radiation are still very high. A profitable investment might be accomplished, though,
running parallel to the classical system, by mounting photovoltaic panels in order to cover the necessary
energy for the operation of small energophagous consumers: illumination, household hot water, office
systems (computers, printers, etc.); therefore the preservation of the classical system for the highly
energophagous technology.
2.3. Application in SPSS 16.0 for Windows
Let us present the steps to be taken into account in the SPSS in view of analyzing the output of
photovoltaic cells.
In this respect, statistical data will be stored in the BAZA.sav file.
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The SPSS helps draw some remarks on the influence of the number of cells in a panel upon the value of
a specific technical characteristic or the otherway round.
This information is useful for the identification of the connection intensity between the two statistical
variables (correlation). In the present situation, we calculate the correlation between the number of cells in a
panel and the short circuit current.
In order to launch the correlation analysis, the Analyze-Correlate-Bivariate... shall be selected from the
menu:

The variables used in the analysis shall be selected from teh dialogue box: i.e. the number of cells in a
panel and the short circuit current.
Click OK button
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This will accomplish the correlation matrix for the number of cells in a panel and the short circuit
current.

Pearson`s correlation coefficient indicates a linear correlation between the two discreet quantitative
characteristics. The correlation identified in the table is positive and there is no significant change from 0,
which suggests that the manufacturers of photovoltaic panels should not be concerned with the number of
cells, when the goal is effectiveness, since it has no significant effect on the short circuit current.
However, the calculation of Pearson`s correlation coefficient will yield optimal results when the
variables are (approximately) evenly distributed and there are no abnormal values. A scatterplot graphic
representation may highlight these potential problems.
In order to represent graphically the scatterplot of no_cells according to short_circuit we shall select
Graphs-Scatter from the menu
The representation type shall be selected and then press the Define button.

Select no_cells as a variable to be represented on Oy and short_circuit as a variable represented on Ox.
Press OK.
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The resulted scatterplot shows that 5 points are very far away from the other ones.
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Double click in order to identify those points and activate the graph. Select the Point Identification
option.
Select from the menu Data-Select Cases... in order to do away with these situations form the correlation
calculus.
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Select If condition is satisfied and press If.

Write no_cells in the editing box. Press Continue and OK in the dialogue box Select Cases.
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Thus we have illustrated the creation of a new statistical variable to be used in future analyses in order
to obtain real interpretations with practical outcome. Certianly that the Bivariate Correlations procedure
shall be launched again in order to analyze filtered data.
The above-mentioned application is meant to highlight the fact that specific-oriented software (e.g.
SPSS program) as well as computational subjects may be used in approaching the present topic.
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Growth models based on education and innovation represent, because of their simplicity, hypothesis
simplification and, mostly, because of their alleged viability, the main source of inspiration for every modern
strategy of economic development. This is the reason why the neoclassical growth models’ findings based on
human capital investment dominates strategies and policies of economic development. A relevant example is
the Lisbon Strategy. Designed as a plan for improving potential growth of the EU, Lisbon Agenda aims to
increase the European social model performances whose sustainability is even difficult to maintain since the
early 2000. Therefore, Lisbon Strategy should not be seen as much as a mean for EU economy to reach
similar performances to the US economy but rather as an attempt of European social model to face its own
limits. In other words, how can you reach a goal like social equity with low economic performances?
Lisbon Strategy is based on the following widespread perception: knowledge based economy is the
new economy able to ensure long term prosperity and, hence, to solve the EU’s dilemma. Even from its
release in March 2000, Lisbon Agenda’s goal was to develop the EU economy into the most performing
knowledge based economy until 2010.
This article is mainly focused on the assumptions which led to this strategy and its objectives, rather
than with the stage of its benchmarks. By contrast with its goals which mean increasing performances of the
EU economy, I will argue that the Lisbon strategy is a sum of inconsistent and contradictory objectives. It is
impossible for an economy to become competitive and dynamic based on knowledge and innovation and, at
the same time, to promote measures which increase social cohesion. For example, one of the main goals
aimed by this strategy is to expand private investment for R&D which is considered the most important
source of technological progress and innovation. For such a goal to be achieved the appropriate institutional
frame is needed to stimulate (private) entrepreneurial initiatives and this imply necessarily free market
reforms. Such economic incentives generate unequal distribution of income and wealth.
The spring of economic development, according to Lisbon agenda, is the ability to innovate. In order
to spur innovation, the R&D expenditures must be increased up to 3% of GDP. Two thirds of these
expenditures must be provided by the private sector. It necessarily means admitting that innovation as an
effect of private initiatives is the key for a healthy economic development. Therefore, governments should
only assure that private initiatives can be taken thanks to the appropriate institutional arrangement. I will
argue that public financing R&D means just one of the many contradictory measures proposed and initiated
through this strategy.
The benchmarks concerning education for 2010 consist mostly on achieving social goals and
creating an educational frame per se. Otherwise, one can not explain the persistence of predefined
“quantities” of educational inputs which ought to be implemented.
According to the Lisbon Strategy, five main educational benchmarks must be achieved by 2010:
1) Early school leavers’ rate should not be higher than 10%;
2) Decrease of at least 20% in the percentage of low-achieving pupils in reading literacy;
4

This article presents some basic theoretical and empirical results developed within the IDEI research project called
„Liberty and Freedom. Implications for Institutional Reforms in Romania and EU”, CNCSIS contract no. 363/2007.
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3) At least 85% of young people should have completed upper secondary education;
4) Increase of at least 15% in the number of tertiary graduates in Mathematics, Science and
Technology (MST);
5) 12.5% of the adult population should participate in lifelong learning.
Analyzing each one of these benchmarks reveals numerous inconsistencies with the Lisbon
strategy’s goals, despite their alleged benefits. This approach becomes useless in absence of correlation
between these benchmarks’ level of achievement and other goals such as the evolution of investments meant
to create new jobs. These goals are of a secondary significance comparing to those who claim more
economic state interventionism or even direct financing for some areas such as education or R&D.
These strategies fail mostly cause of confusion between quantity and quality concerning educational
output. I will try to emphasize the consequences of such fallacious approaches by using two of the Lisbon
strategy’s benchmarks. Considering the social and economic aftermaths, I will argue that controlling early
school leavers’ rate and the growing number of tertiary graduates are two important sources of fallacies.
1. School drop-out may contribute to a better adjustment between educational output and labour
market
Traditionally, early school leavers are considered to be pupils who drop-out school too early, before
ending the secondary education. This percentage of early leavers from education may be seen as extremely
low as long as some of the young people could choose a year or two before completing secondary level of
education, to leave school in order to engage labour activities. In this particular case, what may seem a
negative effect comparing to the estimated social outputs of education, may be actually a certain advantage
for the young and his family.
Figure 1: Early leavers from education and training, 2000 and 2008
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Source: Commission of the European Communities, Progress towards the Lisbon objectives in education and
training. Indicators and benchmarks, 2009, p. 76.
Note: Data shows the percentage of 18-24 years old with less than upper secondary education and not in education
or training.

A detailed analysis concerning this particularly benchmark achievement by the year 2008 reveals the
impossibility of reaching it by 2010. Also, the educational policies initiated proved to be inconsistent
comparing to the targeted objectives. As data shows (Figure 1), states that already had high levels of school
drop-out are having significant difficulties reaching this target. While a number of states such as Slovenia,
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Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia and Croatia had since year 2000 a drop-out school rate under 10% and
continued to diminish it, other European states as France and Germany managed to perform modestly
concerning this particular benchmark.
Early school leavers rate reached higher levels in Denmark, Sweden, Austria and Spain despite the
fact that, in the case of Denmark and Sweden, the public financing of education related to GDP is among the
highest comparing to other European states.
This fact emphasize that, on the one side, school drop-out is not necessarily the outcome of an
underfinanced educational system and, on the other side, early school leaving is not indestructibly related to
the poverty of population. The simple fact that early school leaving rate grew in some countries well known
for the paternalism of their public policies, shows that the excessive government involvement in education
generates exactly the opposite effect.
A possible explanation for this situation may be the fact that young people or their families intend to
engage earlier in labour activities. Contrary to the theories of investment in education, labour market does
not necessarily encourage a higher number of years spent in school. According to Commission (2008), in
Denmark the “wage penalty” (earning loss due to early school drop-out) is significantly lower comparing to
the alternative of upper secondary level graduation.
On the other hand, “wage premium” (earnings due to tertiary education graduation comparing to
those associated with upper secondary education) is quite low, only 25%. Consequently, one can emphasize
that individuals react to labour market’s incentives and choose to spend more time in school only if their
actions are compensated with significant earnings associated with a future employment. The same case as the
one mentioned above can be observed in Sweden (-16% “wage penalty”) comparing to only 25% “wage
premium” due to tertiary education. For Slovakia and Austria early school leavers’ rates evolution reveals a
greater preference for employment than for spending more years in school as long as “wage penalties” and
“wage premiums” are quite similar: -25% / +32% and -31% / +39%.
Figure 2: Schooling and earning differentials compared to medium levels of education (upper secondary) in
some European countries (2005)
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Source: Commission of the European Communities, Progress towards the Lisbon objectives in education and
training. Indicators and benchmarks, 2008, p. 148.
Note: “Wage penalties” means the difference between the wages possibly to be earned after graduating upper
secondary level of education and those earned from employment before finishing upper secondary education. “Wage
premiums” arise if the foreseen benefits of employment after graduating tertiary education are higher comparing to
wages earned after finishing upper secondary education.

Not surprisingly, this correlation is valid also for the most efficient countries in diminishing early
school leaving. In Lithuania, the best performing country in this area, differences are enormous: 14% “wage
penalty” and 69% “wage premium”. Similarly, Hungary (-22% comparing to +85%), Slovenia (-38%
comparing to +78%) or Poland (-26% comparing to +56%) show figures that may explain the growing
numbers of years spent in school and the diminished rate of early school leaving.
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One can conclude that the mere decision of investing in education does not generate growing
performances in the labour market. On the contrary, even considering those stated above, it is very clear that
labour market incentives and constraints have a great influence on the amount of time that young people
choose to spend in school. As long as earnings resulted from leaving school before finishing upper secondary
level are not very low comparing to those that can be obtained after graduating and if labour market does not
properly compensate the time spent in school for achieving tertiary education, young people choose to
become employers rather than spending more time for education. The reasons why young people choose to
drop out school earlier are not entirely related to early employment. In some circumstances young people
may realise that they were on the wrong educational path or because they can not adapt themselves to the
educational system’s requirements. Another explanation for higher rates of early leaving education in
particular may be the educational system’s incapacity to accommodate itself to the expectations of its
customers and to the labour market’s signals.
Data from the previous chart however emphasize an exception from the earlier conclusions. It’s the
case of France who, despite superior earnings due to employment after graduating tertiary education, has
modestly diminished early school leaving’s rate. One can explain that considering the small amount of
“wage premium” for accomplishing upper secondary education comparing to “wage penalties” for dropping
school earlier.
Consequently, merely a preference for diminishing early school leaving’s rate without considering
the relation between education and labour market and individuals’ expectations related to labour market’s
signals may represent a failure’s strategy. While earlier employment may be a better option comparing to
education, creating incentives or constraints in order to alter human behaviour means neglecting the main
goal pursued by such strategies: social welfare. Furthermore, redistributing wealth in favour of education
means inefficient allocation of resources while these can be used by the entrepreneurs for better interacting
with the labour force.
However, this particular correlation does not consider the implication of high labour market
regulation. For example, a low level of taxation does not necessarily imply a growth in job creation. This
could happen if the labour market regulation would be low enough to generate it. That’s why, a plausible
explanation for the low performances concerning early leaving from education in case of certain countries as
Germany or France might be the labour market rigidity. In other words, giving the lack of better alternatives
offered by the labour market, young people choose to continue their education. In Germany school drop-out
declined comparing with the year 2000 even if the “wage premium” is only 37% and the “wage penalty” is
29%. In Austria, however, the early school leaving’s rate increased, despite a similar “wage premium” and
“penalty” comparing to Germany. The explanation might reside in the differences between the two countries
concerning labour market regulations.
As long as educational system does not follow the consumers’ requirements, drop-out school will
always be a solution that young people choose as a more effective substitute for the abilities that formal
education should create. The low performances concerning this area emphasize the limits of most European
countries’ educational systems: they can not effectively contribute to the achievement of Lisbon Agenda’s
goals. The limits seem to reveal rather qualitative impediments than quantitative ones.
2. More tertiary education graduates do not mean, per se, growing economic performances
The most optimistic conclusions of the human capital investment’s models insist on its capacity to
enhance individual’s benefits thanks to the abilities that higher education provide. Empirical evidences show
that investing in tertiary education instead of employing after graduating upper secondary education is
susceptible to generate higher revenues because of the productivity growth. These conclusions became the
starting point for those strategies that aim mainly the growth of tertiary education graduates’ number.
Politicians and economists all along claim investment in education as a certain solution for economic
development, despite that the role of education in this particular matter is not very clear. It is also true that
developed countries’ population is better educated comparing with the developing countries if we consider
the number of years spent in school. But is also misleading to believe that former’s economic performances
have been achieved mostly through this advantage they posses.
Nevertheless, the main source for this optimism is exactly the simplified and misleading correlation
between educational inputs and outputs as an explanatory frame for economic development. Due to this
reasoning the number of years spent in school grew as a mere purpose and the same thing happened with the
educational resources.
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Figure 3: Tertiary students (in 1000), 2000-2007
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Source: Commission of the European Communities, Progress towards the Lisbon objectives in education and
training. Indicators and benchmarks, 2009, p. 60.
Figure 4: Growth per year of tertiary students and tertiary graduates, 2000-2007
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training. Indicators and benchmarks, 2009, p. 60.

Despite the fact that statistical data confirm the positive relation between educational level and
individual’s earnings, wages may not be entirely connected with the abilities provided by supplemental
education. This could mean that growing wages does not necessarily imply a high level of education being
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rather a consequence of innate ability, for example. Because it is very difficult to separate these two possible
explanations for growing individuals’ performances, the policymakers prefer the easy way of using a simple
educational indicator: the number of years spent in school. This is exactly the reason why extrapolating these
particular results as a fundamental for education’s financing decisions could mean a big error.
The Lisbon strategy is a very good example. Not by chance, the growth of students’ number was
2.5% annually during 2000-2006. In the same period of time the growth of graduates’ number was 4.3%
annually.
Achieving this goal may be put at risk by the demographic evolution. Thus it is possible that the
growing rates of graduation to stop because of the demographic decline in the previous decades. The
previous chart (Figure 4) shows that a slight decline in the number of students occurred for some countries
as Spain and Portugal. The same situation may arise by the year 2010 for some new member countries
because of the diminishing birth’s rates in the 90’s (Commission, 2008, p. 68).
Nevertheless, graduates’ number grew for the most of the EU states. This evolution is not, as it
would be expected, a response to the labor market requirements but rather a result of the Bologna Process’
criteria.
The best performing countries in this area are the new member states whose annual growths
are most impressive. Romania (17.2%), Czech Republic (10.6%) and Slovakia (10.7%) outrun developed
member states as Germany (3.2%) and France (3%). Denmark, the best performing country in accomplishing
Lisbon strategy’s benchmarks has a growth of graduates’ number of only 3.9%.
In case of Romania, the growing number of private universities had an important role
concerning these high graduation rates. This was possible, partly because of the Lisbon strategy’s
educational benchmarks and partly it’s a consequence of students’ or their families’ increased capabilities to
finance higher education. Of course, these are only few of the explanations for the growing number of
private organisations and students enrolled. One can also consider the institutional frame that allow private
universities and faculties to function and youth’s desire to graduate tertiary education regardless of its
financing source, private or public, or universities’ prestige.
These data emphasize a totally different conclusion comparing with the theories of economic
growth based on education. It seems that investment in education is rather a consequence than a cause of
economic growth. In other words, as young peoples or their families become wealthier they are also willing
to invest greater amounts of money in their education and hence, spend more years in school. As the chart
below shows, higher real wage meant higher rates of enrollment in private universities.
Figure 5: Students enrollment in private universities and the real wage changes in Romania, 2000-2007
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Source: Own calculation for students enrollment index based on data provided by The Statistic Yearbook of
Romania, 2008, www.insse.ro. Own calculation for real wage’s evolution index based on data provided by The Statistic
Yearbook of Romania, 2008, www.insse.ro.
Note: Indexes were determined referring to the values from the previous year (previous year=100%).

Such a surprising correlation emphasizes the bilateral connection between education and
economic growth. To put it differently, economic growth favors higher levels of investment in education at
least in the same manner as it is argued that education encourages economic growth. Similar findings
describe the relation between economic performance and education for other countries. As Wolf (2004, p.
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323) argues only after the significant economic growth in the 70’s it was possible for the Hong Kong
families to provide their children the level of education that enabled them to compete with the English
families’ children for better jobs. Increasing revenues allowed enrollment in schools that, otherwise, Hong
Kong families could not afford. These findings are rather contradictory with those that indentify the
economic progress of some Asian countries, particularly Hong Kong, with the public financing of education
(Cohen, 1997, p. 32-33).
As it was already argued, the quantitative approaches concerning education’s role for
economic growth must be reconsidered. Incorporating the institutional approach in economics of education
might prove useful for a better understanding of how education may encourage economic growth mostly by
considering the importance of qualitative aspects of education. The influence of education on economic
performance emphasizes the essential role played by the institutional frame that governs educational system
and labour market. Those rules that encourage productive entrepreneurship and labour market’s flexibility
are the most powerful source of development. Therefore education has a double significance: firstly, it can
provide humans with the capacity to understand this immutable truth and secondly, should create those
abilities that individuals need to meet the labour market requirements. Thereby, education won’t be no more
perceived as a mere social service and has the chance to become an important mean for humans’ prosperity.
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Abstract: The increasing development of large-datasets oriented software requires solid theoretical
foundation, because they concern large number of users. “Large-datasets”, means data of very high orders: 107~1010
sets.
The paper points out and justifies the particularities of very large datasets oriented software, such as: data acquisition
and dataset construction, datasets hoarding, datasets quality requirements and datasets selection and administration.
The paper offers a distributed architecture of this kind of applications that includes: the collection of datasets itself or
the very large database, and specialized modules/units for: data acquisition, datasets homogenizing, datasets
classification, datasets selection, datasets sorting, datasets clusterizing, datasets export.
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1. Introduction
The national and international software applications and services development triggered a large diversity
– in both quantity and quality – of input data. Having so many datasets, their characteristics require special
approaching, regarding their organization and handling. Catay and Diri analyzed the consequence of datasets
dimension upon software errors (2009, pp.1040), while Cipollini and Kapetanios (2008, pp.130-134)
explored a stochastic model of large datasets variance. Xie et al. (2008 pp.117-123) and Zhang and Bajaj
(2009, pp.39-53) treated the issue of large datasets visualization, whereas Li and Jacob (2008, pp.910-924)
studied the adaptive reduction of data. The approaching manner of large datasets and of their applications
becomes a forefront problem, requiring a deepen research.
The paper intends to offer a theoretical basis in founding very large datasets oriented software
development and propose architecture for this sort of applications. The paper also explains each component
and justifies the modular approach.
2. Very Large Datasets
High-technology development in current society, citizen oriented software proliferation, along with new
IT laws issuance, lead to production of software that works with very large scale datasets:
- telecommunication operators records data about each call or message sent or received through the
network, and keeps the information for a six-months period;
- internet and e-mail providers record data for each IP address in their own administration, about
visited web pages, along with exact time of access, and also about every electronic message sent;
- public administration keeps payment history for millions of citizens;
- national providers of gas and electricity operate millions of bills annually;
- on-line search engines integrate content management of billions of websites.
These cases presume lots of users that wield very large numbers of data – 107~1010 datasets – along with
software applications that structure, control and operate the data.
Due to the large quantities of datasets that has to be processed, the applications get specific properties
and functions. The characteristics of applications working with very large datasets aim at:
• datasets acquisition and building, depending on their input method: keyboard, scanning,
photo/video/audio capture, sensor capture, satellite capture;
• quality requirements for datasets; the very large scale increase the probability to register structural
and/or functional incoherent data; acquisition and processing systems cause a low level of
homogenization and aggregation, so an improved, optimum management of the data quality it’s
necessary, to ensure data transparency and security;
• data storage and protection, that ensure data integrity during processes;
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datasets administration operations – which implies data creation, actualization and deletion – along
with maintenance operations – archiving, refreshing – have to be improved, in order to be able to
process large inhomogeneous data in real time; the scanning, classification and extraction of the data
is executed by implementing specific algorithms, such as the reduction algorithm, studied by Li and
Jacob (2008, pp.910-924);
• using flexible search keys, along with multi-criteria filters for easy selection;
• statistic processing of data that increases operation efficiency.
Working with very large datasets also presumes a large variety of risks:
• security risks – due to the big volume of input data in time unit, the multiple sources of data and
different ways and standards of acquisition;
• integrity risks – due to different data quality levels, datasets heterogeneity and different usage
purposes;
• administration risks – due to multiple classification possibilities, large hardware/software resources
needed for effective handling of datasets.
The quality requirements of very large datasets – homogeneousness, completeness – as well as quality of
the large datasets oriented software are fulfilled through structural approaching of software development and
solid architecture deployment.
3. Software Architecture
Software architecture definitions emerged during the first stages of the complex software applications
development, which required analysis and design. The large variety of approaching the software architecture
concept led to the necessity of its standardization. The IEEE Standard cited in The Architecture Discipline
website (2010, http://www.bredemeyer.com/definiti.htm) defines it as “the organizational structure of a
system”. The UML 1.3 standard cited in the same source (2010, http://www.bredemeyer.com/definiti.htm)
goes deeper by saying that the architecture “can be recursively decomposed into parts that interact through
interfaces, relationships that connect parts, and constraints for assembling parts”. Bass, Clements and
Kazman offers a conclusive definition (2003, pp.21): ”The software architecture of a program or computing
system is the structure or structures of the system, which comprise software elements, the externally visible
properties of those elements, and the relationships among them.”
According to the same source (2003, pp.26) the importance of the architecture is given by the following
implications:
• it represents a mean of communication between stakeholders; software architecture represents a
common abstraction of a system, which everyone interested in the project uses as a ground of
understanding, negotiation, agreement and communication;
• it represents the first design decisions; usually, this are the critical ones and are very important for
development, use and maintenance; it also sets the system quality level by emphasizing the
performance, security, scalability, usability and the other quality metrics; it allows costs and
planning estimation in the development process;
• it represents a transferable and reusable abstraction of a system; software production imparts
common architectures, which allow finding elements that should be kept or that are working
together.
In the process of software architecture production, three main aspects pointed by The Architecture
Discipline website need to be pursued (2010, http://www.bredemeyer.com/whatis.htm):
• system decomposition in components, which can be both structural or architectural elements or
subsystems or parts; the decomposition has to strive for performance development, flexibility,
extensibility and allowing future functionalities at reasonable changing costs;
• the analysis of inner elements; once the system is decomposed, we have to answer the following
questions:
o do we have all the required components? The system structure must ensure the required
functionality and services; in the process of architecture designing we must keep an eye on
the dynamic character of the system and on the hardware and software infrastructure;
o do the parts fit together? The problems concerning interfaces and relations between parts
must be solved from the very beginning; a good match resides in the specific attributes of the
systems;
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cross-cutting concerns; the elements must meet both the functional and non-functional requirements;
in conflict circumstances, the parts must be adjusted according with the final objectives of the
system.

4. Very Large Datasets Oriented Software Architecture Characteristics
The very large datasets oriented software (VLDOS) – along with their specifications and requirements –
requires a well-structured architecture, both physically and logically. The risks in adopting an architecture
that is incompatible with the datasets dimensions and particularities are represented by failure in achieving
the expected functionality, jeopardizing the datasets integrity and authenticity, or getting inadequate results.
In the process of building the VLDOS architecture, the following issues have to be taken into account:
• distance operating is prevailing, the architecture must designed to support distributed (client-server)
computing;
• datasets are either centralized (databases, data warehouses), or scattered in different network places;
• the quality of the datasets must be assured from the very acquisition; however, separated
modules/units for testing the datasets quality and for their completion, are recommended;
• the datasets management, for easy selection and processing, includes analysis, sorting and
clusterizing algorithms;
• the size of datasets and their large number endanger the quantity and the quality of the network
traffic; this issue becomes a priority, due to the high importance of the communication between
network points;
• the computation speed must be optimized, because large scale datasets – up to 109 – processing
usually takes hours or even days;
• the availability of application functionalities must be ensured in every network point.
According to Catal and Diri (2009, pp. 1040-1058), the structure of a VLDOS is affected by the datasets
dimensions, the chosen quality metrics and the selections techniques. Additionally, software components of
the application differ on:
• datasets nature: databases with records, specific object sets, multimedia file sets, document
databases;
• the aim of application – acquisition, storage, administration, homogenization, scanning/reading, use
of the datasets;
• functional and usage medium of the application – open, protected, closed medium;
• software/hardware development framework.
Considering the huge traffic of gathered and processed information, the architecture must allow the
usage of the information for modeling and applying decisions at any level in an organization. The clientserver approach helps fulfilling this aim, by:
• assuring quick analysis; the preparation and analysis of the large datasets takes hours and even days
on a desktop computer; by using enterprise-level, server-grade hardware and software, the processes
are distributed to the local users, dramatically downsizing the time and freeing desktop and network
resources;
• reducing the network traffic; individual users can severely disturb the performances of the whole
network, considering the large datasets carried along the network, even if the demand broadband is
limited; using the analytical servers – with consecrated wider databases connections – leads to better,
optimum performances, delivering only the results to the client;
• centralizing the monitoring and control; sharing power of processing with users is done by the
monitoring and control facilities specific to the server products.
The approach of the client/server architecture for VLDOS implies structuring them in two components:
• front-end (or local) element, as an interface for the client computers which manage the user
interface, and displays the results;
• back-end element, as software server which organizes the data access, the computation, analysis and
export processes.
The front-end element does not directly use data, reducing the network traffic between the two elements
and using the calculation server. This way, the application can run in two different ways: local (Figure 1) and
server (or distributed) (Figure 2).
The communication between VLDOS client and server is made using the industry-standard TCP/IP
protocol; when the client is connecting to the server, the user must mention the server name (or the IP
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address), the port number to which is connecting, the user name whose account must already exist on server,
and the password associated with the user name.
Figure 1: Local VLDOS
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5. A Possible Module-Oriented Architecture
The framed Server VLDOS architecture includes two main components:
- the data collection itself or the very large database
- specialized modules/units for:
o data acquisition;
o datasets homogenization;
o datasets classification;
o datasets selection;
o datasets sorting;
o datasets clusterization;
o datasets export;
The communication and data-flow diagrams are illustrated in Figure 3:
The data collection refers but does not resume to: database, text/xml/multimedia files collection, data
warehouse or any combinations of these. The collection administration requires specialized tools which
unifies the software and hardware solutions for this type of data.
The processing units are responsible for datasets manipulation and refer to:
- data acquisition; execution is done depending on the input data that might be:
o single text files;
o xml files;
o database records;
o entire databases;
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Figure 3: General architecture of Server VLDOS
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The acquisition unit takes the data transmission demand from the client and asks for the input
data format. After specifying the format, the unit suggests a standard template for data structure. The
template can be modified first and then accepted and applied for each dataset. In order to minimize
network traffic between server and clients, data acquisition should be centralized and executed
directly on the application server. Before sending the data to its proper collection, the
homogenization unit takes over.
data homogenization; while gathering the data, despite the nature of the data, its structure or even its
manner of acquisition, it will always exist a percent of qualitative improper datasets: incomplete
record attributes/fields, wrong tags, abnormal values or information impossible to render; the causes
for these incoherencies can be:
o input human errors;
o incomplete data transmission;
o natural disasters/accidents;
o broken sensors;
In order to apply data clusterization algorithms for speeding selection processes, the data need
to be structural and functional homogenized. The first step is completed by the data acquisition
module/unit which ensures the same structure for all input datasets. Before entering the collection,
the validation executes:
o filling incomplete fields with:
 default values;
 last records average – in proper cases;
o framing numerical values in pre-set ranges;
o verifying fields/attributes with pre-set format – e.g. e-mail address, PIN;
o parsing multimedia files and signaling errors;
o handling files depending on their extension;
o adding VLDOS special fields/attributes/tags for later interpretation;
The application integrates automated methods of handling errors. If a certain error persists, the
user is instantly asked about the problem value or warned about the incoherent dataset.
dataset sorting and clusterization; in order to optimize the selection process, sorting and
clusterization algorithms are implemented over the entire data collection; the objective of
clusterization is forming physical or/and logical zones called clusters in which the datasets are
structurally or functionally similar; the degree of similarity is given by the distance between datasets,
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which can be interpreted in many ways and can be computed in different forms; the applied
clusterization algorithm depends on the data format and functionality:
o K-means algorithm;
o fuzzy algorithm;
o QT algorithm;
o graphs algorithm;
Sorting is run within a cluster having a certain pre-set or given criterion. The sorting unit is
automated for optimizing selecting time.
- dataset selection; the unit/module takes the client/user data demand and searches within collection;
the effects of all the other processing units are clearly visible at this level, when every set is:
o structural and functional complete;
o attached to a proper data collection;
o assembled in a well defined cluster;
o positioned within the cluster depending on its values;
In these circumstances, selection means running through the structural layers step by step and
not covering the entire collection.
- dataset export; once found, the datasets are exported to the user for display or firstly operated on the
server; the export process needs to take into account:
o the original data demand;
o the desired return format;
o the transmission security;
- user interface; the details of the user interface depends on the application objectives, but it needs to
fulfill two main functionalities:
o datasets input;
o dataset selection and return;
The interface calls all the other units/components and transmits the proper processing
parameters.
- collection interface; in the bidirectional way of data circulation the collection interface ensures on
one hand datasets hoarding and on the other hand datasets access as explicit dataset demand from the
user;
Communication between units is done on the software level – by calling code, transmitting parameters
and handling demands – as well as on the hardware – the existing network, using proper protocols.
6. Conclusions
Appearance and proliferation of the large-datasets oriented software demands a new approach based on
their unique proprieties. Software architecture in this case needs to be distributed and divided into
units/modules so that data dimension would not impact the processing time, but keeping correct output. The
proposed architecture defines the general level, representing a frame, not more than a starting point, other
details having to be specified depending on the specific objectives of the application that implements the
processed model.
•
•
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Abstract: The abundance at all governmental levels of the initiatives aimed to support the innovation-based
ICT was at the root of the present study which focuses on the relationship between Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) and Innovation at country level. We have used two composite indicators, one for the Innovation
performance – the “Summary Innovation Index”(SII) from the European Innovation Scoreboard (EIS) – and another
for ICT – the “e-readiness” index assessed by the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) in cooperation with the IBM
Institute for Business Value. The results represent a first step towards finding the best driving factors that can stimulate
innovation.
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1. Introduction
Technology, especially ICT systems, and innovation are vital for national and regional
competitiveness and became key factors for enhancing economic performance and quality of life.
The importance of the dynamic relationship between "the use of ICT" and "innovation" is becoming
more and more politically recognized. A proof in this respect is the upward trend recorded by policies that
simultaneously promote "the use of ICT by companies" and "the stimulation of innovation".
But how does ICT connect with innovation? This research study – which was partially supported by
the National Authority for Scientific Research (ANCS) under the Project NPRDI - II, Contract No.
91-071/2007: "Innovation and competitiveness – the fundamental drivers of economic and social progress of
Romania" – investigates the following aspects:
• the existence of a correlation between ICT and Innovation for European countries in 2009; we’ve
used a cross-sectional regression analysis on the relationship between two composite indicators: the
"e-readiness" index for ICT, and the Summary Innovation Index (SII) for Innovation;
• the existence of a connection in time, related to different clusters of innovation, between the "ereadiness" index and the SII; we’ve used a dynamic regression analysis for the data of 27 European
countries over six years (2004-2009);
• the relationship between the "e-readiness" index and the SII for Romania during 2004-2009.
2. Composite Indicators - measures of ICT and Innovation performance
2.1. The Summary Innovation Index
SII (Summary Innovation Index) is a composite index that measures the overall innovation
performance at national level. It was created at the request of the European Council in Lisbon in 2000 and
since then has been assessed and published annually in the European Innovation Scoreboard (EIS).
According to the methodology used since 2008, SII summarizes 7 innovation dimensions grouped
into 3 main blocks: "Enablers", "Firm activities” and “Outputs”. Each one of the innovation dimensions
contains several indicators leading to a total of 29 indicators (EIS, 2009).
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Figure 1: The structure of the Summary Innovation Index (SII)

Based on a statistical cluster analysis of the SII scores over a five-year period, the EU Member
States are divided into four groups:
• Innovation leaders, including countries with innovation performance well above that of the EU
average;
• Innovation followers, including countries with innovation performance below those of the innovation
leaders but close to or above that of the EU average;
• Moderate innovators, including countries with innovation performance below that of the EU
average;
• Catching up countries, where the innovation performance is well below the EU average.
Figure 2 shows the four groups (clusters) according to EIS 2009 (with the most innovative country in
the right side and the less innovative one to the left).
Figure 2: Summary Innovation Index (SII) for EU-27 in 2009

Source:(EIS, 2010)

The Innovation Leaders are Sweden, Finland, Germany, the UK and Denmark. The group of the
Innovation followers includes the following nine countries: Austria, Luxembourg, Belgium, Ireland, France,
Netherland, Estonia, Cyprus and Slovenia. The Moderate innovators are: Czech Republic, Portugal, Spain,
Greece, Italy, Malta, Slovakia, Hungary, Poland and Lithuania, whereas Romania, Latvia and Bulgaria are
regarded as Catching up countries.
2.2. The "e-readiness" Index
The "e-readiness" index shows the ability of each nation to absorb ICT and use it for economic and
social benefit. The “e-readiness” is a measure of the quality of a country’s ICT infrastructure and the ability
of its consumers (individuals, firms, government) to use ICT. Since 2000, the Economist Intelligence Unit
(EIU), in collaboration with the IBM Institute for Business Value has published annual “e-readiness"
rankings (Economist Intelligence Unit 2002-2009). The “e-readiness” index is a composite index of over 100
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separate indicators (quantitative and qualitative criteria evaluated for each country) grouped into 6 basic
categories (EIU, 2009): Connectivity and technology infrastructure, Business environment, Social and
cultural environment, Legal environment, Government policy and vision, Consumer and business adoption.
Figure 3: The structure of the "e-readiness" index

3. Econometric tests
3.1. The correlation between "e-readiness" and SII for 27 European countries in 2009
To get an overview of the degree of correlation between ICT and Innovation at EU level, a crosssectional analysis of the “e-readiness" and SII indicators in 2009 for 27 European countries has been
achieved. The results of the statistical tests performed are listed in Annex, Table 1.
Figure 4: The correlation between "e-readiness" and SII for 27 European countries in 2009

As shown in figure 4 there is a strong correlation between the “e-readiness" index and the innovation
index (SII), the regression coefficient having a value of 0.85. With the exception of Norway and
Netherlands, countries having the highest values for the "e-readiness" index are also "leaders" in innovation.
The "followers" in innovation are grouped into the second highest cluster in figure 4, except Estonia and
Slovenia which have a much lower “e-readiness” index.
The “moderates” and “catching up with the innovation” have a wide range of values for the "ereadiness" index (from 5.07 in Romania to 7.24 in Spain) corresponding to a relative small variation for the
SII values (0.231 for Bulgaria, 0.415 for Czech Republic). To be noted the high performance in ICT opening
of Latvia (5.97) from the fourth cluster in innovation.
3.2. The correlation between "e-readiness" and SII for 23 European countries, during 2004-2009
Using a linear (unifactorial) regression analysis, we’ve studied the relationship between
"e-readiness" and SII for 23 EU countries, over a period of six years (2004-2009). The results obtained are
presented in Annex, Table 2. Figure 5 shows the correlation degree for each of the 23 EU countries, grouped
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by innovation cluster. The "leaders in innovation” (cluster 1) appear at the top, and those who are “catching
up in innovation" (cluster 4) appear at the bottom.
Figure 5: The correlation degree between "e-readiness" and SII for 23 EU countries during the period 20042009, grouped by cluster of innovation

The “catching up in innovation" countries have the highest correlation degree (above the 0.8
threshold), proving the existence of a strong relationship between the "e-readiness" (ICT) and SII
(Innovation). For the cluster of “leaders in innovation”, the results vary significantly: on one hand there are
states with a strong correlation between "e-readiness" and SII, and on the other hand, there are states that
show no such connection. The same observation can be also done for cluster 3, but here the highest
correlations characterize the countries with the lowest SII levels. In cluster 2, the degrees of correlation are
generally significant.
3.3. The correlation between "e-readiness" and SII for Romania during 2004-2009
For Romania, the correlation between the two composite indices over the period 2004-2009 is
illustrated in figure 6.
Figure 6: The correlation between "e-readiness" and SII for Romania, during 2004-2009

Statistical analysis of the correlation is shown in detail in Annex, Table 3. The 0.85 value of the
correlation coefficient for Romania confirms that there is a strong relationship between ICT and innovation.
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To be noted the regress registered in Romania in 2005 over the previous year. In 2009, although the degree
of innovation has increased significantly, from 0.278 in 2008 to 0.294, a regression in terms of opening for
ICT can be also noted.
4. Conclusions
The study shows, through the econometric tests performed, that there are significant correlations
between "e-readiness" and SII:
• at the European level - proved by the transverse analysis corresponding to year 2009 and the
dynamic analysis for the period 2004-2009;
• at the national level – proved by the dynamic analysis for Romania in the period 2004-2009.
The results represent a first step towards finding the best driving factors that can stimulate
innovation and increase its efficiency, especially in the context of global economic crisis.
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Annex
Table 1: Statistical analysis of the correlation between "e-readiness" and SII for 27 European countries 1)
in 2009
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted
R
Square
Standard Error
Observations

0.85152
0.725087
0.714091
0.62207
27

ANOVA
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df
Regression
Residual

1
25

SS
25.51606
9.67428

MS
25.51606
0.386971

F
65.93788

Significance F
1.79E-08

Total

26

35.19034

Coefficients

Standard Error

t Stat

P-value

Lower 95%

Intercept

3.805115

0.425594

8.940723

2.92E-09

2.928589

4.681642

X Variable 1

7.579945

0.933466

8.120214

1.79E-08

5.657436

9.502455

Upper 95%

1)

The 27 European states analyzed are: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Switzerland, Czech Republic, Germany,
Denmark, Estonia, Spain, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Latvia, Netherland,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Sweden, Slovenia, Slovakia, Turkey and UK.
Table 2: The correlation coefficient between "e-readiness" and SII for 23 EU countries2) during 2004-2009 (by
cluster of innovation)
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

State

Correlation
coef.

BG
LV
RO

0.957
0.806
0.855

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

State

Correlation
coef.

State

Correlation
coef.

LT
PL
SK
IT
GR
ES

0.919
0.856
0.955
0.803
0.261
0.562

SI
EE
NL
FR
IE
BE

0.855
0.958
0.776
0.706
0.651
0.588

PT
CZ

0.063
0.591

AT

0.725

State

Correlation
coef.

DK
UK
DE
FI
SE

0.689
0.176
0.030
0.036
0.773

2)

The 27 European states analyzed are: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany, Denmark,
Estonia, Spain, Finland, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Latvia, Netherland, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Sweden, Slovenia, Slovakia and UK.
Table 3: Statistical analysis of the correlation between "e-readiness" and SII for Romania during 2004-2009
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.855434
R Square
Adjusted R
Square
Standard
Error

0.731768

Observations

6

0.66471
0.327981

ANOVA
Regression
Residual

df
1
4

SS
1.173865
0.430285

Total

5

1.60415

Intercept
“ereadiness”

MS
1.173865
0.107571

F
10.91245

Significance F
0.029838

Coefficients
1.606736

Standard Error
0.971392

t Stat
1.654055

P-value
0.173459

Lower 95%
-1.09028

Upper 95%
4.303752

13.07928

3.959339

3.303399

0.029838

2.08639

24.07216
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Abstract: The interest that online business is taking advantage of, during these days, is growing in spite of
nowadays economic circumstances. This may be an outcome of the economic crises, a moment in which the consumers
have become first of all more careful about the prices and then the rest. The aim of this paper is to present the efficiency
of online business and the research purpose is to underline some action that are essential for the e-business endurance
during these time of crisis. In this paper we are trying to complete the picture, to identify new solutions and ways of
rebalancing the economy which can be supported by the growth of e-business activities.
Key words: e-business, World Wide Web, e-marketing
JEL classification: L 81, M 39

1. Introduction
While the economic slowdown is still affecting the most markets, there is evidence so far that the
online retail market has remained steady due mostly to the lower prices and convenience offered via ecommerce. Spending on online advertising also continues to grow in the face of economic uncertainty and in
2010 online advertising should account for around 13% of overall ad spending worldwide (Emerging Europe
Monitor 2009)
2. Features for resourceful e-business
The e-business offers the possibility for the customers to choose that product / service which suits
him best at the best price, and the possibility for the company to know its preferences and to promote new
products or services, which should ensure a dominant position on the market. It should be mentioned that in
Romania, Compaq was among the first advertisers who have chosen on-line advertisement since 2006,
although this seemed impossible to realize at that moment. Still, after only three years it was estimated 1
million EUR value for this industry, value which climb at 2 million EUR and 3.5 million EUR in 2004. The
initial forecasts for 2006 were of 6 million EUR so that in the end to overcome the 8 million EUR value. The
first month of 2010 shows good signs and already presents an increase compared to the same period of 2009.
A part of this good result is also the consequence of a well coordinated marketing strategy that is used for
this special segment that is electronic business.
Marketing, as Philip Kotler says, is : “A social and managerial process through which the individuals
and groups obtain what they need and want by creating, offering and changing information, products /
services of a certain value.
In 1991 the Word Wide Web it was initiated by Tim Banners and Robert Cailliau, allowing the
navigators to move from one page to another thanks to hyperlinks. So, the web pages contain multimedia
information, meaning any text, graphics, sounds and video-digital images combination.
“Thanks to its power and accessibility, the web grew up in notoriety, so that many people cannot
make a clear distinction between web and internet”, says Steven Armstrong in his Advertising on the Internet
papers.
Web pages contain multimedia information, meaning any texts, graphics, sounds and video-digital
images combination, being available at any computer connected to the internet.
The internet is the connection between at least two servers with a specific language, and to which
help, the information moves on as packages. This idea is emphasized moreover by (Liciniu Kovacs 2002):
“All this are possible, first of all thanks to the standard connection protocol TCP/IP and the Hyper Text
Markup Language (HTML)”.
An efficient business web site, as is well known, must have the following features:
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-beautiful and elegant design
-promoted by domestic advertisement
-neither ignore the on line promotion
-to provide safety regarding online transactions
-attention to relationships with visitors
-include news into presented information
We can add to this, two more features that we consider essential for this kind of business: the web
page must be written in a way that’s uploaded very quickly by the consumer and the most important one is
for the best representative key words of the business to be registered in the most valuable search engine.
Online businesses have become easy, so the distance between producer and consumer is no longer an
obstacle. Already tested, the web has become a useful tool for marketing professionals who have the
possibility to maintain a strong online connection between producer and consumer.
Regarding the Romanian online advertising market structure, sites which hosted advertising and
agencies of online advertising, both collaborated more with each other, without the existence of competition
between them, in the true sense of the word. We are sure that will see some changes in the near future.
Most sites owners were just passionate by internet domain. The development rapidly way of
electronic commerce, has started at some point to put problems on them. The efficiency of online business
depends now largely on site maintenance costs, the number of attracted visitors and the building of a strong
brand.
The competition took its role seriously and printed an upward trend to the online advertising
industry. Right now there is a number of about 300 sites which really matter and a longer list of advertising
agencies.
With few exceptions the most important advertisement buyers in the Romanian web are the
multinational companies and this for two reasons: they have budgets allotted for something like this and they
understood better that it is an environment that one must check from the very beginning. Other buyers are the
occasional ones, with seasonal activities, for instance: in summer time, tourism agencies at the Seaside and in
winter, tourism agencies in the mountains. There are also normal clients of course, who wish to spend
reasonable sums of money in online advertising. But most of the time they make the research by themselves,
they look, identify and negotiate with few knowledge, so they are much closer to fail than win.
The online advertising client is a consumer who learns quickly and who knows exactly the efficiency
typology of advertising he is going to do, during a couple of months. Therefore any company of products and
services which calls for web service- as a e-marketing instrument -must take into account a series of
marketing strategies meant to increase traffic, number of clients and its income through the corresponding
conception of the respective pages.
We can sustain and complete the research of (Liciniu Kovacs 2002)in advising the entrepreneur and
namely the company couple with this important strategies:
First at all it is important establishing market target: Who are those who would like to buy online the
respective product /service. It is also important to know competition on the net so the search engines are
being used in order to make the search process easier. We notice the fast evolution and we can say that the
explosion of search engines, from “altavista” to “google” or “yahoo” and all of this will go on and on. It is a
must to assurance of the fact that the Web page is loading fast/quickly, influences the decision of the buyer
to continue visiting the site. It is also essential to send electronic messages to the interested ones and to
achieve promotional contests with the purpose of attracting the visitors and offer of a quality product/service,
treating the client in a right way
The e-marketing has big chances to succeed in offering value information for free, because the
Internet clients are searchers of information and they let them to convinced only by reliable facts
(product/service/advantages) and logical. They are not humans that can be convinced by classic techniques
on irrational and emotional messages.
The companies which since now had to shrink the advertising messages, can enjoy a relative
unlimited space. The Internet allows you to place a big quantity of multimedia information, compound of
text, pictures, graphics and even sounds.
The e-marketing offers to the companies which achieved a Web site the benefit and the advantage of
the fact that through the counting the access on each page you can find out what would clients be really
interested in.
The success of used marketing strategies is determined also of the capacity of companies to not
follow down.
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After conducting a survey in the Sibiu area and then extend it on the internet (at the web page
http://survey2009.serbu.ro), we were able to point out some of the most common mistakes in developing a
business on line.
For the efficiency of online business it is important to learn from those errors which shouldn’t be
done using a correct strategy, especially during the economic crises. Concluding the survey, the most
common mistakes are: Old and / or out of date information , the use of the newest application, the lack of a
logical structure, long time of loading the page, the using of frames, excessive animations, complicated URL,
pages that are to long, using standard colors for the links.
Frequently notice on Romanian web pages (but not only), keeping on the site information which are
no longer available creates a bad image, determining the guest to roughly judge the owner and even never
coming back to this type of pages. Highly attention is needed at obsolete information and at complete erase
of this type of pages.
The simplicity is a based rule of the Internet, due to the fact that many visitors quit visiting a site if
its loading hard, they can not access a page because of a plug-in and where a browsers remain to analyze
some sophisticated applications. The use of last minute technologies and applications can bring
inconvenience to users due to technical incompatibility.
The information must be classified on many levels as the user not gone a find any obstacle in finding
it. If the information are very important, it can be created a map of the site as a measure of assurance on
which the visitors can look for/ guide on.
Accepted time limit for loading a page is 15 –30 seconds. Some factors are to be taken into account
which can increase or decrease the loading time of a page: connection type, band length, communication
infrastructure.
Folders included into a frame-set can be independently used and we can deal either with pages that
do not contain navigation elements, either with pages that do not contain any logo or other identity elements
of a certain site, namely that which contains the web pages desired.
Also on some Romanian pages you can see excessive animation, or it is important not to abuse while
introducing animate effects: texts that move or continuously blink, many colored images or those which
blink in different colors. Such effects as excessive animation are harmful for the user’s eyes, who need quiet
to understand whatever he / she wish to communicate through the site.
The longer the web location is and it uses more special fonts, the user can find the pages in a more
difficult way. It may be ideal that directory names and folders be as short as possible and also easy to keep.
It is appropriate that the most important information be displayed on the upper page, namely in the
first visible screen, as far as many users do not usually go down the page and just seem to be content with the
information obtained in the first sections of the web page.
This is a generally valid criterion for all sites, for example: blue for those links towards the pages
that the user has not accessed and the orange for the links towards the pages visited. This allows the visitor to
direct himself easier on the site.
Therefore, any company which wants to impose itself in the “consumers consciousness”, has to use
all the attributes of the web: interactivity and the possibility to target the segment of the public very well
defined.
The content of each site conceived by the designer and all the possibilities of gathering information
concerning the users, have to help business people in defining the horizon of active and potential customers,
which they address to.
Therefore any company no matter its position on the market, either physical or virtual, which wants
to make its products and/ or services known through web page, has to influence the public decision of
buying. We consider justified the recommendation of I. Mihailescu made in his paper “MarketOnline” for
companies: “Firstly make sure your store is relatively easy to find. Then try to propose new modalities to
gain the attention of the clients. Your web site design is playing an important part, besides the supplies
attractiveness. Make sure that the standard procedure is as friendly as it can be. Once found a product, the
customer has to be one step away of buying it”.
3. Conclusion
Ray Corey in (Ray Corey 2003) says that “marketing includes all the activities through which a
company adapts itself in a creative and profitable way at the environment where it operates.”
For the efficiency of online business, e-marketing is the one who offers those interested (companies),
the possibility to study how to combine more information sources in order to obtain a major benefit. It is
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necessary in creating an e-marketing, companies to understand its characteristic and to establish their
strategies in order to survive on an emergent market.
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Abstract: The information and communication technologies use in education offers new ways of
training and evaluation. However, there are many challenges in designing an online e-learning and eassessment software with support for mathematics. Some of the issues of developing such a system are: how
to improve the process of displaying mathematical content on the web, how to provide a better feedback
mechanism for students and how to author and input new mathematical content. In developing the
MathPractice system we tried to find solutions for some of these technical problems.
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1. Introduction
In recent years there has been an explosion of online materials, facilitating access to training for a
growing number of people. In general, teachers and students are enthusiastic about the new possibilities
offered by e-Learning, except for those involved in teaching / learning math (Anderson, 2008; Sedig &
Liang, 2006). Recent research indicates that the efficiency of computer assisted instruction for mathematics
is much lower than for other disciplines. Instructors involved in teaching math complain that most course
management systems do not effectively address the challenges of online math and are not designed to allow
the use of mathematical notation, formulas and graphs, making "extremely frustrating to teach mathematics
online" (Smith et al, 2004).
In addition, in the traditional face to face courses, the teacher dynamically models the interaction
with his students in the problem solving process. Students ask questions and solve problems based on the
support received from the teacher. In the asynchronous e-Learning model, the documents are static, lacking
the dynamic interaction with the teacher. Moreover, in the traditional classes, students often have to solve
homework, which is corrected by the teacher, who can make notations on the paper. In online courses,
however, due to the communication difficulties of mathematical notation, this simple feedback cannot be
guaranteed.
Considering this, we can say that e-Learning technologies can improve the learning process in
teaching mathematics, but have some limitations in replacing the traditional education. Undoubtedly,
computer assisted training will become more popular for this discipline, but it must carefully adopt the best
ways of teaching and learning.
Thus, developing a web-based e-Learning system capable of delivering and assessing math content is
technically difficult, considering that it must provide the facilities necessary for quality educational software.
We can observe the lack of such instruction and assessment software, but also the difficulty of developing it,
because it should bring together features of several independent software such as Mathematica (for
computing and graphics), Latex or Word (for equation editing and viewing), etc.
2. Online Instruction for Mathematics
In a research study (Smith & Ferguson, 2005) the authors attempt to examine the extent of the
problem in online training for mathematics. For this purpose they used quantitative methods, such as the
student dropout rate for online training versus conventional training, for both mathematics and other
disciplines. The results showed that the dropout rate is significantly higher for online courses and virtual
classrooms, than for traditional face to face courses (Smith et al, 2004). This is a problem affecting all
disciplines, not just math. However, in online instruction the dropout rate was much higher for mathematics
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compared to other disciplines, while in classical training this indicator was about the same for both math and
the other disciplines.
The research was conducted at the State University of New York (SUNY), the participants were
online teachers and instructors, and the courses were developed by SUNY Learning Network (SLN), a
nonprofit organization that provides over 3,000 online courses for the approximately 40 SUNY's colleges.
The results showed that, in online instruction the dropout rate was 0.31 for math courses, compared
with other disciplines having a rate of 0.18, the difference being significant. In classical courses, there were
no major differences in terms of dropout rate for math courses and other disciplines, in both cases having an
average rate of 0.05.
Table 1: The dropout rate for online and traditional courses, math vs. other disciplines
Subject of
study

Online courses
Num
Drop
ber of
out rate
courses
32
0.31
106
0.18

Mathematics
Other
disciplines
Source: (Smith & Ferguson, 2005)

Traditional courses
Num
Drop
ber of
out rate
courses
57
0.05
1189
0.05

Figure 1: The dropout rate for online and traditional courses

Considering the results, one can conclude that it is more difficult to implement math online than
other disciplines. The significant differences between average dropout rates in online courses for math and
other subjects (0.31 to 0.18), suggest major problems regarding online math courses. The fact that these
differences do not appear in classical courses shows that the problem comes from the difficulty of
implementing mathematical concepts in online learning environments.
However, the explanations are more complex, requiring discussion of the many problems online
instruction for mathematics is facing.
A first problem is that the online learning environments are not designed to implement notations,
formulas or graphics required in mathematics. This significantly hampers the two-way communication
between students and teachers. This problem, combined with other weaknesses of e-Learning (such as
physical isolation, lack of explanations in real time, delayed feedback, etc.), can be a big obstacle for the
online math students (Smith & Ferguson, 2005).
Another aspect to be considered is that the pedagogical model often implemented in electronic
courses is based on asynchronous training and discussion forums, model that does not work very well for
mathematics (Smith & Ferguson, 2005). Although asynchronous training and discussion forums can bring a
plus for many disciplines (for example courses in which students are required to read and discuss some
papers or publications), for mathematics, however, the discussion forums are not very useful, the focus being
here on problem solving.
3. MathPractice
MathPractice is a useful tool for obtaining a mathematical culture, for learning the algorithms
required in solving problems and exercises, for clarifying certain mathematical concepts. But, like any other
auxiliary, it cannot replace the effectiveness of the dialogue between teacher and student, or the individual
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work students need, in order to acquire deep knowledge of mathematics. The software improves, but does
not intend to replace a traditional math course.
The application is a modern tool, which the teacher can use in the classroom, or students can consult
on their home computers. The product aims to:
• provide an interactive method of study;
• support the learning / self-assessment / examination process;
• supplement traditional teaching methods with new technologies;
• provide educational content in an attractive form, making it easily understandable;
• allow students to follow the problem solving process step by step;
• ensure acquiring knowledge through self assessment and practice;
• facilitate students' learning, stimulating their creativity and competition.
This software is mainly intended for school and high-school use, but it can be utilized as study
material for other levels of education. The teaching curriculum is divided into chapters; each chapter could
have lessons containing demonstrations and presentations of problems and exercises. The information is
presented in a modular structure, so that it corresponds to the topics addressed in the mathematics curriculum
for each of the IX-XII classes.
The product aims to achieve the following functionalities required for an efficient teaching / learning
/ evaluation process:
• practice – using the existing exercises in the database, the user can generate lists of problems (with
or without solutions), in order to satisfy the need for practice and reinforcing concepts;
• assessment and self-assessment – based on previously stored questions, assessment tests can be
generated, so that students can solve them online.
• recording the students’ performance – the results of the evaluations are stored in a database and can
provide the history of each student.
The administrator regime, intended for teachers use, allows them to manage users and their rights
over the application functionality, to establish the curriculum chapters and levels of difficulty associated to
the problems or questions, and to create quizzes, problems and solutions. The teacher can determine various
characteristics of tests or exercises (number of questions / problems per test, response time, difficulty level),
and can manage the questions and exercises in the database.
To represent the mathematical notations and formulas, we chose to use a scripting language, similar
to Latex, which can be interpreted in equational format. Therefore, both questions and problems are stored in
the database as text, and then this scripting language is interpreted so that the end-user (student) can view
them in equational format.
Figure 2: Interpretation of the scripting language

The user mode, addressed to students, consists of training and practicing based on the stored
problems and exercises, and allows for students online assessment and self-assessment using a tests
generator. The online testing, in the form of multiple choice questions, offer feedback through automatic
grading and results recording, also providing the correct answers to the students.
3.1. The Teacher Role
The administrator role allows the teacher to determine different test settings (number of questions
per test, response time, difficulty level) and to manage the questions in the database. The software provides a
series of filters so that the teacher can select only those questions belonging to a particular chapter, having a
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given difficulty level, or those matching a search criterion. The teacher can add new questions to the
database, modify or delete the existing ones.
Figure 3: Questions editing

For the mathematical formulas, the teacher needs to use the scripting language mentioned above, the
math notations being displayed upon request. Thus, both questions and answers are stored as text.
The same as for multiple-choice questions, the problems management involves establishing some
characteristics of the practicing tests (number of exercises, level of difficulty), as well as adding, modifying
or deleting the exercises in the database. In addition, the teacher may choose to generate a list of problems in
Word format. A number of filters can be used in order to select those exercises that match some particular
criteria.
Figure 4: Problems editing

In addition, the teacher is able to associate to each exercise a solution structured in a variable number
of steps. As for the multiple-choice questions, each problem and its solution are stored as text, using the
same formal language.
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3.2. The Student Role
The application home page allows switching between the two operating modes. Using the software
in student mode allows access to testing the application for both authenticated and unauthenticated users.
The authenticated student is directed to his personal page containing information about his previous tests and
his evolution.
Figure 5: Student’s personal page

The student can chose one of the following options:
• perform an evaluation test – in this case the test settings (number of questions, difficulty level,
answering time) are determined by the teacher
• perform a self-assessment test – the test’s characteristics are established by the student
• problem solving practice – a list of exercises is generated according to user’s settings
For authenticated users, both questions and problems will be chosen automatically depending on the
student's academic year.
Also unauthenticated users are allowed to use the application, they can perform self-assessment tests
or practice problem solving, but they cannot perform examination tests. In addition, questions and problems
will be randomly selected from all years of study, and the results will not be saved in the database.
The tests contain a number of questions set by the teacher (for evaluation) or by the student (for selfassessment), that will be randomly chosen from the database without recurrence, according to the filters
imposed. The answers for each question are also listed in random order.
Figure 6: Evaluation / self-assessment test

When the test is loaded, the scripting language (used for storing the questions in the database) is
interpreted and displayed in an equational format, which can be easily understood by the students.
The user is allowed to scroll between questions with the possibility of rethinking the answer. For a
more effective evaluation a time interval is set, in which the test must be solved. When time expires the user
is automatically redirected to the evaluation page. The test result is saved in the database and feedback is
provided immediately by allowing the student to see the correct and wrong answers, and by automatically
calculating the grade he obtained.
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The test, the selected answers and the correct ones, can be saved in a Word file on the client
computer, in order to be consulted later.
The practice component is extremely useful to students and provides an effective way to follow step
by step the solution to a problem or a demonstration. The exercises are randomly selected from the database
according to the user’s criteria (number of problems, difficulty level).
Figure 7: Problem solving practice

The problems and solutions are displayed in an equational format. The student can scroll between
selected exercises, trying to solve them. Depending on the settings made by the teacher, the user can choose
to see the answer or the solution to the problem. A final feature of this section allows the student to save the
list of problems in a Word file, for later use.
4. Conclusion
The shift from the classical methods of training to the new teaching practices enhanced by
information and communication technologies, has been shown to be not only effective but also have
benefits for students, teachers, and course administrators. Some of these benefits can be synthesized as
follows (Buzzetto-More & Alade, 2006): improve student learning by identifying their strengths and
weaknesses; review and improve the effectiveness of different teaching strategies or curricular programs;
improve teaching effectiveness; and provide useful data that will help decision making.
MathPractice is a software tool intended for teachers’ usage, being designed to be used in schools
as teaching material for mathematics. Its functional characteristics allow modelling the mathematical
phenomena, generating assessment and self-assessment tests, and presenting the math concepts and
problems. The software improves, but does not intend to replace the traditional training system. The
auxiliary comes to support both students and teachers, offering them the possibility of getting the skills
required for solving math problems and exercises.
The motivation of developing this training system lies in the fact that mathematics uses a
specialized language, strongly formalized, which hampers the understanding of some notions,
demonstrations or exercises. Using such a product would overcome the major difficulties in understanding
and would meet the students’ need to practice and exercise. It is envisaged that practical exercises have a
greater impact than other forms of training.
Considering that the recent years were marked by numerous efforts to promote computer-assisted
learning, and the current students prefer the information provided by the Internet, such an e-Learning
solution comes to meet these options.
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Abstract: The objective of this article is to reflect on the process of auditing and reengineering the two-stage
least squares econometric software. We will also present a software application that has the role of determining the
coefficients of a linear model, based on the ordinary least squares and the two-stage least squares regression analysis,
which has been audited and reengineered in order to fulfil the objectives with a higher degree of accuracy.
By applying the appropriate development, auditing and reengineering strategies, costs are being considerably
reduced and the level of efficiency is appreciably increasing.
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Introduction
In Tomozei (2010) the regression model has been described, with concern on exogenous and
endogenous variables. If we take into account the multi linear regression model Wooldridge (2009) it can be
defined as the following equation:

yi = β 0 + β 1 x1 + ... + β i xi + ...β n xn + ε i

(1)

The (1) formula can also be written as:
n

y i = β 0 + ∑ β i xi + ε i
i =1

(2)

in which
yi represents the dependent, explained variable;
xi describes the independent variables, explanatory variables;

ε i is the error term.
β i is the coefficient of the independent variable i, which we will have to determine in the model.

The purpose of the model is the estimation of the explanatory variables coefficients. One the most
frequent way for doing that is by using the ordinary least squares technique. We will notice that sometimes,
the ordinary least squares cannot be appropriately implemented and consequently the two-stage least squares
method should be used.
As a preliminary condition, we will presume that the expectation of the variable ε is 0, taking into
account that x and ε are random variables. In other words, E( ε |x)=E( ε )=0, meaning that the value of ε
does not depend of the values of x.
It becomes straightforward to describe in the following equation the regression model without taking
into account the variable ε . This will lead to the idea that:

n

E ( y | x) = β 0 + ∑ β i xi
i =1
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In McFadden (1999) and Johnston (2000) there is shown that the regression model may be
described also by using matrices. In practice, when we build econometric software this is the most
frequent algorithm:

X T y = X T Xβ + X T ε = X T Xbols
(4)
in which we notice the following elements:
-

X represents the matrix of exogenous or independent variables;
y is the vector of endogenous or dependent variables;
β is the vector of coefficients which have to be estimated;
ε represents the error term;
XT is the transpose matrix of X.
It is straightforward to describe (4) as the following formula:


 x11

 x21
....
x
 m1

′
 y  
1
x12 ..... x1n     x11
  y2  
=  x21
x22 ..... x2 n  *
....
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(5)

In some cases, presented in McFadden (1999) and Johnston (2000) and Wooldridge (2009) the twostage least squares method of estimation has been defined, having the advantage of offering the possibility to
estimate correctly the coefficients under the following circumstances:
when variables are omitted in the simple regression model - sometimes the error term does contain
some unobserved variables. Consequently it is necessary to identify a variable which is uncorrelated with the
error term, but correlated with the other variable from the model.
In this case, the model becomes

y = β 0 + β 1 x1 + β 2 z1 + ε

(6)

β 2 is the coefficient of the instrumental variable, z1 is the instrumental variable and x1 is suspected of
correlation with the error term.
in the multiple regression model, debated also in this article, when some of the exogenous variables are
correlated with the error term.
In this case, the model becomes

y = β 0 + β1 x1 + β 2 z1 + ...β k x k −1 + ε

and x1 is possibly correlated with ε .

(7)

The two-stage least squares method will explain y by means of exogenous variables which are not
correlated with the error term.
not

y1* = δ 0 + δ 1 z1 + δ 2 z 2 + .... + δ n z n + ε 2

*
Consequently, x1 = y1 becomes
E (ε 2 ) = 0, Cov(z i , ε 2 ) = 0 .
and

(8)

The algorithm of estimating the coefficients of the linear model by two stage least squares becomes

[

T
T
T
δ 2SLS= X Z (Z Z ) Z X
−1

]

−1

(

X TZ ZTZ

)

−1

Z TY

(9)

as a generalization of (4) taking into account the assumption in which

β OLS = (X T X ) X T Y
−1

(10)
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where:
-

δ

-

X represents the matrix of exogenous or independent variables;
y is the vector of endogenous or dependent variables;
X T is the transpose of X;

-

2SLS represents the estimated coefficients, by the two stage least squares method;
Z is the matrix of instrumental variables extracted from X;

ZT is the transpose of Z.

The software application developed by the authors will finally show the regression equation as in (10).
y= δ 1 z1 + δ 2 z 2 + ... + δ n z n

(11)

2. EastMate two-stage least squares econometric application
The econometric application developed by Tomozei (2010) is simple, and consists of two classes, for
implementing the matrices and the regression model. It has a graphical interface, presented in Figure 2., in
which the following elements are introduced by the user:
- the endogenous, dependent variable;
- the number of independent, exogenous variables;
- the number of data series, which has to be lower than 30.
The architecture of the desktop application does not contain facilities of distributed computing and does not
have the possibility of saving data in the files. In figure 1 there is presented the UML class diagram of
EastMate desktop application.
Figure 1: Class diagram of EastMate desktop application
Matrix
nr_rows
nr_cols
name
opname()
Matrix()
Transpose()
Operator +()
Operator -()
Inverse()
Copy()
Validate()

<<communicate>>
+provides_data
1..n

+gets_data 1

Regression
Matrix X
Matrix Y
Matrix Z
Regression()
Get_Data()
Solve1_st()
Validate()

The graphical interface has been developed in Visual Studio 2003 development environment and has been
migrated in Visual Studio 2008.
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Figure 2: Graphical Interface of EastMate desktop
application

The algorithm of using the application is straightforward as well, and consists of the following steps:
- the user writes the number of variables;
- the number of data series is introduced;
- the button Incarca date is pushed;
- the system validates the data;
- a dynamic table is generated in order to the elements of the matrices are read;
- the red textboxes are completed with the values of the dependent variable;
- the white textboxes are completed with the values of the exogenous variables;
- the button Calculeaza is pushed;
- the estimated coefficients are shown.
In the following section, the model is validated by COBIT framework.
3. The auditing of EastMate econometric software, based on COBIT
The COBIT framework Mortman (2010) does not specify which technologies an organization should or
shouldn't use. It is a high-level framework that can be used to evaluate an organization's existing or planned
controls: be they policies, processes or technologies.
Each of the sections of COBIT consists of four subsections: description, control objectives,
management guidelines and maturity model. The description is a high-level overview of the section that
follows. The control objectives are a high-level list of requirements. In the management guidelines, the
control objectives are mapped according to which members of an organization should be responsible,
accountable, consulted or informed (RACI) on how each control objective is actually implemented. Also it
takes the control objectives and breaks them down into goals and high-level metrics to measure how close
the enterprise is to achieving those goals. The maturity model, gives auditors a framework for determining
how mature an organization is in regard to a specific section Lahti(2005).
The goal of the audit mission is to obtain a reasonable assurance concerning the use of econometric
software, in accordance with the appropriate rules and settlements (regulations), and with specific security
standards. The audit plan is driven by the following issues Amancei (2010):
-

the source code security on the production environment
Due to the complexity of econometric software solution the organization might have direct access to
the source code, in order to adapt and improve the solution to properly fit the organizations needs. In this
situation the source code should be access only in secured areas and a versioning system must be
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implemented by the organization. These issues can be addressed by implementing a good change
management policy and a versioning system;
-

the application controls defined for business purposes
The responsibility for application controls is an end-to-end joint responsibility between business and
IT, but the nature of the responsibilities changes as follows:
• The business is responsible to properly: define functional and control requirements,
and the use of automated services;
• IT is responsible to: automate and implement business functional and control
requirements, and establish controls to maintain the integrity of applications
controls.
Based on the two, most important issues, noted for using econometric software, relevant COBIT
processes and sub processes, that can be useful in this case, have been identified.
Table 1 provides an overview of the mapping of COBIT IT Governance (2007) with the two identified
key issues. Only the most relevant control objectives have been retained and discussed here.
Table 1: Mapping of COBIT with Key Issues
Source code security on the Application
production environment
defined for
purposes
ME 2.1 Monitoring of internal
x
control framework
ME 2.4 Control self-assessment
x
ME 4.5 Risk management
x
ME 4.6 Performance measurement
x
AC 2 Source data collection and
x
entry
AC 3 Accuracy, completeness and
x
authentic checks
AC 4 Process integrity and validity
x
AC 5 Output review, reconciliation
x
and error handling









controls
business

The source code security on the production environment
ME 2.1 Monitoring of internal control framework - A policy with the accepted frameworks and practices
for internal control monitoring and evaluation activities has to be defined by the organization. The
organization should take into consideration an independent evaluation of the internal control system for
proactive detection and resolution of control deviations.
ME 2.4 Control self-assessment – Defining and identifying evaluation criteria for conducting selfassessments will increase the ability of the organization to implement preventive measures for recurring
exceptions by applying corrective measures.
ME 4.5 Risk management - The implementation of a new product (econometric software) will have an
impact on the organization risk assessment. The risk assessment changes have to be indentified and
compared with the board appetite for risk exposures. Approval must be received for levels that are above
approved previous approved residual risk.
ME 4.6 Performance measurement - A performance measurement system for the defined objectives must
be put in place in order to assess the management performance in the execution and achievement
obtained by implementing the new software. This system will highlight the objectives that have not been
achieved by implementing the software and an action plan will be prepared for future compliance.
The application controls defined for business purposes
AC 2 Source data collection and entry - The business processes that are supported by econometric
software should propose controls that will ensure the data input in a timely manner and by authorized
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and qualified staff. Clear access rights matrix must be defined, in order to secure the access to input, edit,
authorize, accept and reject transactions, and override errors.
AC 3 Accuracy, completeness and authentic checks - Based on business reasons, controls that will check
for accuracy, completeness and validity will be defined.
AC 4 Process integrity and validity - During the processing cycle, the detection of erroneous transactions
must not disrupt the processing of valid transactions. The review of adjustments must be performed
promptly and in detail by appropriate personnel who do not perform data entry.
AC 5 Output review, reconciliation and error handling - Procedures should be defined and implemented,
to ensure that the business owners review the final output for reasonableness, accuracy and
completeness, and that output is handled in line with the applicable confidentiality classification. The
software should report potential errors, log them in an automated, centralized logging facility, in order to
be addressed in a timely manner.

4. Reengineering of EastMate econometric software
Reengineering applied to EastMate software application has the objective of distributed computing the
coefficients of the two-stage least squares estimation technique in regression analysis. The process of
reengineering is considerably cheaper and time saving in comparison to the starting of the project from the
beginning. In consequence, a higher level of economic efficiency is achieved, by saving time and money.
The distributed econometric application Tomozei (2010) developed by means of reengineering has the
following benefits:
- the users have access faster and concurrently to the computing resources;
- portability is achieved, due to online distributed computing. The application works on any web
browser;
- the speed of response is significantly increasing;
- the integration of the methods in other distributed applications is possible by the Service Oriented
Architecture and by the SOAP protocol;
- the costs are significantly reduced, by the use distributed environments;
- the dimensions of datasets has also increased, the application may deal easily with 2000 series of
data.
For the use of the applications it is necessary that the following steps are made:
-

-

the users have to go to the http://phdresearch.ub.ro URI;
the users have the possibility of going to the demo application, in order to learn how to use the
software application or create an account for going to the main module; it is very easy to create a
new account just by entering the data mentioned on the web form;
the username and password are entered, and the user is redirected to the main web form presented in
figure3;

Figure 3: Web interface of EastMate distributed application
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-

-

the number of dependent variables is defined by the user;
the number of data series is entered;
the button Incarca date is pushed;
a dynamic table is generated in order to the elements of the matrices are read;
the red textboxes are completed with the values of the dependent variable;
the white textboxes are completed with the values of the exogenous variables;
the user pushes the button Citeste Matrice. In this moment the matrices objects are created, and the
two-stage least squares model is generated.
if the user pushes the Calcul OLS button, then the coefficients of the regression model computed by
the ordinary least squares will appear. If he pushes the Calcul 2SLS button the coefficients are
computed by the two-stage least squares method.
after the results have been computed and compared, the matrices may be saved in binary or XML
files on the server, which can be used in future work.

The architecture of EastMate distributed application is a lot more complicated comparing to the same
desktop application and may be observed in figure 4.
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Figure 4: Class diagram of EastMate distributed application
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The red transparent square box from the figure 4 shows the components which have been inherited from the
desktop application. In this case, the development cycle started from the existing software entity, which
could not realize the new objectives due to its deprecation.
Starting from the target group of the existing desktop application and from the current documentation the
architecture has been identified and re-created. In our case the following steps have been made:
-

the target groups have been interviewed;
the initial architecture of the system has been re-created;
the existing libraries and packages have been studied;
the updates have been carefully monitored;
the versions have been identified and studied;
reverse engineering has been made.

The beneficiaries, also referred as the target group of the application are the students and the teachers from
our universities that are interested in regression analysis.
Distributed computing needs administration and authentication services are being efficient. The
administration and authentication classed are developed during the reengineering process.
The database tier has also been added in the process of reengineering. As in every distributed system, the
database tier cannot be ignored and data storage has to be adopted in a persistent manner. Our application
works by default with SQL Server database management system, but has the possibility to work also with
Oracle and MySQL.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we presented the results of our research regarding the development, the audit and the
reengineering of distributed econometric applications. We described the way in which the applications have
to be transformed and inherited in order to achieve a higher level of efficiency. Financial resources are better
allocated and time is considerably saved by reusing the existing valuable software which proved to be
valuable for many years.
UML diagrams have been used in order to offer a clear view about the architecture of the systems.
Comments were made and algorithms for using the both, desktop and distributed applications have been
pointed out.
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Abstract: Nowadays the business models based on static information architectures begin to change in the way
they start to link together different things, products or manufacturing processes in the so called “Internet of Things”.
Our own lives are changing rapidly and in the world of Internet of Things different sensors and actuators are embedded
in physical objects, linked specially through wireless networks and often using the same network protocol (IP - Internet
Protocol) to connect to the Internet. In this paper we present some characteristics and new business applications for
what it is and what will become the Internet of Things.
Key words: Business applications, Internet of Things, Embedded objects, RFID, Sensor-driven
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1. Introduction
In the past years there are a lot of articles about so called “Internet of Things” (IoT) and the usage of
the IoT-idiom has grown considerably. It has become a major leading theme in conferences, books, academic
and professional journals, university courses, research summer schools, research programs of companies,
universities, applied research organizations and government-funded research programs, as well as reports on
global future developments and industry analysis (Fleisch, 2010).
These articles conclude that Internet of Things (IoT) will probably have a bigger impact on humanity
than social media. In this context, the creation of a "central nervous system" for the earth or a "global data
field" is pretty well done. As more and more devices connect daily to the internet – industrial products, cars,
home security systems, utility monitoring, etc. - and as more objects include RFID tags, the physical world is
beginning to merge with the digital world. In fact, the top underlying technologies for IoT are RFID (Radio
Frequency IDentification), sensors and smartphones.
The development of the Internet of Things is based mainly on high applicable principles. For
example, in a world of the Internet of Things we will search for the car keys in the same way we can search
for a white paper. Social media is an overlay of socialization on top of our physical worlds. Moreover, the
future Internet of things will be an integration of physical and virtual worlds, permitting the most desirable
elements of each to exist in the other (Siemens, 2010).
The Internet of Things (IoT) has many applications and one of the bigger companies that promote the
characteristics of the IoT, IBM, is pushing for intelligent homes as Internet-connected household devices get
access to more online content and services. IBM research has already demonstrated a virtual smarter home
prototype with advanced security features, with the ability to remotely control shutters, doors and
surveillance cameras. Other devices on display will include a smart thermostat from Emerson Technology
that allows users to regulate home air conditioning and heating through PCs and mobile phones, which could
help cut heating and cooling bills.
Another application includes the entertainment at homes, where smarter algorithms in devices like
TVs could adjust programming and advertising. Again IBM has demonstrated entertainment technologies
including HbbTV (Hybrid Broadcast Broadband TV), which combine television with information from the
Internet. Again, from the domestic point of view there are other applications of IoT regarding handling toxic
waste, watershed management, building design, transportation, smart energy grid, and a whole new green
way of thinking.
On the other hand, the Internet of Things is such huge jump from today's technological world. The
use of API's, or “services” at this point, has the potential to fulfill the needs of every person, business or
government. Of course, that is a long way off but it's keep moving everyday. For example, at MIT, the
student ID has an RFID tag which contains all the information about the student. Each ID has a unique
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frequency which embeds a student’s ID number, name, address, security permissions (such as getting into
labs, buildings, rooms and even the dormitory) as well as monetary funds in the form of what MIT calls
“TechCash” - a form of currency used all over MIT campus and in the surrounding businesses.
2. pplications
An excellent way to reveal the hidden value of the Internet of Things is to analyse the applications
for both businesses and consumers. In this analysis, we may see from the beginning that it is impossible to
structure IOT applications as is impossible modelling the entire world, because essentially every business
process in essentially every industry on this globe is embedded in the physical world (Fleisch, 2010).
Consequently, the broad range of applications for the Internet of Things made them difficult to
analyse and put into categories. There are a lot of approaches in this sense and we think that no one is
perfect; still, we may see all around six types of applications which belong to two main categories: first,
information, monitoring and analysis and second, automation and control (Chui, 2010).
2.1 Information, monitoring and analysis
In this main category we include applications that link data from different networks, data from
products, assets or other environments. All these data transform into information that can enhance decision
making in a significant way. There are organizations that already have deployed such applications in specific
areas but the more sophisticated ones are still in experimental phases. Examples here include presence based
advertising and payments based on locations of consumers, inventory and supply chain management.
Tracking behaviour
There are common applications that involve sensors embedded into products, so the companies may
track the movement of the products and monitor the interactions with them. An application for an insurance
company, for example, may include the base for the price of the insurance policies on how car is driven as
well where it travels. Prices may be customized to the actual risks of driving the vehicle rather based on
characteristics like driver’s age, gender or place of residence. Also are a lot of possibilities here for the rental
car companies, where sensors that note shoppers’ profile data can help close purchases by offering additional
information or discounts at the point of sale.
For the B2B market there is the well-known application of the IoT that involves sensors to track
RFID tags placed on products moving through the supply chain, improving by this way the management of
the inventory while reducing working capital and logistics costs.
Also, there are airplane manufacturers that are building airframes with networked sensors that send
continuous data on product wear and tear to their computers, allowing in this way the proactive maintenance
and reducing unplanned downtime.
Enhanced situational awareness
These applications are based on achieving real-time awareness about the physical environment. One
example may include sniper detection using direction of sound to locate shooters. From a network of sensors
deployed in infrastructure (roads or buildings) or to report environmental conflicts we may have decision
makers in awareness of real-time systems, especially with the sensors that are used with advanced display or
visualization technologies.
Decision analytics
Here we may find applications that are assisting human decision making through deep analysis and
data visualization. Examples include the following: oil field site planning 3D simulation and visualization or
continuous monitoring of chronic diseases that may help doctors to give the best treatments for their patients.
More specifically, there was a trial that has enrolled patients with congestive heart failure. These patients are
typically monitored only during periodic physician office visits for weight, blood pressure and heart rhythm
and rate. Sensors placed with the patient can now monitor most of these signs remotely and continuously,
giving practitioners early warnings about the conditions of the patients, conditions that would otherwise lead
to unplanned hospitalizations and expensive emergency case. As a very good example, the better
management of congestive heart failure alone reduce hospitalization and treatment costs by a billion dollars
annually only in the United States of America.
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2.2 Automation and control
The data gathered through the Internet of Things for automation and control means converting the
data analysis into instructions that represent a feedback through the network to actuators that in turn modify
processes. The automatization of the application may raise productivity, as systems that adjust automatically
to complex situations make most of the human interventions unnecessary. Here we may see three types of
applications involving: process optimization, optimized resource consumption and complex autonomous
systems.
Process optimization
Process optimization is about the automated control of closed systems. Examples include here the
maximization of product throughput by wireless sensors and continuous, precise adjustments in the
manufacturing lines. In some industries like the chemical one, there are installed sensors to bring much
greater granularity to monitoring. These sensors send data to computers which in turn analyse it and send
signals to actuators to adjust processes (for example, by modify mixtures, temperatures or pressures). All the
optimizations allows for big reductions in waste, energy costs and human intervention.
Optimized resource consumption
Here is about the control of consumption to optimize resource use across a network. Examples
include: smart meters and energy grids that match loads and generation capacity in order to lower cost or
data-center management to optimize energy, storage and processor utilization. For a data-center example,
power consumption is often half of a typical facility’s total lifetime cost, so could be a nice try here to cut off
the power consumption. Many servers draw some power 24/7 but are used most of the time at minimal
capacity, since they are tied to specific operations. In this case, manufacturers have developed sensors that
monitor each server’s power use, employing software that balances computing loads and eliminates the need
for underused servers and storage devices. The best example here is the Greenfield data-centers that are
already adopting such technologies, which could become standard features of data-center infrastructure
within
a
decade
(one
can
see
more
about
a
greenfield
data-center
at
http://www.slideshare.net/CiscoSP360/cisco-it-case-study-greenfield-data-center).
Complex autonomous systems
In this case the main characteristic is the automated control in open environments with great
uncertainty. Examples include collision avoidance systems to sense objects and automatically apply brake or
clean up of hazardous materials through the use of swarms of robots. One of the most demanding uses of IoT
includes the real-time sensing of unpredictable conditions and instant responses of automated systems in
order to solve a situation. Some industries require testing swarms of robots that maintain facilities or clean
up toxic waste and systems under study in the military sector would coordinate the movements of groups of
unmanned aircraft.
2.3 Other applications
There are also other applications of the IoT that are rich in services. To cope with the limitations of
the last mile of the IoT, a user friendly computer, most often a mobile phone has to serve as a gateway that
links the smart thing with its homepage or any other resource in the Internet that is relevant to the user and
the thing in context. Applications that leverage this value driver are manifold. One could easily imagine a
service that augments product information on physical products, such as a bottle of wine, with additional
information, for instance, from the producer, the dealer, the Wine Spectator, the Johnson wine guide, or
consumer forums (van der Heijden, 2006). The augmentation application is also being used to create new
tourist services in cities and museums, where artwork and points of interest are tagged to link mobile phones
that pass by with audio and video streams that explain the foreign world in the language and at the individual
level of detail and expertise selected by the interested connoisseur. It also is helpful for linking products such
as coffee machines and machine tools that are already in operation with their operation and repair manuals or
individual maintenance records (Fleisch, 2010).
In all applications, the mobile phone is the primary means for providing the window to thing specific
content and services that run on the web.
In the world of business there are also a lot of IoT applications; an interesting one is the AlcatelLucent’s mobile wallet service that provides flexible payment, loyalty and marketing services to operators
and enterprises (figure 1). The Alcatel-Lucent application is based on:
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•

•

A mobile payment framework
• Wallet (stored value account) for cash and virtual cash
• Event dispatcher
• Transaction workflow engine and rules engine
• Payment gateway for payment settlement
Mobile payment applications
• Proximity payment
• Mobile money transfer
• Remote ticketing
• E- and M-commerce
• Loyalty, coupon services and marketing
End-to-End integration
• Integration with point-of-sale infrastructure
• Integration with e-shops and application stores
Figure 1: Alcatel-Lucent’s Mobile Wallet Service

Source: Touchatag.com

3. Conclusions
All the applications and concepts embedded in the Internet of Things are a great promise, yet
businesses, policy and even technical challenges must be tackled before these systems to be widely
embraced. The companies that are early adopters may prove without a doubt that the new sensor-driven
business models create superior value. Meanwhile, industry groups and regulators must study the impacts on
data privacy and security, in special for uses that touch on sensitive consumer information. In this sense,
legal liability frameworks for the bad decisions of automated systems will have to be established by
governments, companies and risk analysts.
By the technology point of view, the cost of sensors, actuators and RFID technology must fall to
levels that will lead to a widespread use. Networking technologies and the standards that support them must
evolve to that point where data can flow fluently from sensors, to computers, to actuators. Within production
companies, big changes in information patterns will have major implications in the organizational structures,
as well in the decision making process or operation management. For example, the product development will
need to reflect greater possibilities for capturing and analyzing information.
All the new IoT applications will need a testing field; energy consumption efficiency and process
optimization are good early targets. The experiments with the new technologies must be made in
development laboratories and in small scale pilot trials and companies should seek partnerships with
innovative technology suppliers creating Internet of Things applications for industries and businesses.
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